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INTRODUCTION

Stability and Gmwth

GREEK SHIPPING: EMERGING FROM THE DOLDRUMS?

A

fter seeing tanker rates reach unprecedented levels two years ago, the cargo shipping sector has more recently experienced harder times. Following double-digit growth in 2000, world trade fell back sharply in 200 I, tire largest developed
1wtions seeing growth ofless than 0.5%. Technically, tire world fell into recession last yearaltlrouglr a modest recovely in 2002 is expected. Shipping rates, pal'licularlycontainer rates, !rave ridden the roller coasteroftrade peaks and
troughs and equilibrium is not expected to be restored before 2003. Tire Greek coastal shipping sector is deeply indebted, with
gearing ratios in some cases approaching 200%. Companies have faced cash flow difficulties in flying to meet their debt servicing obligations. Tire result is a process of consolidation and rationalisation wlriclr will continue throughout tire year.

The Greek merchant marine sector
is at a critical juncture. For years it
has been largely an offshore venture,
virtually tax-free. It has been financed through a combination of the personal wealth of shipowners and high
levels of debt offered by banks prepared to accept the risk of lend ing on
vessels in o rder to secure the other
business of these high net worth individuals.
In recent years, the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and the European
Commission have been moving to curb
offshore activity.
Since J 999, the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) has been
working towa rds introducing new capital adequacy rules for banks which will
make shipowners' borrowing a much
more expensive proposition.
Increasingly shipowners arc going to
have to look to equity markets for their
financing. The government has recently revised legislat ion allowing the list-

ing of blue water shipping fleets on the
Athens Stock Exchange. It co ntains
concessions on tax and inheritance
duties, which could make it attractive
for the principals of some fleets to consider listing some ships.
There remains, however, the issue of
corporate structure and the disclosure
necessary to list, which will probably
prevent many family firms fro m coming to market. Additionally, turn over
is thin and prices depressed at the
moment. There will be some listings
but not a rush.
Despite the fact that Greek ship
owners pay little tax (sec pages 10-11 ),
their activities are an important source
of income for the Greek economy.
According to Bank of Greece data,
invisible earnings from transport
(most of which is shipping related)
amoun ted to $8.2 bn in 2001, equivalent to 39. 1% of the merchandise trade
deficit.
In addition substantial funds find
their way into the economy fo r the pay-

ment of salaries, the cost of repairs and
the purchase of bunkers, stores and
victuals. Shipping requires a vast array
of ancillary services including ship
managers and operators, brokers,
insurers, valuers, loss adjusters, chandlers, etc.
''Greek shipowners bring to Greece
an income that could almost cover the
annual defence budget despite the fact
that nationa l shipping infrastructure is
not able fully to absorb it," John Lyras,
president of the Union of Greek
Shipowners (UGS), told its annual
general meeting in February.
Moreover, an increasing num ber of
shipping families are bringing their
wealth ashore. The Vardinoyannis and
Latsis famil ies have diversified into
refining and banking. Kertsikoff and
Restis have established venture capital
funds. Laska rid is is into leisure (hotels
and casinos) and transport (Aegean
Airlines) and Constandakopoulos into
massive tourist property development. 1

1See "Building Boom ", Special Sun'L'Y No. 35. March 2000.
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World seaborne trade 1995-2002

.

Crude oil
Mntons
1995
1996

1997
1998
1999
20003
2001 3
2002b
Bn ton-miles
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
20003
200P
2002b
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011 products Iron ore

Coal

Grain

Other Cargo•

Total1

1,415
1,466
1,519
1,535
1,548
1,612
1,660
1,700

381
404
410
402
410
412
422
430

402
391
430
417
411
455
450
460

423
435
460
473
482
520
530
545

196
193
203
196
220
225
235
240

1,870
1,970
2,070
2,050
2,090
2,150
2,195
2,250

4,687
4,859
5,092
5,073
5,161
5,374
5,492
5,625

7,224
7,495
7,830
7,889
7,975
8,340
8,630
8,890

1,945
2,040
2,050
1,970
2,010
2,080
2,155
2,210

2,287
2,227
2,444
2,306
2,317
2,515
2,485
2,530

2,176
2,217
2,332
2,419
2,350
2,500
2,540
2,600

1,160
1,126
1,169
1,064
1,186
1.210
1,290
1,315

5,395
5,705
6,000
5,940
6,090
6,295
6,475
6,695

20,187
20,810
21 ,825
21,588
21 ,928
22,940
23,575
24,240

aEstimate b Forecast
Source: AnnualReport 2000-2001, Union of European Community Shipowners' Associations

World seaborne trade of main bulk commodities
Billion tonne-miles
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Ships flying the Greek flag continue
to dominate the European U nion fleet
and account for just under 36% of its
total tonnage.
But this pre-eminence is potentially
challe nged by the lack of Greek seafar ers. Greek maritime academies
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2000
(est .)

2001
(est .)

2002
(est.)

each year turn out less than half the
number of officer candidates that are
necessary to man the fl eet.
To sustain the fl ag, the Ministry of
Merchant Marine will have to find
funds to promote the education of seafarers a nd/or relax the flag rules on the

Greek crewing complement. O the rwise the flag fleet will dwindle.
While blue water fleet is fac ing a
cyclical downturn in fre ight rates at the
moment, it is basically in good shape.
The past two years has seen a major
programme of flee t re newal. Of the
total number of new vessels ordered
worldwide in 2000, Greek orders
accounted for 14% of the ships and
21% of the tonnage.
The Un ion of Greek Shipowners
frequently points out that the level of
investme nt in that year alone was
equivalent in value to two national
budgets.
The coastal shipping sector by contrast is in severe crisis. To comply with
EU rules, the ferry market had to be
opened to EU competition by 2004.
The government, for a number of good
reasons, decided to bring that forward
to November this year.
To ensure the ir dominance of the
local market G reek ferry operating
companies embarked in the late 1990s
on a major new building programme of
fast fe rries to serve inte rnational and
domestic long haul routes.
H owever, the slowdown in the world
economy during 2001 has meant a
drop in earn ings while the capital
gains, tha t cushioned firms' bottom
line during the stock market boom
years, have evaporated.
Ferry companies are heavily
stretched on their financing obligations and at least one of them is said to
have debts exceeding assets. Companies have been divest ing vessels and
declining to take up options on new
buildings. Several are in discussions
about me rgers designed to rationalise
their routes and minimise their costs.
G reece is likely to end up with just
two or three la rge ferry compan ies
operating on main routes with services
to small islands supported by government subsidies unde r publ ic service
obligations.
Prospects for the blue water fleet are
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CHRISTODOULAKIS ADDRESSES SHIPPING COMMUNITY
reek terrestrial entrepreneurs should take lessons from their slzipowning
counterparts in terms of vision and initiative. This was the ceflfral thesis of
the Minister of National Economy and Finance, Nikos Christodoulakis, in a
speech to the shipowning community at the Piraeus Yacht Club, March 23. To
illustrate, he cited concerns about EU coastal shipping operators coming to
Greece in the wake of the lifting of cabotage in November.
"We consider Greek shipping the most successful example of globalised business activity," Christodoulakis said.
"Ten years ago, the swvival of Greek shipping after the lifting of cabotage was
a major issue". "There were strong reactions to the application of this measure.
Finally, Greek businessmen took a longer view and invested vigorously in foreign
competitive markets. Consequently Greek shipping today occupies a majorposition at European/eve/. This means that if somebody is prepared, he can fa ce the
competition This is a great lesson which other Greek companies have started to
learn."
Christodoulakis was hoping to entice ashore more resources from the offshore
earnings ofblue water fleet operators. He urged them to invest in the privatisation
of Piraeus Port Authority.
He also urged them to bring back to Piraeus theirforeign operations with a view
to promoting development of related sectors such as shipbuilding and repair,
chandling, spares, insurance, ship financing and legal services.

G

mixed. After a superb year in 2000,
tanker rates fell to more normal levels
last year. These softened fu rther during first quarter 2002 o n some routes.
Future rates will depend on the balance maintained in the fleet. New
international regulations will mean
that some 90 mn deadweight tons
(dwt) of single-hulled tankers will have
to be scrapped by the end of2007. The
question is whether th e rate of scrapping will be fast enough to accommodate the large volume of tanker newbuildings coming onto the market
without there being an excess of available tonnage that will depress prices.
Over-tonnaging has depressed rates
for dry bulk trades. However, Greek
owners obviouslybelieve that recovery
is on the cards as they recently have
been snapping up high quality tonnage
in the second-hand market.
Containers are the hardest hit. The
economic downturn has led to a sharp
decline in the output of manufactured
2 Twenty

goods, the mainstay of container trades.
Rates are rock bottom and do not
look like picking up in the near futu re,
though the larger liner companies are
taking a longer view and continuing to
construct massive new tonnage of
capacity approaching 8,000 TEUs.2
According to the OECD, world
trade grew by a strong 13.3% in 2000.
In seaborne trades the amount of oil
carried grew by 4.1% to stand at 1.6 bn
tons and the main dry-bulk commodities (such as coal, iron and grain) by
7.4% to 1.3 bn tons. Forecasts by the
European Commun ity Shipowners'
Associations (ECSA), made after the
September terrorist attacks in New
York, suggest that trade will continue
to grow, although more slowly than
these strong rates.
ECSA estimated oil trades would
increase by between 2-3% during
2001-2002 with the number of tonnekilometres rising by 3.5%. Dry bulk
cargoes are expected to rise by around

foot equivalent rmi ts, tire industry standard of measureme/C/.

Glossary of vessel types (deadweight tons- dwt)a
Tankers
ULCCb

325,000+

VLCCC

200,000- 320,000

Suezmaxd

130,000 -160,000

Aframaxe

75,000 -110,000

Panamax1
Handymaxo

50,000-75,000
45,000 - 65,000

Product carriersg

20,000- 50,000

Bulkers
Cape Sizeh

80,000 -170,000

Panamax

50,000- 77,000

1

Handymax

40,000-50,000

Handysize

10,000- 35,000

aSizes are approximateand theranges are not fixed. b Ultra Large
Crude Carrier. c VefY Large CrudeCarrier. ULCCs and VLCCs usually unloadat offshorebuoys or transfer cargoes at sea to smaller vesselstor delivefY to port. d Designed with maximumwidth,
length and draught to transit the Suez Canal tully laden. eCan
transit thePanama Canal but only when partially laden.' Designed
withmaximum width, length and draft totransit through thePanama Canal tully laden oCarry light refinefY products such as gasolineand heavy refinefY products such asphalt - known as clean
and dirty products . h Usually used in the transport of heavy bulk
products such as coal, iron ore and grain - known as major
trades. ' Frequently used for bauxite, alumina, phosphates,
cement, sugar andsalt but alsonon-perishableagricultural products- known as minor trades.
Source: Variousindustry publications

2% in each of those years.
The problem is that the net addi tions to the world tanker fleet were
estimated at 2.5% in 2001 and a further
3.8% in 2002, while in the dry bul k fleet
they were reported to be 5% in 2001
easing to 1.5% in 2002.
If these forecasts are correct, then
vessel supply will outstrip cargo
demand and continue to depress rates
in the medium term.
Prospects for containers, said ECSA,
have "deteriorated". The negative trend
in time charter rates during 2001 is likely to continue in 2002 because of the
slower economic growth, which immediately influences trade volumes.
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THE FLEET AND THE FLAG
he Greek beneficiallyowned fleet
is the largest in the world and
accounts for more than one in six
of every ton of world cargo carrying
capacity, according to the annual survey
of the Greek fleet prepared for the Greek
Shipping Co-operation Committee. 3
As of February 27, 2002, Greek interests operated 3,480 vessels of some 98.2
mn gross registered tons (grt) or 164.6
mn dwt. 4 (This included 213 vessels of
10.7 mn grt on order.) The figure represented 17.8% of the world fleet of37,882
vessels of 925.3 mn dwt.

T

Compared to March 2001, the Greek
fleet had declined in the number of vessels by 3.8% fro m 3,618 and in carrying
capacity by2.3% from 168 mn dwt. Newbuildings on order in February 2002
were also down by number 15.5% from
252 and bytonnage 22.5% from 13.8 mn
dwt.
The fleet lost a net 37 oil tankers
totalling 6.7 mn deadweight tons (dwt)
in 2001-2002 compared to an increase of
63 ships of1 0.8 mn dwt during the previous year. The GSCC attributed this to
an accelerated phase-out of single hull

Greek-owned and Greek flagged fleet, 1997- 2002
Greek beneficial ownershipb
DWT (mn tons)
Greek-flagged shipsb
DWT (mn tons)
Foreign exchange earningsc
%of merchandisetrade deficit

1997
3,204
127.8
987
49.3
2,104
11 .5

1998
3,358
133.6
946
47.9
2,173
13.0

1999
3,424
139.3
911
48.2
5,141
28.6

2000
3,584
151 .0
909
49.9
7,914
39.1

2001
3,618
168.4
960
56.7
8.1 56

20021
3,480
164.6
939
54.9

n/a

n/a

n/a

aMarch 31, 2002 b Vessels of over 1,000 gross tons cBank of Greece Balance of Paymentsfigures for transport earnings, almost all of which is shipping receipts.
Sources: Greek Shipping Co·operation Committee, London; Bank of Greece

Flag analysis of the Greek-owned fleet, 2002
Flag

No. of vessels

DWT(mn)

% oftotal

Vessels
Greece
Cyprus
Malta
Panama
Bahamas
Liberia
St. Vincent & TheGrenadines
Total (including others)
Source: Uoyd's Register of Shipping

3

939
631
598
565
182
175
154
3,480

54.9
24.4
28.2
21.4
9.3
11 .5
2.8
164.6

27.0
18.1
17.2
16.2
5.2
5.0
4.4
100.0

DW

33.4
14.8
17.1
13.0
5.7
7.0
1.7
100.0

tankers (see page24) and a trend fo rt he
scrapping and!or selling of older tonnage and its replacement by younger
vessels or newbuilclings.
The fleet also lost a net 48 ore and
bulk carriers but the deadweight tonnage in this sector increased by 1.4 mn
dwt. The GSCC noted that older ships
were being replaced by new vessels of
larger capacity.
The average age of the Greek fleet
in 2002 stood at 19.6 years compared
to a world average of 17.7. However
the Greek average is on the decline
while the world average is risi ng. Significantly, the average age of the
Greek controlled oil tanker fleet fell
below that of the world tanker fleet at
18.8 years compared to 19.1 years for
the global fleet.
In terms of deadweight age, the
Greek average eased to 15.6 years in
2002 from 16.6 years in 2001. This was,
however, considerably higher than the
dwt average age fo r the world fleet
which was 13.1 years, down from 13.4
the previous year. 5
But, while the Greek owned fleet is the
largest in the world, the Greek flag fleet
is only the fifth largest. Just 939 vessels
(27% of the total Greek owned fleet) of
54.9 mn dwt (33.4% of the total Greekowned fleet) flew the national flag.6
Some 50% of the newbuildings on order
are destined to fly the Greek flag.
It remains the flag most favoured by
Greek shipowners but it is closely followed by open registries such as Cyprus
and Malta and Panama which between
them in 2002 flagged nearly twice the
number ofvessels as the national registry.
Open registries offer nominal tax
regimes and flexible rules on crewing

"Greek corltrolled shipping [as of Febnwry 27, 2002/," an infonnation paper, based on data provided to the GSCC by "Lloyd's Register-Fairplay",
Greek Shipping Co-operation Commillee, London, March 2002.
4 A measure of the cargo canying capacity of the vessels. The gross tonnage is the weight of the vessels per se 86.5 11111 tons.
5 The average age of the EU fleet was 12.3 years according to the Annual Report 2000·2001, European Community Shipmvnm' Associations, page 45.
6 The higher proportion of canying capacity compared to that of flagged vessels reflects the fact that a number of the owners of large em de earner.~ hm'e
chosen to fly the Greek flag.
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Merchant fleets of the world

.

(,R££(1

IU

70.<! I

Taxation rates for
Greek flag vessels
Age of Vessel
0-4
5-9
10-1 9
20-29
30+

Rate in US$
1.018
1.824
1.786
1.690
1.306

Vessel size (in grt)1 Rate per grt1
100-10,000
10,001-20,000
20,001-40,000
40,001-80,000
80,000+

1.2
1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8

aGross registered tons
Source: Hellenic Chamber of Shipping

that allow a vessel to be more commercially competitive.
It used also to be that they were more
lax in terms of enforcing Classification
Society rules regarding the quality of
vessels, a feature which Greek owners,
historically notable as operators of older tonnage, found amenable.
But as international safety regulations have tightened and port state con-

trol authorities targeted flags of convenience in search of substandard ships,
the open registries have tightened their
procedures and concentrated instead
on attracting clientele through more
flexible administrative and financial
facilities_?
In 1997, the European Commission
issued guidelines on what it would consider acceptable state aids to sustain the
maritime sector in member state
economies.
These included things such as basing
the taxation of vessels flying flags of EU
member states on tonnage rather than
earnings, reductions in taxes and the
social security contributions paid by seafarers, and the use of EU structural funds
to boost training of seafarers.
The Netherlands, the UK, Denmark
and Spain have all adopted tonnage taxes. Finland has reduced withholding tax
on the earnings of EU seafarers on
board its ships by 97%. And France is
making crewing arrangements on vessels under its offshore registry, Kergue-

len Island. more flexible although they
will still have to have at least a French
master and a French first officer.8
The Greek government exempts from
tax the income earned abroad by Greek
flagged vessels and also that earned by
foreign flagged vessels managed from
Greece provided that the vessel is registered with NAT, the Seamen's Pension
Fund.9
It applies a tonnage tax which relates
both to the size and to the age of a vessel.
The system, first applied in 1963, operates under a formula established in
1975. 10 It sets rates in US dollars relative to the age of the vessel and then
applies co-efficients according to their
size. The larger the vessel the lower the
rate per ton.
The rate by age favours new vessels up
to the age of five and then jumps by nearly 80% when a vessel reaches its fifth
year. This gradually tapers off as the ship
gets older.
Vessels flying the Greek flag get further tax breaks on ancillary services purchased in the country.
The tax is nominal. One ship manager
calculated the tax liability on an Aframax vessel at $65,000 a year - approximately$150 a day.
Owners argue, however, that the rates
are still higher than elsewhere in Europe
and make their vessels uncompetitive
unless they fly a foreign flag.
The Greek registry also requires vessels that fly the Greek flag to have a
Greek master and a set number of
Greek officers, engineers and in some
cases crew - depending upon the size
and degree of automation present in the
ship. The number usually ranges
between six and nine.
The extra wage bill for the Greek
crew, compared to carrying foreign

7 In rece/11 years there has been a drift away from the flags of convenience such as Liberia to open registries in the overseas dependencies of EU membt-r
states or in fanner colonies with a legacy of colonial adminsitration.
8 According to the newsleuer of the London Greek Shipping Co-operation Commillee, owners will no longer have to have a minimtmt of 35% of Fm:
seamen on each of their vessels. Instead the 35% quota will be calculated as the average of the entire fleet of a panicttlar owner.
9 Law 29/75.
10 Law 27175.
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crews from countries such as the Philippines, the Ukraine and India, can be as
much as $1,000 a day. The difference in
running cost can make a vessel operating on the spot market uncompetitive.
Thus the majority of Greek vessels
continue to be registered in offshore
centres such as Cyprus, Malta, Panama,
and Liberia.
The offshore centres charge nominal
tonnage taxes and little or no corporation tax on vessel earnings. Most have
extensive networks of double taxation
agreements that further limit tax liability elsewhere in the world. These can
include arrangements such as elimination of port dues which, at up to $50,000
a visit in some instances, can be significant.
One of the last acts of the former
Minister of Merchant Marine, Chrislos Papoutsis, was to draft legislation
designed to reduce the average level of
Greek tonnage tax by approximately
50%.
His successor, Giorgios Anomeritis,
managed to push through parliament in
January a law which reduced the level by
40% on average but by up to 70% for
some categories of ships.
The new rates are supposed to take
effect from January I, 2003, but at the
time of writing the Union of Greek
Shipowners reported th at the relevant
rates, per age and size, had not yet been
assessed.
The Ministry has produced a sampler,
however, which suggests that the Greek
flag would be competitive vis avis other
EU countries for smaller vessels and
actually cheaper for Ia rge vessels of
200,000 dwt and over. This was thought
likely to reinforce a trend already being
evidenced of large tanker newbuildings
opting for the Greek registry. That said,
the rates arc still not as cheap as those
charged in open registry countries.
About one-fifth of the world fleet is
operated from London by so-called
agency companies. These include the

Tax on merchant vessels in Greece, three EU and seven open registries
(US$)
Ship data
GRTI
2,220

18,812
36,284
77,135
196,334
Ship data
GRT1
2,220
18,812
36,284
77,135
196,334

NRrt'
1,377

Age

T a x i n E U Co u ntries
Greece
Netherlands Germany United Kingdom
1,486
1,321
1,233
1,195
12,104
9,418
8,703
8,498

15
15
15
21 ,920
15,312
14,144
13,819
15
33,318
21 ,910
20,240
19,774
47,020
52,856
48,429
47,693
15
Ta x in countries with flags of convenience
Age Malta Cyprus Panama liberia Marshall Bahrein St. Vincent
NRrt'
Islands
1,377
15 1,363 1,030
3,229 3,176 2,541
1,900
275
12,678 15 3,991 4,577
6,348 8,158
3,171
1,267
5,300
24,044 15 5,093 6,674
7,825 10,125 8,096
4,535
2,404
48,543 15 6,682 10,490 11 ,010 13,310 14,222
7,475
4,854
167,958 15 11 ,488 20,026 26,534 28,833 41 ,681
21,804
16,795
12,678
24,044
48,543
167,958

aGross registered tons b Net registered tons
Source: Mmistry of Merchant Marine

fleets of shipowners from Scandinavia,
Japan, the Middle East and Hong Kong.
The largest group among them are the
London Greeks, who operate some 120
agencies and include such high-profile
names as Epaminondas Embiricos,
John L. Goulandris, Spyros Polemis and
Stathes Kulukundis.
The agencies charter ships and cargo,
arrange finance and insurance and buy
and sell vessels. They are taxed, however, only on the fees they are paid for performing these functions. The ship-owners are considered non-domiciled and
vessel earnings escape UK tax.
In his 2002 budget, the UK Chancellor Gordon Brown announced that he
would "review" this status.
This has prompted the organisation
Maritime London which unites companies providing services to shippingincluding insurance, chartering, classification - to warn the Chancellor against
such action. In an open letter to The
Times the group described the proposal
as a "cause for disquiet in the maritime
services sector" .11
The provision of maritime services

11 "Marilime sec/or faces ltLr threat, " The Times, March 27. 2002.

in the UK in 2000 generated net foreign earnings of £943 mn (approximately €1.5 bn) and provided 13,8 10
jobs.
When the US government moved to
tax the maritime community under the
Kennedy Administration in the 1960s,
most shipping interests quit New York
and it lost its reputation as a shipping
centre.
"We do not wish to see London's
hard-earned reputation as the maritime capital of the world suffer the
same fate," said the Maritime London
letter. " If the reported legislation were
to be enacted, London's foreign shipping interests would leave the UK, job
losses in the maritime sector would follow and valuable foreign currency
earnings would be lost."
The Greek Shipping Co-operation
Committee has said that it has no plans
to lobby the UK government for the
time being on the assumption that the
government is more likely to listen to
the concerns of domestic business
interests in the City of London's financial centre.
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CREWING
t is estimated that throughout the
European Economic Area shipping provides some 185,000 jobs
directly and supports another 2 mn indirectly. But as ships become more automated and as the beneficially owned
fleet looks increasingly to less expensive
third country nationals for crew there
has been a steady decline in the number
of European seafarers.
According to figures filed by the
Union of Greek Shipowners with the
European Community Shipowners'
Associations, there were 42,591 people
employed on Greek flagged ships in
1983, a year that marked the beginning
of a decade in which the fleet size
halved. Of those, 37,938 or 86% were
Greek.
In 1998, the latest year for which figures are available, the number of seamen totalled just 26,507 of whom
18,856 or 71 % were Greek.
Figures are not available for the number of seamen aboard the beneficially
owned Greek fleet but the number of
Greeks is a small fraction of the total
since one of the prime reasons that
owners have fled the flag is that they
cannot afford Greek crew costs.
For a Greek blue water vessel to fly
the Greek flag it must have a Greek
captain, first mate, and chief engineer
plus a number of able-bodied seamen.12
To earn a master's ticket a cadet must
be a graduate of a recognised marine
academy and then work his way through
the ranks on board ship.
Most Greek owners-even those who
fly foreign flags- prefer to have Greek
maste rs. But there are not enough
juniors coming up through the ranks to
support the Greek flagged fleet at its
present levels- without any consideration of its growth.
According to Nicos Peraticos, head
of Pegasus Ocean Services, who was

I
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Various idea~ have bem pill forward to make merchant shipping a moreatlractire profeHion,
including permanent contract~ ofemployment and longer {Jeriod~ a1hore.

recently appointed chairman of the
shipping policy committee of the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS),
Greek maritime academies need to
turn out 2,000 graduates a year to properly support the Greek flag fleet.
Last year, he says, the intake was just
700 and that was only achieved by making allowances for candidates against
their term of military service.
Historicallyships' officers came fro m
the islands where there is a long seafaring tradition. Today, young men would
rather stay home and work in the
tourism industry than put up with the
privations of life at sea.
The UGS says what's needed is a
publicity campaign designed to give
seafaring a better image and a longterm policy to improve the maritime
education system to make the profession more attractive.
Degrees from maritime academies
should have the same status as university degrees, according to Joh n Halas,
general secretary of the Panhellenic
Seamen's Federation (PNO).
" If I am a seafarer my education
should be of the same standard as say a
naval architect at a university. If I want
to leave the ship and desire to work

require full EU crews and cmise ships a large number of Greek·speaking 'hotel' staff

ashore, then my credentials should give
me the same opportunities as the others
have. But that means that the whole
education system has to be revised and
brought up to date with the standards of
our age."
Halas says that to attract seamen
there need to be better living conditions
on board ship, longer periods of shore
leave, better terms of employment and
improved pensions.
Ideally he would like to see ship owners hire permanent staff for their vessels
and have them work rotas four months
on, four months off, with full pay fo r the
whole period.
Alternatively he would like to see pay
rates reflect the time some seamen have
to spend ashore waiting for their next
contract to go to sea.
Some companies have a policy of
crewing their ships with the nationals of
only one country. Most commonly this
practice applies to seamen from the
Philippines.
For example, Stelmar Shipping crews
full Filipino. "Top to bottom: masters,
chief engineers, right the way through
to our cadets," says chief executive officer Peter Goodfellow.
Following the Exxon Valdez disaster
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Seafarers on EEA vessels, 1983 - 2000
2000

1983

1996

260,853

188,274

185,260

230,830

133,829

126,234

Non-nationals
of which

30,023

54,445

59,026

Greece
Nationals
Non-nationals
Norway

42,591

30,749

36,938

22,556
8,193

26,5073
18,8563

Total
Nationals

5,653
30,500

33,200

7,6513
38,300

11 '100
22,100

14,850

32,000
32,000

29,800
25,300
4,500

24,500

21 '140
21,140

10,119

11 ,264

9,069

9,522

1,050

1,742

Nationals
Non-nationals

24,150

Italy
Nationals
Non-nationals
France
Nationals
Non-nationals

6,350

23,450
19,200
5,300

a1998data
Source: Annual Report 2000-2001, Unionof EuropeanCommunity Shipowners' Associations

in 1989 many oil majors changed policy
from owning and managing their own
fleets to chartering in the open market.
"As we saw some of those owners get
out of shipping we were able to pick up
good quality, well-trained and experienced Filipino seafarers as they came
into the market.
"We stuck with a single nationality
because we think that that gives us operational, career and safety standards that
you don't get by putting in a glass ceiling
fo r promotion.
"If we want a future with promising
young people coming through, we have
to offer them a full career, not say to
them you can't be a first engineer or a
master on one of our tankers."
The Tsakos shipping family has
established private maritime academies
on its home island of Chios and two in
the Philippines.
The European Commission's 1997
communication on training and recruitment aid that states could make reductions in income tax and social security
contributions to attract more people to
the profession.

It suggested the creation of on-board
training places and the development of
distance learning techniques. It said
that there should be mutual recognition
of certificates among member states.
To ensure an adequate supply of
senior officers, it suggested the upgrading of ratings and recruitment of masters from the military navy.
Anomeritis January legislation
reduced the level of tax for officers by a
third, from 9% to 6% and for ordinary
seamen by half, from 6% to 3%. Halas
says it is a first step but that to attract
more seamen into the business their
wages l3 should be tax free while tax for
officers should be reduced from 6% to
3%.
The legislation also allows retired seafarers to return to work and still collect
pensions of up to €750 a month. Pension
entitlements above €750will be reduced
by 70% while working, though there will
be special allowances for working pensioners supporting large families or children with disabilities.
Anomeritis has suggested that he is
considering changes in social security

doldrum ~ ?

contributions. Presently the replacement rate on seamens' pensions is 60%
of the basic wage in the national collective agreement.
Halas says that with bonuses and
extra pay for Sundays and holidays the
average seaman's pay is twice that in
the collective agreement. He wants to
see a replacement rate of 80% on total
remuneration.
At the moment, shi powners pay
13% of total earn ings into the Seamen's Pension Fund (NAT) and the
seafarer 9%. "We are taking back less
than we are paying in," says Halas.
He adds that, for a captain, pension
contributions under the Greek system
work out at around € 1,500 a month. " If
he works on a vessel flying a flag of
convenience, the owners don't pay
pension contributions as such but
include their portion in the captain's
remuneration. The whole 22% goes
into his pocket."
As part of its pension reform programme, the government had planned
to merge NAT wit h I KA, the private
sector employees fund. But this is
being bitterly resisted by PNO, despite
NAT's dire financial situation.
"We would never accept to be covered by another system. We want NAT
to be kept independent. They have to
find ways to keep it alive. It is their
obligation."
It is not clear yet whether Anomeritis's new measures will embrace the
politically thorny issue of lower Greek
crewing requirements.
His predicament was summed up
when he visi ted London in January to
meet with the London Greek Shipping
Co-operation Comm ittee.
President Epami nondas Embiricos
greeted him with the conundrum that
"we must recogn ise the importance of
having a substantial Greek flag flee t
fo r it is onlyon the vessels which fly the
Greek flag that new Greek officers are
created ... It goes without saying, however, that a pre-condition of havi ng a
Greek flag fleet of sufficient size is that
the flag should be com petitive."
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REGULATION
he merchant marine industry is

one of the most freewheeling and,
T
at the same time, most tightly regulated in the world.
National governments, port authorities and multinational agencies all
play separate roles. The primary concern of the shipping community is that
the rules should be co-ordinated
through the United Nation's International Maritime Organisation (IMO)
so that their vessels are subject to the
same regulations in all the oceans of
the world.
But increasingly US authorities
through the Coast Guard are driving
the international regulatory agenda
and the IMO is having to follow.
Most vessels are owned by 'one-ship
companies' registered in countries
with offshore regimes that allow bearer shares which can be held through
nominees. This makes it difficult to
track the beneficial ownership of vessels.
The one-ship company structure
compartmentalises the assets of the
ship owner and limits liability. Legal
recourse in most matters to do with the
vessels is through the courts of the
country of registry which can make it
difficult to claim compensation in the
event of accidents.
A number of countries have specialised in providing open registries
including Liberia, Panama, Cyprus,
Malta and the overseas dependencies
of various EU countries.
The registry countries are responsible for setting crewing and vessel maintenance standards and historically the
open registries have been lax, earning
them the sobriquet 'flags of convenience'.
Latterly most of the open registry
countries have been forced by international inspection practices to tighten
up on standards but they do maintain
their economic advantages and continue to attract about two-thirds of the
vessels in the Greek beneficially
owned fleet.

Fol/mri11g tile \i11ki11g of tile Erika i11 December J()CJ9. a two-tier marl..et hal derelopecl ,,·itil cilartcren focrmillt: illcreasillt:lr 011 ro1111}:er tm11wge.

Individual fleets are operated by
management companies that provide,
against payment of fees, various services such as chartering, technical support, main tenance, crewing, shipyard
supervision, insurance, etc.
The seat of the management companies is usually not the same as the
country of registry. The management
companies usually pay tax only on their
fee income - in some cases not even
that.
The principals of the management
companies are frequently the owners
of the vessels operated, although fo r
purposes of tax avoidance, this association is not acknowledged. There are,
though, an increasing number of pure
management companies that perform
only third party management.
Every sea-going vessel must be
'classed' by a classification society.
These are commercial companies that
vet ship designs for their structural
integrity and monitor construction of
vessels while in the yard. When the vessel emerges from the shipyard it is said
to be 'in class' with that society.
International conventions require
that the vessel undergo regular surveys
to ensure that it complies with its class

rules and with any other regulations
stipulated by the country of registry.
The classification societies perform
these surveys on behalf of national and
international authorities.
The surveys, carried out every 12,36
and 60 months, examine the condition
of the hull, machinery, electrical plant
and any other special equipment related to the class.
The mid-term surveys involve drydocking fo r inspection of the underwater parts and checking that the
repairs arising from the annual inspections have been completed.
The five year surveys are class
renewal surveys. They require something known as an enhanced hull survey, an inspection process that has
been devised by the main classification
societies in conjunction with the IMO.
The vessel is dry-docked and the
thickness of all steel structures is tested ultrasonically to determine
amounts of corrosion. Particular attention is paid to the condition of special
coatings. .This is usually a fairly routine
matter during the first two special surveys but eventually can mean extensive
- and expensive - replacement of
structural steel.
BUSINESS FILE
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES (lACS)
o be a member of the International A ssociation
of Classification Societies a society must have as
a minimum:
• 30-years experience as a classification society with
its own Classificalion Rules;

T

• classed fleet of not less than 1,500 ocean-going vessels ofover 100 grt with an aggregate total ofnot less
than 8 mngrt;
• professional staff of 150 exclusive swveyors and
100 technical specialists trained according to /A CS
procedures.
To be mz associate, a classification society must
have 15-yecus experience, a classed fleet of750 oceangoing vessels with an aggregate tonnage of not less
than 2 nuz grt and professional staff of 75 swveyors
and 50 technical specialists trained to lACS standards.
They must subscribe to a code of ethics that has
been drawn up by lACS and have in place lACS's
Quality System Certification Scheme (QSCS).
There may be as many as 50 classifications societies around the world but
most insurers require that a vessel be
classified by one of the top 10 who
form the International Association of
Classification Societies (IACS). 14
The three classification societies generally considered to have the highest
standards- Lloyd's Register (LR), the
American Bureau of Shipping (ABS),
and Det Norske Veritas (DNV) - have
initiated action to identify possible substandard ships (PSS).IS
Vessels are awarded points according to various crite ria and if they
exceed certain thresholds their owne r/manage rs are asked to improve
standards. Failure to do so results in
them being removed from the class.
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The tiuee are seeking to have fellow
lACS members not accept ships designated PSS that seck to change classi ficat ion society. Other lACS members
have complained that this breaches the
capacity of lACS to speak with one
voice both to the industry and to governments.
Owners, however, say the solution is
not stricter rules but implementation
of existing rules.
The Internat ional Maritime Organisation is responsible for ensuring the
introduction and application of minimum safety and pollution standards
through a series of international conventions l 6 including
-Safety of Life at Sea (So las);
- Standards of Training, Certification and Watch Keepi ng for Seafare rs
(STWC);
- Marine Pollution (Marpol); and,
-the International Safety Management Code (ISM).17
The International Labour Organisation (ILO) also lays down rules regarding crewing stand ards and living co nditions.
National port authorities carry out
regular inspections to ensure that vessels are in compliance with IMO and
ILO convent ions.
During the past couple of decades
they have bee n becoming much more
rigorous. In 1982, IS-Eu ropean
Nations signed the Paris Memorandu m
of Unde rstanding on Port State Control under which they agreed to inspect
a quarter of all vessels arriving at their
ports flying flags of convenience. IS
Vessels found to have defects can be
detained until they arc put right or, if
the port does not have the facilities, the
informa tion is passed on to the next
port of call where it can. The defects
are reported to the flag registry, wh ich

is supposed to ensure that repairs have
been effected.
The pori state authorities also check
that certificates of co mpliance with
IM O and JLO conventions are in
order.
Signatories to the Paris MOU have
since li nked forces with other maritime
nat ions incl uding Canada, the US,
Russia and Japan.
Simi lar groupings of port authorities
have been established in Latin America and the Asia-Pacific region.
The system works reasonably well and
provides for the industry common standards in most oft he world's major ports.
Latterly, however, the Un ited States
has acted unilaterally to introduce
st ringen t environm ental legislation
known as the Oil Poll ution Act of 1990
(OPA 90) and the Compre he nsive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CE RCLA)
which relates to discharges of other
hazardous substances on land or at sea.
Before tanke rs ca n trade into US
waters they must demonst rate to the
satisfaction of the US Coast Guard that
they have vessel response plans (crew
training and drills) to deal with an
emergency, private response plans
(retained clean-up cont ractors) who
will deal with anyspillage and someone
in their company with the authority to
co-ordinate oil removal operations.
Tanker operators are responsible
for t he cost of:
• all damages to natural resources or
real and personal prope rty;
• any losses arising from the spillage
(earnings, profits, rents, roya lties,
taxes);
• the cost of public seiVices involved in
the clean up; and,
• loss of 'subsistence use' of na tural
resources.

14 American Bureau of Shipping (US), Bureau Veri/as (France). Det Norske Veriws (Nonvay), Gemuwischer Lloyd (Gennany). Korean Register of
Ship(Jing (Sowh Korea), Lloyd:1· Register of Shipping (UK), Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (Japan), Registro Italiano Namle (Italy) and the Rrtssian Maririme
Register of Shipping (CIS). '17rere are two affiliates: the Croatian Register of Shipping (Croatia) and the Indian Register of Shipping (India). 11re
Hellenic Regislly of Shipping is not a member because it does noryet fu!jilthe criteria. although ir has launched a concerted campaign to achie1·e them.
15 "Leaders of the pack, " Seatrade, Janumy/Febmruy 2002, page 49.
16 For detailv see "Dold111ms and Maelstrom, Currents in Greek Shipping, ·· Special Swvey No. 12, May 199-1. pages 18 - 20.
17 For details see "Sea Change, ·· S'pecial Sun·ey No. 28, June 1998, pages 10 - 16.
18
For details see "Doldmms allll Maelstrom, Currents in Greek Shipping,·· Special Swwy No. 12. May 1994, page 22.
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SECURITY TRADE BARRIERS
A n estimated 190 mn TEUs of containers moved
J-\.Jhrough the world's ports in 2001 (150 full and
40 mn empty). A single trade can involve up to 30-40
documems and a typical 6, 000 TE U container ship
may generate 40,000 documents.
This makes security checking a massively complex
problem. Efforts are afoot to create an electronic documentary network but this will take time and may well
prove difficult to implement at smaller ports served by
feeder ships.
Another problem is that containers are an intermodalform oftransport carried by road and rail as well
as ship. The IMO 's writ ends at the shore line.
According to a report in the UK magazine The
Economist, the US is considering pressing for special
security zones to be created at comainerports handling
traffic for the US in which American inspectors would
assist local officials in checking all boxes as they are
loaded.
The containers would be fitted with transponders
connected to satellites that would detect whether any
effort to open them lzad been made in transit.
This notion is almost certain to meet with resistance
from countries who do not like the notion of US tutelage of their security services.
Many in the shipping industry fear that the perceived
need for increased security barriers could eventually
turn into trade barriers and that US lzome producers
may be driving the security concerns out ofself-interest.
There are limits on OPA's liabilities

($10 mn or $1,200 per gross ton) but
the law specifically allows individual
US states to impose their own legislation regarding polluting discharges
and some have done so with unlimited
liability.
CERCLA provides a similar responsibility for clean-up, removal and natural resource damage with a liability
limit of $5 mn or $300 per gross ton.
Be fore the Coast Guard will permit a
tanker to enter US waters it must have
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posted a certificate of financial responsibility equivalent to $1,500 per ton.
The maximum cover that operators
can obtain for pollution liability insurance on a commercial basis is $1 bn.
In US waters, the American rules
supersede the IMO's International
Convention on Civil Liability for Oil
Pollution Damage (CLC) which dates
back to 1969, with a supplementary
protocol in 1992. This provides fo r liability of $270 per grt to a limit of $28.3
mn ($74.9 mn under a 1992 protocol). 19
Vessels trading to states that are
parties to the convention (the US is
not) must provide evidence of insurance covering the owner's limited liability.20

Security
Last October, just weeks after the
September 11 terrorist incidents in
New York, a container was discovered
at the Italian port of Gioia Tauro
bound for Halifax in Canada. Inside
was an Egyptian suspected of being an
al-Qaeda terrorist. He carried plans of
airports, an aviation mechanic's certificate and security passes. The container
was specially equipped to allow him to
make the journey in relative comfort.
Other similarly fitted, but unoccupied,
containers were found in the port. 21
Since September 11 the US homeland security authorities have gone on
high alert to increase protection at
American ports.
The Coast Guard budget has been
bumped up by more than $1 bn to
stand at $5.5 bn this year with $406 mn
specifically earmarked for port security. The customs service is getting 800
new inspectors plus X-ray machines
and radiation detectors to inspect containerised cargoes.
The Coast Guard under emergency

authority granted by the House of
Representatives now requ ires vessels
entering US waters to file, with a newly form ed Vessel Moveme nts Centre,
96 hours' prior notice of crew and cargo manifes ts. The Coast Guard has
announced that it will carry out an
increased number of hoardings and
use these to actively pursue other
defects in regulatory requirements.22
Security zones have been established in all US ports and all commercial vessels will have to be screened
before they can dock. Vessels departing US ports with certain hazardous
cargoes will also have to pre-announce
their departure. Exclusion zones have
bee n established around coastal
nuclear reactors.
The US Immigration and Naturalisation Service (INS) has been cracking
down on shore leave for ship's crew
who do not have valid visas.
The Bush administration is seeking
to fo rce through the IMO a series of
security initiatives that will have global
appl ication.
In February the US government
funded a special "inter-sessional"
meeting of the IMO's Maritime Security Committee with a view to securing
amendments to existing conventions
(SO LAS, STCW, etc) and the drafting
of a new international code fo r the
security of ships and port facilities. The
intention is to secure implementation
at a full IMO diplomatic conference
this December.
The proposals call for:23
• all ships of over 500 gross tons to be
fi tted with automatic identification
systems by July 1, 2004;
• ships, offshore installations and
ports to devise and implement
security plans according to a mandatory code;
• ships and shipping companies to
appoint trained security officers;

The limit of liability is tied to a unit of account which varies according to a basket of cwrencies.
The right to limited liability is forfeited if the spill is caused by the owner's actual fault or, under the protocol, where the spill is caused by m1 owner's
reckless conduct.
21 "When trade and security clash," The Economist, April6, 2002, pages 73- 75.
22 News Bulletin, Greek Shipping Co-operation Committee , Febmary 2002.
23 Ibid.
19
20
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• stepped-up identification and background checks on seafarers;24
• establishment of an international
standard for assessing the vulnerability of a port;
• establishment of a system to examine containers at the point of origin;
• co-operation among customs
authorities within the World Customs
Organisation; and,
• mandatory provision of information regarding ships (including their
beneficial ownership), their cargo and

their crews.
Subcommittees are looking at the
installation of security equipment to
prevent unauthorised boarding either
in port or at sea and the fitting of surreptitious alarms to alert international
authorities in the event of a ship hijacking.
The Greek shipping community
supports increased security but, again,
wants to see regulation through the
IMO in order to ensure global consistency.

"At some point, the operati ng compani es, the manageme nt, should have
some form of safety/security office r
who will work within the ISM [International Safety Management Code)
framework," says Nicos Perat icos.
"Being able to identify crew members and to have some kind of deeper
knowledge of their provenance is significant.''
But he rejected the notion that discovery of beneficial ownership would
be of any value in stepping up security.
"The beneficial ownership of American Airlines and United Airlines had
nothing to do with what happened to
the twin towers. It is totally a management issue.
"[The pursuit of) beneficial ownership ... is going to be a waste of resources on something that isn't relevant or indeed even workable . .... That
has nothing to do with security."
The IMO inte r-sessional meeting
acknowledged that the re could be
difficult ies in tracking be neficial
own ers hip but said that "the owner
of a ship needed to be defined in
futu re .... " It charged the IM O's legal
committee wit h producing proposals
to define who has "effective con trol"
of vessels.
The London-based Greek Shippi ng
Co-operation Committee has described the measures pressed by the US
as "somewhat over-ambitious, ranging
from the sensible and the practical, to
the unnecessary and the costly, to the
unworkable, in both practical and legal
senses."

Training
It is generally accepted that up to
80% of all transport accidents are
caused by human error25 rathe r than
equipment failure.
The IMO conven tion on Standards
of Training Certification and Watch-

The IMO plam to ask rhe lntemational Labour Organisation 10 devise an indentijication document for seafarer.~ that will be recognised throughout
the world - perhaps some sort of a 'smart caHJ: According 10 the Greek Shipping Co-operation Commillee News Bulletin for March 2002, "the US has
already issued an ultimatum to the effect/hat if neither fthef/MO nor ILO adoptlegislationto this effect swiftly, the US willmol'e rmilatcrally."
25 16% by fatigue.
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keeping for Seafare rs (STCW 95)26
sets out in de tail the various competences associated with different shipboard tasks and operation of equipment and sets criteria for evaluating
them.
All seafarers have to be trained in
compliance with the convention and
must carry certificates to that effect.
The convention allows for training
on simulators, in laboratories and
through methods of distance learning
but it also emphasises hands-on training aboard ship.
The convention stresses that inspectors should not just check seamen's
papers but rather insist that they be
able to demonstrate the skills in which
they claim to be trained.
There is particular concern about
the s tandards for crew with specialist
skills in first aid or the operation of
emerge ncy evacuation equipment.
Extra attention is also given to the
pape rs of ratings assigned to watchkeeping duties.
The IMO sets standards for the
training establishments that issue certification. These must be independently evaluated every five years and the
results submitted to the IMO safety
committee.
The IMO has created a so-called
White List of countries whose training
establishments meet its specifications.
These are high. For example, the
Philippines, one of the largest sources
of seafarers in the world, took three
years to make it onto White List. To
succeed the authorities had to revise
the syllabi of its training institutes,
reduce the number of approved programmes from 100 to 50 and establish
a corps of national assessors ope rating
assessment centres.
The White List is updated as countries comply; the last version, published in June of 2001, included 94 of
the IMO's 161 member states.
A ship manager from a country
which is on the White List may, as a
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matter of policy, not acce pt seafare rs
with training ce rtificates issued by nonWhite List countries and this will not
be considered a matter of discrimin ation. If it does accept the papers of a
sea farer whose ce rtification is issued
by a country that is not on the White
List, the flag sta te of the vessel must
issue an endorsement of the certificates saying that it recognises the
papers.
As of February 1 this year all ships
were supposed to be manned solely
with seama n holding recognised
STCW qualifica tions; otherwise the
vessel could be detained.
However, many seamen have not
been able to collect from the ir national authorities the requisite pape rs and
the deadline has bee n extended un til
July 31. Until then, Port State Control
Officers have been advised o nly to
issue warnings to ships with uncertified
crew. Any vessel that has received a letter of warning will thereafter be subject to priority inspection.

Double hulls
In 1992, the IMO adopted a regulation27under its Marpol convention that
required all oil tankers built afte r 1996
to have a double hull and a double bottom (so-called double-double or DI D
vessels). The design leaves a space of
between two and three metres between
the cargo tanks and the hull which is
supposed to absorb the impact of a collision or grounding and prevent oil leakage.
Most tankers in operation at that
time we re single hulled but with ballast
tanks in areas of the vessel contiguous
with cargo holds (so-called segregated
ballast tanks in a protective location,
SBT/PL vessels). In the event of a minor
accide nt these are supposed to spill ballast water rather than oil.
The IMO divided tankers into three
categories

26 An amended version of a 1978 convention; it emered into force on Febmaty I, / 997.
27 Regulation
28 See
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/3G.
"A fresh wind," Special Srmtey No. 36, June 2000, pages 20 -22.

• 20,000 dwt plus (carrying crude, fu el
heavy diesel or lubricating oil) or

30,000 dwt (ca rrying other oils) with
SBT/PL
• the same sized vessels without
SBT/PL; and,
• vessels of from 5,000-19,999 dwt.
Unde r the Marine Pollution Convention, the first category of vessels
could continue trading for 30 years
from 1996 (i.e. to 2026), the second had
to be phased out by 2012 at the latest
and there was no deadline fo r the smaller sized vessels.
OPA 90 required the first category to
be phased out by 2015 at the latest, the
second by 2010 and the third by 2015.
Following the D ecember 1999 sinking of the oil tanker the Erika 28 in which
400 km of the French coast was polluted with crude, the European Commission threatened unilate rally to introduce an accelerated phase out schedule.
The IMO, its authority already weakened by the US unilate ral action, has
moved quickly to introduce phase out
conditions of its own which are even
faste r tha n those proposed by the EU
for small vessels and those that are not
SBT/PL with only a slightly longer
working life for those with protective
ballast tanks.
Vessels without SBT/TL will have to
undergo a so-called Condition Assessme nt Programme (CAP) a t their
e nhanced five-year survey closest to
2005 and those with a CAP at their fiveyear survey closest to 2010.
The CAP will not require higher
structural standards but will require
more stringent checks on whethe r all
the requisite tests have actually be done
and done prope rly.
The compensation payable to victims
of oil pollution from tankers under the
CLC convention has been increased by

50%.
The new regulatio ns will enter into
force in Septe mber this year. In
Dece mbe r 2001 the EU passed legis-
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DWT
Single hull SBT/PL (20,000/30,000 and above)
Single hull non SBT/PL
(20,000/30,000 and above)
Single hull5,000 -19,999

EU proposals
2010-2015

IMO
2011-2015a

2010

2003-2007

2015

2003-2015b

aVessels to be allowed to trade for 25 years with 1990, thelast year for which the provision applies.
b Depending whether built beforeor after 1987.

Sources: IMDand European Commission

lation that accepted the IMO standards.
The measures are expected to
increase the number of tankers sent for
scrap between now and 2004 which is
reflected in the way in which Greek
owners of tanker ton nage have been
refurbishing their tonnage, much of it
with newbuildings.
One such is Thenamaris (Ship Management) Inc. which has scrapped 11
single hulled vessels (including three
ULCCs) and built 20 new DID vessels
since 1996.
President and executive director
Emmanuel Vordonis says it wasn't
necessary to get rid of many of the single hulled vessels but after the Erika it
became difficult to book them because
of the "the fear of public opinion and
the political correctness of brokers.
"The market arrived at a situation
where charterers, despite the fact that
they knew the ships were good performers (that] had repeatedly loaded
and discharged at their terminals .. . ,
instead of making selections based on
a track record and a relationship, pre-

fc rred to give priority to the formality
of looking good by employing what
seemed to be safer ships. A young,
double-double ship was less personal
risk fo r the brokers.
"They did not know the crew or the
principals of the operator. The ships
have never been in the terminals. So it
is quite a high risk for them. But they
prefer to take this kind of risk as
opposed to being in danger of exposing
themselves to somebody criticising
them for not doing what was trendy."
Vordonis, who trained as a naval
architect, says he is leery of the doubledouble design. He says that it is not
possible to know what is going on in the
double hull void space as the vesse l
ages and it is not easy to identify leakage of cargo or gases into it.
"In the case of a grounding you can
have explosions if gas is there. Also in
a single hull ship, the oil that leaks out
will stop leaking when the pressures
betwee n the sea level and the cargo
level balance.
"The double hull will ope rate as a
spring to dissipate the e nergy of a col-

doldrum~'!

lision. That definitely gives a level of
confidence. But if it is balanced with
ot her considerations like how are
these void spaces going to age, how are
we going to maintain the atmosphere
in these spaces, how a re we going to
visit them, how are we going to avoid
leakages, the balance to my mind
favours single hulled vessels.
"The fu ture will show we've got a
tested track record of the single hulled
ships and how they have be haved.
"The double-double tech nology is
very young. Moreove r in the overeagerness of shipyards to deliver ships
fast and to make them attract ive for
buyers, we don't really know the true
quality of the coatings and other conditions in the double hull un less the
buye rs were on the spot to supervise
and secure quality of workmanship.'"
The Union of Greek Shipowners has
described the accelerated phasing out
of single hull tankers solely on the basis
of age as "arbitrary". It says that it
could "discourage fu tu re investment in
the maintenance of ships.
" It might also result in a greater proportion of orders of new vessels of a
shorter service life and, hence, of inferior design with potentially adverse
long-term repercussions in the area of
safety and environmental protection."
The Un ion says the impact of the
measures on the viability of smalle r
ships engaged in coastal shipping will
be "devastating". However, it expresses satisfaction that "regional measures
seem to have been avoided." 29

SOUND SHIPS
~ere

is increasing concern in the
shipping community about the
quality of newly built ships.
Starting in the 1980s, new computer
aided designs (CAD) and the use of high
tensile steel (HTS) produced so-called
'optimised' vessels that were lighter
(grt) yet at the same time could carry
more cargo (dwt).
The CAD technology allowed scant-

1

lings (steel thickness) to be reduced to a
minimum with hulls and bulkheads protected from the effects of corrosive cargoes by specialised paints and coatings.
Standardisation of parts and increased automation allowed the introduction of elements of 'assembly line' production.
The lower gross tonnage permitted
installation of engines of lower horse-

29 Annual Report 2000-200 1, Union of Greek Shipowners.
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power that reduced the cost of bunkers.
Vessels were cheaper to operate and
thus commercially more profitable.
Over time, however, it has been
revealed that HTS is much more prone
to cracking through metal fatigue. The
assembly line production techniques led
to inferior welding and inadequate
preparation of steel for coating. Also
smaller engine sizes have resulted in

THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

some vessels being insufficiently powered to cope adequatelywith their cargo
capacity when sailing in heavy seas.
There is a general impression that
vessels that came off the slipways
between the mid-1 980s and the mid1990s were generally of inferior quality
and there is a growing debate in the
industry about who is to blame.
The yards claim that shipowners
wanted cheaper ships built faster. The
owners claim that it was against the
yards' interest to build stronger, longerlived vessels.
"What are we to infer," mused leading Hellespont Steamship chairman
Basil Papachristidis, a leading owner of
VLCC and ULCC tonnage, during a
speech to a recent conference, when
yards belonging to conglomerates that
also manufacture automobiles "give
three to five times longer guarantees on
the ir cars than they do on their
ships."30
Caught in the middle are the classification societies. They vet new ship designs
and inspect vessels during their construction to ensure that they are structurally
sound when they leave the yard.
Thereafter, they are mandated under
the IMO's Safety of Life at Sea Convention to carry out the regular surveys of
vessels and the special CAP (Condition
Assessment Programme) surveys.
At this stage they are effectively acting for owners to whom they issue certificates ofvessel condition. The owners
are supposed to inform their classification society of any damage to a vessel.
Latterly, there has been a growing
concern in the ship owning community
that the classification societies in their
pursuit of business offer their services to
yards at reduced fees which do not permit them to employ the necessary manpower to do an adequate job of supervision during construction.
The classification societies argue that
the re is nothing to prevent an owner
specifying sturdier construction from
the outset, which they argue might
reduce his costs to bring a vessel up to
class standards when surveyed.
30 "Build Quality," Seatrade,
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Most firms when undertaking new
building have their own team at the yard
to oversee the ship's construction. The
problems arise when a vessel is purchased second hand and the construction and maintenance record is not fully
known.
"I personally don't think that by making stringent or over-demanding rules
we are tackling the problem," says
Thenamaris's Vordonis.
"New building regulations are
focussed on steel weight and stiffe ners.
We are looking at the steel and leaving
aside the importance of manufacturing
quality. The steel plate will deteriorate
faster not because it is 2mm thinner. It
will deteriorate faster because the weldings are not done well and have not been
ground well and the undercoats were
not applied well and the paint has been
applied during rain.
"There has been st rong criticism of
optimised designs because many people
understand these to mean light constructions, removing steel... instead of
being a design which trims steel from
where it is not needed and puts it where
it is needed ....
"The materialcost in a newbuilding is
of very small importance. The material
component in the total construction
costs, particularly in the steel fabrication, is only about one fifth or one
quarter of the price. Who would jeopardise the life of his ship to save $300,000
of steel in a total budget of $50 mn?
"Every yard would be willing to put
in some more steel to secure a contract
if the steel was fundamental to the
quality of the ship. What is important is
that when you buy ships, the specification considers the ergonomics- where
the components are, how flexible they
are, how usable they are, how reparable
they are.
" It is very important. We have crews
on board ships which cannot access
components and they cannot repair
them and they just rust and rust and rust
because of details in design. That is
where more emphasis would be needed
-not on the steel weight."

Jamwry/Febmmy 2002, page 25.

Anthony LambrosofCentrofin Management Inc. which operates a fleet
largely built in the 1980s (see page 52),
says the problem for the moment is the
lack of experience about how optimised double-hulled ships will last over
time.
"We have been building exclusively
double hulled ships now for six years.
Of course shipbuilding technology has
moved ahead very rapidly and they can
do computer modelling and fatigue-life
tests and they can assume how the vessel will react.
"The technology says that the pressure points are these, the hot spots are
there, so we can leave steel here but
remove some from there and at the end
of the day the product is lighter.
''Maybe it works but who has the
experience? We don 't know out of experience how one of these ships will
behave on its 20th or 25th ann iversary,
especially if it has not been so well
maintained.
"Obviously a 10 year old ship is going
to be good, a 15 year old ship probably
ok. But when the ship changes hands to
or three times and the owner who buys
it when it is 18 years old and wants to
work it until it is 22 years old and then
sell it on, how much maintenance is he
going to do?
"People say that older cars were
much stronger than the new generation
and last much longer. The problem
with ships is- tankers in particular- we
haven't had the change to gain handson experience."
The Union of Greek Shipowners, in
its latest annual report, says commercial ships are the workhorses of world
trade. They should be built according
to universal minimum standards that
will guarantee their long-term robustness and an adequate commercial life.
"There are encouraging signs that the
shipyards and classification societies
appear to share the concerns of
shipowners about the need for building
strong ships. It is the right time to take
concerted action on an inte rnational
basis," the report concludes.
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FINANCING AND RATES
SHIPPING FINANCE
Banks
hipping finance tradit ionally has
been based on relat ionshi p
banking. Banks have le nt an
average of around 70% of the price of
a vessel against collateral that exceeded the va lue of the loan by around 2030%.
Rates have been kept relatively low
as banks have competed for the ancillary business of the shipowners. The
quality of the owner was often more
important than medium term market
prospects.
A I the moment, a small shipowner
might expect to pay Libor plus up to
4%. A ' name'- one of the leading fleet
owners -could get as low as Libor plus
0.75%. In the highly competitive market at the turn of the decade rates for
prime clients fell to as low as Libor plus
60 basis points. But, with the subsequent slowdown in the global economy
and its knock-on effects in the shipping
sector, banks have been retrea ting
from ship lending.
Generally, banks arc concentrating
more on asset manageme nt ra th er
than le nding and booking their profits from fees ra ther than risk rela ted
returns. New capital adeq uacy ru les
scheduled to take effect in 2005 will
increase the reserves that banks have
to hold on shipping loans by up to
50% . This will make fu nding both
more expensive and more difficult to
come by.
Shipowners are either going to have
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to turn to equity markets to raise capital for investment or stump up more
of their own cash.
"Banks have set clear overall yield
targets for individual clien ts as well as
for their total shiplending portfolio,"
said Ted Petropoulos, managing director of Pctrofin at an Economist conference on shipping last autumn. "[These]
are being closely monitored by head
office ....
"Due to globalisation, bank consolidation and changes in ship finance policy, banks have developed towards
clients a corporate opport un ities
app roach rather than a relationship
approach."

1992
6
19
27

1995
13
23
31

1997
15
21
41

a As of November
Source: Petrolin Bank Research

31 '"Backers becoming more seleC!il'e, ·· Nafti liaki, No. 1.0-17, JVinler 2001. pages 4. 6.
1
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According to Petropoulos, the number of international banks involved in
shipping fell from 201 to 143 during the
period 1996-200 I. The number active
in the Greek market has declined fro m
67 to 40 in the sa me period (sec table
bclow). 31
Partly this is beca use of consolidation among banks but largely it is
because the risk-reward ratios have
become less attractive. Many banks got
their fingers burned in the sharp downturn after the 1998 Asian economic crisis.
Jim Slater, a di rector of S&E Consult ants, says Petropoulos's figures
could be on the high side. " I would
think today that there are probably
only about 50 banks in the world interested in doing shipping business. As far
as the Greek market is concerned
there arc about 20 ba nks active."
Accord ing to data provided by EFG
Eurobank-Ergasias 15 banks account
for two th irds (66%) of the shipping
portfolios in the Greek market $11.82 bn out of $17.84 (sec table on
page30).
Foreign banks still dominate the sector. They hold about 60% of total shipping debt compared to around 40% for
Greeks, according to Stelios Niotis,
executive director of the shipping division of Piraeus Bank. But the balance
is gradually shifting.
" People based in Piraeus have come
round to the understanding that it
would be better if they concentrate on
·pure' Greek banks. Greek banks have
acqui red expert ise .... They are far
qu icker in thei r decision making
because they are based here. Their
shipping departm ents have access to
the top management level and credit
committees whereas all these [overseas] people have to persuade others
who do not have the knowledge of the
local markets.'·
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Lending to Greek shipowners, end 2001 a
Bank
Royal Bank of Scotland
Deutscheshiffsbank
National Bank of Greece
Alpha Bank
KfWb

Greek shipping portfolio($ bn)
2.60
1.25
0.85
0.82
0.75

Credit Agricole

0.70

HSBC

0.70

JP Morgan/Chase

0.65

Hamburgische Landesbankc

0.65

Landes bank Schleswig Holste inc

0.65

Citibank

0.60

DVB Nedship

0.60

Bayerische Vereinsbank

0.50

Credit Suisse

0.50

Total including others

17.84

aData runs are not always consident from bank to bank. b German
export finance corporation. cNow merged.
Source: EFG Eurobank-Ergasias

The larger problem, according to
Jim Slater, is that all the banks, Greek
and foreign, are chasing the same
clientele. "There is a perception within
banks that you reduce your risk by
lending to larger 'names', although you
have to accept a lower yield. Therefore
the 20 are all concentrating on the top
25 Greek names.
"There are around 500 ship management companies in Piraeus. If you
are a banker and you go to see a guy in
the top 25, you have to push aside a
whole queue of other bankers wearing
his carpet away.
" If you are in the other 475, unless
you have a very good relationships with
an existing bank, it is almost impossible to raise funds."32
This situation is soon to be exacerbated by new capital adequacy rules being
evolved by the Basel Committee of the
Bank for InternationalSettlements (BIS).
3l Petropoulos pills
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The Committee, consisting of the
senior supervisors of the central banks
of the top dozen countries in financial
services33, have devised an Accord
whereby all internationally active
banks in G10 cou ntries have to have
capital 34 equal to at least 8% of their
total assets weighed according to risk
factors.
All assets are classified in fou r
'buckets' according to debtor category
and assigned a percentage of risk: zero,
20, 50 and 100. Corporate debt is automatically assigned 100% risk.
Under a new Accord being
evolved to take effect in 2005, definitions of to ta l capital and adequacy
ratio remain unchanged but a much
more complex method of risk assessment is being instituted which
includes market and operational risk
as well as credit risk. Central bank
supe rvisors will set minimum standards for risk assessment but ban ks
with sophisti cated intern al risk
assessment procedures will be able
to use th eir own.
Lending to corporate borrowers will
now be assigned to three risk 'buckets'
and assigned minimum risk percentages of 50, 100, and 150. Thus, for
example, banks would have to maintain capital of 4% against certain loans
but 12% against others. The cost of
funding this money will be reflected in
the cost of the loans granted. 35
Traditional relationship bankingwherein a bank will lend to an entrepreneur for investment in exchange for
the other business of the company will be severely pressured.
"If you run a calculation on the
return and economic profit that a bank
has under the new rules, about 50% of
their relationship exposures- despite
the fact that they might appear a positive number - produce an economic
loss," says Dimitri Anagnostopoulos a

senior vice presiden t of ABN-Amro
and head of Greek shipping for the
bank.
"The crite ria that the BIS is setting
for creati ng reserves of bad debts
depend not only on the individual
bank's perception of its custome r but
on specific weighted parameters. They
are not specific to shipping. They are
the same for all industries. The thing is
that shipping has a lot of risk elements
that de fa cto will be included in those
parameters.
"A company that is onshore, with a
holding structure, with high transparency is liable to analysis by certain
indices, certain ratios, certain financial
covenants. Everything is comparable
in the industry.
"In shipping you have 'single ship'
companies, with no holding structure,
no disclosure, no recourse. What will
be the risk rating on these companies?
"I may know the owner, the company, his huge cash resources. But I can't
demonstrate it. If !lend $100 mn today
to X, with no recourse, I know I will get
it back. But I can't prove it to the various authorities, the auditors and the
inspectors of the central bank. ' Name'
lending will go with Basel II."
Anagnostopoulos says that he
expects bank boards to be pressing for
the allocation of capital to sectors that
have proven economic profit. "If I'm
the board of the bank, I will say, in this
industry we have returns of x% on the
capital allocated and in this one y%.
Each board will try to allocate capital
in the sectors that produce the highest
economic profit. Offshore shipping
will be penalised."
The new me ntality has already
begun to permeate the market.
Alexander Tourkoulias head of the
shipping division at National Bank says
he is not so much concerned about the
size of his portfolio as the profit it gene rates.

the local shipping community at 785 firms and says the competition is for the top 50.
33 Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, LtLrembourg, Netherlands, Sweden. Switzerland, the UK and the US.
34 Capital includes Tier 1- shareholders' equity and retained earnings - and Tier 2 - additional illlernal and external resources.
35 The risk ratings will be sttingelll. They hal'e not been finalised yet but it is proposed that the 8% resen·e requirement would be assigned to m1 asset with
a 0. 7% probability of default, a chance of a 50% loss on default and a matwity of three years.
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" I am the type of banker who evaluates my perform ance on the money
that I collect rath er than the strength
of the money that I am giving.''
Relationship ban king will still have
a role to play but the shi pping component of the cl ient's busi ness will
have to be considered on its own merit.
'' I ca n see on a combined basis the
profitability which is associated with a
Group but we cannot buy high risk ... in
order to solicit business in which the
risk may be lower or different.
"We do appreciate relationships and
we want to cove r a lot of other activities ... but I can't see that I am goi ng to
change the spread of a loan because of
some add itional business. We do not
have this luxury.. .. I am responsible for
getting the returns th at the bank
req uires out of this activity. So it leads
my decisions. It doesn't mean that I
disregard what other possible things
can be done. But it is not my priority."
The situation is going to lead to new
types of lending through vehicles such
as venture capital companies and project financing in which newbuildings
arc tied to long-term charters.
For banks concerned about the Basel
II requ irements the creatio n of subsidiary shi pping fi nance houses might
prove a solution. Slater says banks have
told him "we don 't as a mainst ream
bank policy want to go into the bottom
or middle tier of the Greek market. On
the other hand a venture capital fund
on the right terms, with the right
returns, could be of interest to us."
Two such have already bee n established:
- First Business Bank, consisting
5 I% of a consortium of Greek shipowners (reportedly including Restis,
Comninos, At hanassios Martinos and
the Constantakopoulos fa mily), 44%
the Agricultural Bank and 5% the
Bank of Nova Scotia which brought to
the new venture its port fo lio of the
ordcr of$300 mn;
- Aegean Baltic Bank, a consortium
.16
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led 5 I% by Landcsbank SchleswigHolstein Girozentrale (LB Kiel) and
49% by Theodore Af'thonides, Costas
Hadj ipanayotis and Andrei Vandoros.
Panagis Vourloumis. fo rme rly of
Alpha Finance will chair the bank. The
bank itself will be capitalised at just
€1 8 mn but it will represent the $600
mn (€675 mn) LB Kicl Greek shipping
portfolio and from 2003- followi ng LB
Kiel's merger with Hamburgischc Landcsbank - its $600 mn portfolio as wel l.
"Financing houses wou ld have to
fun d the mselves in order to lend and
the cost of money is already high. '' says
Anagnostopoulos of ABN-Amro.
"There may be some finance boutiques
but th ey will be very expensive. But
then I don 't thi nk every owner start ed
with a top banker from day one. Every
company was small once and had to
pay the high start-up price."
In some instances yards have been
repo rted to be prepared to offer
financing for vessels in a form of hire
purchase arrangement, usually linked
to long-term charters fo r the vessels.
Alternatively charterers have provided capital towards ce rtain shipowners' investments in exchange for longterm, low-rate charte rs with the companies earn ing their profit primarily
through operating contracts.
Citibank, which trad itionally has
bee n known as a leader in putti ng
toge ther large syndicated loans for
' name' groups, has begun to promote
the idea of leasing but such an arrangement requires young vessels of sizes in
which market demand is st rong.

Equity markets
As bank fin ancing dwindles, ship
owners are going to have to look
increasingly to equity markets for their
capital resources-either issuing bonds
or floating part of their fleets on stock
markets.
But shipping is a highly cyclical busi-

from the
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ness with steep peaks and troughs in
freight rates. The volatility can be
smoothed to a certain extent by pu rsuing a policy of time-chartering which
generates steady but unspectacular
profits. The high-flyers, however. are
the spot traders who know how to catch
a market when it is about to rise and
who unde rstand when to buy and sell
vessels to maximise capital gains. This
depends as much on intuition as analysis and makes shipping a difficult sector
for brokerage houses to cope with.
Moreover, shipping is a busi ness
that lacks transparency and even those
groups that are willing to create a holding vehicle for some of their one ship
companies frequently are less than rigorous in keeping their personal assets
and those of the listed company separate.
For all its image as a ·rich· industry,
shipping companies do not have the
high capitalisations of shore-based
manufactu ring and se rvice indust ries
such as say automobiles and telecoms.
Worldwide only three shipping
companies have equity market capitalisa tion of over $10 bn and just 16 of
over $1 bn. Cruise and container companies featu re prominently at this end
of the market.36 Most institutional
investors don't want to kn ow about
companies wit h capita lisation of less
than $l bn.
Big name Greek companies that have
gone to market have only raised fractions of such sums. for example, Tsakos
Energy Shipping (TENS) $107mn and
Stelmar $88.5 mn. (This April, Stelmar
raised anothe r $60 mn through a secondary offering.)
Such amounts are more often associated with bond issues. But the performance of a spate of high-yield 'junk'
bonds issued in the period 1992- 1998
has left little appetite for such products.
Nine Greek fi rms issued bonds
totalling $1.4 bn (out of a global shipping sector tota l of $6.2 bn)Y The

"What is going on?" Naftitiaki. No. 1.0-14. Wimer 2000.
bank lending to shipping in the same period was of the order of $600 lm, i.e.. tfte bonds accottllled for only arowul 1% of sftip financing. For
funher detailf on the bonds see "Sea Cftange... Special Swwy No. 28. June 1998. pages 20- 25.
.1 7 Total
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issues ranged from $126 mn to $228
mn at rates varying from 7.5- 12.5%
with maturities of from seve n to 12
years.
Despite the high coupon rates - up
to 4% over the cost of bank debt - the
companies argued that, without having
to make amortisation payments, they
would be able to expand their fleets
and their earnings to a degree that
would allow them to support the cost
from cash flow. The asset value added
to their fleets would allow them to roll
over the principal in some other form
of financing at term.
The bulk of the bonds were issued,
however, in the two years before the
Asian crisis. All but one of the issuers
defaulted.
The only company that did not was
Eletson, which had issued its bond in
1992 and had had several good years
before the slump in which to build up
reserves to continue paying its coupon.
It paid off its $140 mn worth of 9.25%
first-preferred mortgage notes bond
two years early in November 2001
using a $150 mn syndicated loan facility led by Citibank.
Five of the eight issuers managed to
negotiate schemes whereby they
bought back their paper at between 3070 cents on the dollar, basically turning
a profit.
The two that kept up paymen ts the
longest - Enterprises Shipholding
Corporation and the New York based
Mille nium Seacarriers- suffered considerable financial difficulties.
Enterprises fought an eight month
legal battle with its bondholders during
which three of its modern container
ships were arrested, losing time charters in the process worth some $20 mn
according to company estimates.38
According to one report it settled for
around 55 cents39 on the dollar at a
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time when the bond was trading at a little over 30 cents- approximately $100
mn on the $175 mn outstanding. The
company has sold at least three of its 17
vessel reefer fleet and may sell more to
raise the necessary cash.40
Mille nium filed for bankruptcy in
January this year with debts of $133 mn
outstanding against assets of $85 mn.
Some 85% of its bonds had been
acquired by Wayland Investmen t a
subsidiary of the charterers Cargil l. In
an out-of-court settlement, Millenium
surrendered 17 of its 18 vessels to Wayland which was expected to sell the
fleet for around $35 mn.41
Most Greek owne rs who have listed
have done so either on the New York
stock exchange, the Nasdaq, or the
Oslo stock exchange. Stelmar, TENS,
and General Maritime (Genmar) are
listed in New York and the Ceres Hellenic-Odfjell joint ve nture, Odfjell
Seachem, is listed in Oslo.
John Angelicoussis, owner of the
Nasdaq and Luxembourg listed Anangel-American Shipholdings, was, at the
time of writing, in the process of buying back the outstanding shares in that
company with a view to delisting.
Markets tend to favour tanker,
cruise and container ope rators and
there was said to have been virtually no
liquidity for the Anangel shares.
In October 2000, the Greek authorities introduced legislation42 designed
to allow the listing on the Athens Stock
Exchange of Companies Investing in
Oceangoing Shipping (EEPN).
A number of companies expressed
interest but none proceeded because
of the particularities of the listing
require ments and ambiguities about
financial aspects.
The listed company had to be a holding company with share capital of at
least Dr1 0 bn (€ 29.35 bn) of which at

least 50% had to be held by persons of
a state within the European Economic
Area.
Of this, 65% had to be invested in at
least six 'one ship com panies' wholly
owned by the parent. The subsidiary
companies could be any nationality.
Another 10% of the assets could be
invested in shipowning companies that
were controlled but not wholly owned.
The balance could be held up to 5% in
ship management companies, 7.5% in
cash or ban k deposits, 10% in moveable assets and 10% in moveable or
immoveable assets re lated to the company.
The vessels had to be at least 3,000
grt, small by industry standards. Origi nally it was planned that they should
be no older than IS-years but in the
end this condition was eliminated.
Four of the vessels had to fly the flag
of an EEA state. The other two could
fly third country flags but the crew had
to be covered by NAT.
(During its trading life, the EEPN
could be reduced its vessels to as few as
three, but this hvo-thirds, one-t hird
balance on flagging had to be maintained.)
The vessels would be taxed according.to the tonnage tax regime and not
according their earnings.
Listing required a prospectus with
details about the companies' managers
and principals having a shareholding of
more than 5%. The company had to
publish a detailed business plan and
would have to make announcements to
the exchange about major business
decisions such as the sale or purchase of
a ship or entry into a long-term charter.
The law contained two serious ambiguities. lt said that the EEPN could not
conclude loans in excess of 25% of the
value of its investments but did not
make clear whethe r this applied to the

38 "Bondholders file writ against E111e1prises Shipholding, ·• Kat himcrin~ January 17, 2002.
39 "ESC spells escape from reefer/and," TradeWinds, March I, 2002, page 5.
40 "Target Mmine seen as close to three-ship product tanker orde1;" Newsfront Greek Shipping Intelligence, Vol. 3, No. 7, Febnwry 22, 2002, pages I - 2.
41 "Failed Millenium fleet passes to chief bondholder Wayland, ,. Newsfron~ Vol. 3, No. 13, Aplil5, 2002, page 4. Ironically, according to Newsfront,
Wayland bought the bonds in 1999 for around $0.45 and recouped its investmm t from coupon payments made by Milleniwn before it went bankrupt.
42 Law 2843/2000.
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parent or the consolidated company.lf
the former, it presented no safeguard
for the investor because the subsidiaries could leverage thei r investments to whatever their banks would
offer them. If the latter, it would put
such constraints on ship-financing that
there would be no benefit in creating
the company.
There was also a question about the
tax treatment of the shares in the event
of dissolution of the company. It was
not clear whether the return of the
shares in the subsidiaries to the principals would attract the normal S% tax
on sales of unlisted shares or whether
the general tax exemption would
apply. There was also concern about
the application of inheritance tax.
Repeated efforts to get the authorities to clarify these matters proved
fruitless.
The exchange was in no hurry to see
the legislation used. The market had
already begun to turn down at this
point and the authorities were concerned lest a raft of capital hungry
shipping companies descending on the
market could wipe out the limited liquidity available for other sectors.
While $100 mn may be peanuts on
the New York market it is a huge
amount for Athens where most nonprivatisation IPOs raise less than half
that amount.
Amendments to the legislation were
passed through parliament in March
this year. 43
The number of one ship companies
owned by the holding company was
reduced to four. The requirement that
two-thirds of the vessels fly an EEA
flag was dropped. Now two-thirds had
to fly an EEA flag 0 R have crews contracted with NAT.
Of total assets, 75% were to be held
in vessels and/or cash, thus reducing
the rigidity of the 65% minimum
invested in ships and allowing greater
flexibility in sale and purchase deals.
The other 25 % can be invested in
controlling interests in other ship
owning companies, ship managing
43 Law 2992/2002
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companies, real estate and office
equipment and derivative contracts
for hedging.
The company does not have to wait
the usual two years to come to market
but can do so within its first financial
year provided it has 60% invested in
ships and has had its books audited to
international accounting standards
(lAS) by two chartered accounting
firms (one of which may be foreign)
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and had its shipping assets valued by
two independent ship brokers. The
companies will only have to publish
accounts twice a year instead of quarterly like other listed firms.
The EEPN cannot have more than
50% of its assets tied up in any one vessel or more than 30% in any newbuilding.
The prospectus will still require the
identification of principals holding
more than 5% of the company and
details will have to be given about any
individual holding 10% or more in
another listed shipping or ship management company in Greece or abroad
with details given of how that company
is performing.
The question of leverage has been
clarified: it is 70% of the consolidated
assets of the holding company.
The 5% tax on the sale of shares in
the event of dissolution will not apply
nor will the normal rules on inheritance
tax. In this respect the listed companies
will be treated in the same way as privately, owned shipping companies.
Almost immediately the amendments were confirmed the Alafouzos
family, which is involved in shipping and
also controls the listed newspaper
Kathimerini, announced that it would
set up such a company.
In 200 I, the group had consigned two
of its Greek flagged tankers- Ocean is
and Therasia - to a Kathimerini subsidiary, Naxos Shipping. The profits
fro m the vessels, which are on longterm time charter, have kept the influential newspaper in a relatively reasonable financial condition at a time when
other publishers have been going
through straitened times.
The group is to add two more vessels
to create an EEPN in which Kathimerini will be a 46.3% shareholder.
It remains to be seen, however, how
many other shipping companies might
take advantage of the new law.
"So long as interest rates remain at
the level that they are today, allowing
people to borrow very cheap money, I
cannot see the attraction of borrowing
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money from the stock exchange by giving away part of the company," says Stelios Niotis of Piraeus Bank.
"We're talking at about lending rates
of 5% at the moment. Is it not worth
borrowing money at that kind oflevel as
opposed to giving away 25% of your
company at a discount? Because you
are going to have to give a discount.
Long gone are the days when people
were doing PIEs [price earnings ratios]
of 15 to 20 or more."
Dimitri Anagnostopoulos says that
capital markets have a future for ship-
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ping because of the impact of Basel II
but he thinks it will be at least a decade
before shipowners begin to shift their
attention seriously away from bank
lending.
"First of all there has been a disappointing performance of shipping
shares everywhere.
"Secondly there is no expertise on the
side of investors .. . and that included
the bonds....
"The more knowledge that exists on
the side of the investors, the fewer
defaults we will have in the future

because it will be more difficult for companies to enter into capital markets
because the investors will be much
more demanding."
Anagnostopoulos says that listing in
Greece will continue to be constrained
by the size of investments required.
"Unless the Athens Stock Exchange
again becomes attractive for foreign
(institutional] investors that want to
bring funds to invest, not only in shipping but in all companies, there is no
point in trying to list. The market is very
shallow."

RATES AND NEWBUILDINGS
~e shipping business is known for its

.l high degree of volatility. There are
basically two ways of doing business spot and time.
In the spot market, the charterer hires
the vessel to carry cargo for a specific
voyage·and the shipowner is paid freight
at a rate per ton or other unit. The owner is responsible for crewing and costs
such as fuel and port charges. The vessel
owners usually 'fix' such charters
through brokers.
In a time charter, the charterer fixes a
vessel for a set period which may range
from a few days to several years. Typical
time charters are six months to a year
but longer term deals are possible often
in conjunction with a newly built vessel.
To compare spot and time charter
rates, the market refers to the TCE rate,
or time charter equivalent, which is calculated by taking the revenues from a
voyage charter, deducting the voyage
costs and dividing by the number of voyage days. The industry does this because
it does not commonly express rates for
vessels on voyage charters in dollars per
day but instead uses the World Scale
index which is route related.
Generally, time chartering is a less
risky business as it smoothes the peaks
and troughs of the day to day market.
But it also creates a risk for the owner of
missing a rising market.
For example, during 2001 in the wet
cargo Panamax market, rates started the
year around $30,000 a day and ended

l
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closer to $10,000. Time charter rates for
young tonnage were between $1 8,00019,000 through the year.
The time charterer missed the highs
but also missed the lows. Those who
favour time chartering emphasise the
lower cost elements - less time spent
chasing clients, less contract paperwork,
and more time to devote towards
achieving economies of scale on operatingcosts.
The cyclical nature of the spot market
has perhaps never been better illustrated than during the past few years.
In 1999, tanker charter rates experienced a steep downturn as significant
newbuilding deliveries from excessive
ordering in previous years coincided
with oil production cuts by OPEC countries to boost oil prices.
The depressed market caused anumber of owners of older tonnage to scrap
their uneconomical tonnage.
Following the sinking of the E1ika in
December 1999, spot charter rates
moved up steeply as all the world's charterers chased younger tonnage. Young
vessels commanded record rates, dragging the rates for older ones behind
them. Time charter rates also rose but
not as significantly.
This coincided with a period when
Asian markets were beginning to recover from the 1998 financial crisis and
when OPEC countries were boosting oil
production to try to stabilise soaring
prices and restore depleted inventories.

According to the shipping intelligence company Clarkson, earnings in
2000 for VLCCs, the 300,000 dwt plus
very large crude carriers that ply the
long haul routes from the Middle East
to the US and Japan, rose to $50,661 a
day.
Capesize (cl50,000 dwt) dry bulkers
servicing the coal and iron ore trades
produced average earnings of $19,974
per day and Panamax-sized container
vessels (3,500 TEU and above) commanded an average of$25,833.
Owners with cash in their pockets
embarked on a spree of newbuilding
orders.
According to Clarkson Research Studies, the order book at the end of 2001
stood at 1,896 vessels of 105.6 mn dwt:
• tankers 636 vessels of 64.4 mn dwt, an
increase of22.1 %;
• dry bulkers 358 new vessels of 23 mn
dwt, an increase of8%; and,
• containers 442 new vessels with 1.4
mn TEU capacity, an increase of
26.2%.
The world economy, however, gradually slowed throughout 2001 and effectively went into recession during the last
quarter following the September 11 terrorist incidents. The imbalance between
supply of vessels and cargo demand
caused rates to soften and then to
plunge.
During the first quarter of this year
tankers were ftxing at rates 50- 75% lower than at their peak, container rates had
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World fleets and order books, 1999-2004
Fleet by vessel type

1999

2000

2001

.'

Orderbook

As %of
total fleet

14.0

2003

2004

52.3

45.0

17.3

2002

Total world (mn dwt)
of which

717.1

739.1

753.1

by vessel type
105.6

Tankers ( mn dwt)

286.9

294.8

290.6

64.4

22.1

25.2

28.6

10.6

40.0
49.6
14.7

40.9
50.8
15.1

39.4
50.6
14.9

10.5
13.5
3.2

26.7
26.5
21 .6

4.1
4.6
0.6

4.5
7.1
1.6

1.9
1.8
1.0

266.9

274.8

286.2

23.0

8.0

5.9

2.8

82.1
61.1
44.8

86.8
65.0
45.5

90.2
71 .2
49.3

7.8
5.5
6.9

8.6
7.7
13.8

1.8
1.3
2.2

of which
Suezmax
Aframax
Panamax
Bulk carriers (mn dwt)
of which
Capesize
Panamax
Handymax
Container vessels (mn dwt)
Container vessels (TEU)a
of which

2,000+
3,000 +
4,000+

15

64.7

70.0

77.5

9.7

12.5

9.7

7.2

2.3
0.3
0.1
1.7

4,393.9

4,811.2

5,403.8

1,421.4

26.2

707.4

572.4

141.6

911.8
1,169.5
478.5

995.9
1,360.5
761.2

1,082.4
1,426.6
1,129.0

191 .2
476.1
581.9

17.8
33.0
50.8

120.5
213.4
263.9

68.2
206.1
247.9

2.5
56.6
70.1

3.7
3.9
4.6

a Container carrying capacity measured in llventy-toot equivalent units.
Source: Clarkson Research Studies

fallen by between 50 - 60% and dry bulk
rates had fallen by 25 -50%.
"At the peak we saw tanker rates hit
levels that had never been experienced
in the business before," says Jim Slater of
S&E Consultants. "There were VLCCs
running at income of $100,000 per day.
Suezmaxes were running at unprecedented rates of up to $60,000 a day.
"Today tankers are trading at acceptable levels in historical terms but they've
come a long way from the boom times of
the last couple of years."
On the dry side, rates fo r dry bulk
Capesizes fell from around $20,000 a
day to $9,000while Panamaxcs fell from
around $12,000 per day to below $7,000.
"I know people who had vessels stuck in
the Far East and had to bring them back
at rates as low as $2,000 a day," says
Slater.
The container market which relies on
finished manu factured goods fo r its
44 lim

prime source of income, has seen business go into a steep decline with current
rates only sustained by major carriers
cutting services and, in some cases, laying up vessels.
The specialist shipping periodical
Seatrade predicts that there will be overcapcity of 1 mn TEU by the end of 2003
and no turn-around in the market until
2004.
"If the sk')' doesn't fall in on the liner
business it will surprise most of the participants... such is the mood of current
pessimism," a Seatrade analyst wrote
earlier this year. 44
Greek shipowners have traditionally
been known as operators of secondhand vessels, 15 years and older. At this
age the ships are ncar or fully depreciated and, even though they command lower rates because of their age, the low or
zero financing charges mean the vessels
trade at a profit.

Hanscom, "Slot ho"or, " Scatradc, Jamwry-Febmary 2002, page 13.
4.

45 "The global cm'Tiers, " Naftiliaki, No. 1,046, Summer 2001, page
46 Annual Rcport 2000- 200 1, Un ion of Greek Shipowners.

But latterly Greeks have bee n in the
forefront of the building boom. At midyear 2000, 62 owners had 232 vessels on
order worth $9.2 bn. By mid-year 2001
that figure had risen to 80 owners with
300 vessels on order of a total 29 mn
dwt.45
In 2000 the Greek orders represented
14% of the total number and 21 % of the
deadweight tonnage. 46 By2001. the rest
of the world was on the bandwagon and
even though the number of Greek orders
had gone up substantially, their percentage of the total had fallen to 11 .6%.
In tonnage terms, though, the Greek
orders accounted for23%, reflecting the
fact that tanker fleet owners were rapidly replacing their single skinned ships
with new double hulled vessels- particularly the 1970s built fleet of VLCCs.
Greek owners have already started to
take delivery of their new vessels with a
surge in commissioning, particularly of
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new tankers, expected later this year.
The order book has fallen back to 240
vessels and, if there were no new orders,
would be exhausted within the next 18
months.
Reports in the trade press in March,
however, suggested that Greek tanker
owners were in discussions about the
building of at least 30 newvessels worth
some $1 bn.47
In the wet market, the new tonnage
coming onto the market should present
no problem. The accelerated phase out
scheme for single hulled tankers will
mean an estimated 90 mn dwt of scrapping betvvcen now and 2004 so the fleet
should stay relatively in balance, maybe
even contract a little.
But on the dry side there is serious
over tonnaging and concern that the saturation of the market will keep rates
depressed for some considerable time.
"We have had oversupply through the
new building programme and a world
economy chugging along at close to zero
and in some instances negative. So
you've a double whammy which is relatively unusual," says Jim Slater.
"When rates were relatively good
shipowners were discouraged from selling old vessels for scrap and we are now
in a situation where the world has
reduced its scrapping capacity. It is actually quite difficult to get anyone to take a
vessel for scrapping at the moment.. ..
"Even if you get demolition, newbuildingsizes have tended to increase so
that the Panamax that is being scrapped
is probably about 62,000 dwt on average
while the new one coming in is 75,000
dwt. Even if you have the same number
of vessels being scrapped as arc coming
in you still get an increase in tonnage."
The newbuildingsurge was supported
by the strength of the dollar against currencies of the countries in which 90% of
new ships are built - Korea, Japan and
China. Prices have plummeted in dollar
terms. For example, the price of a dry
bulk Panamax has fallen from over $30
mn to under $20 mn but the local cost
input in Japanese Yen, Korean Won

Indicative daily rates in the tanker market:
crude oil and petroleum productsa
(average daily earnings, $)

DWT
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and Chinese Yuan has been relatively
constant.
George Gratsos, president of Standard Bulk Transport and immediate past
president of the Hellenic Chamber of
Shipping, argues that owners have effectively been engaged in currency speculating using ships as their hedging instruments instead of financial derivatives.
"Accounting in dollars continuously
moves the goal posts as it bears no reference to the real replacement cost of our
assets," he wrote in a recent analysis.48
" It may be time that we also started
accounting in Yen, in order to get a different picture of what we are doing....
Even a 'cheap' ship in dollar terms has a
carrying cost which can make it disproportionately expensive over time if its
earnings are poor and therefore a bad
investmcnt."
He points out that a modern Panamax needs a charter rate of around
$11,000 a day to break even, whereas
today they are commanding about
$7,000.
"In other words they will write up losses of over $1mn per year as long as this
over-ordering and over-tonnaging lasts.
... They [the owners] will have to amortise the ship's cost plus the accumulated

47 "Greeks negotiating $Ibn investment in fresh newbuilding surge, '' Ncwsfront, March I, 2002, page I.
4R ''A1·oiding Ol'ertonnaging, "Bimco Bulletin, Vol. 97, No. I, 2002. pages 26- 32.

VLCC (crude)
Spot (280,000-320,000)
TIC (300,000)
Suezmax (crude)
Spot (130,000-135,000)
TIC (150,000)
Aframax (crude)
Spot (80,000)
TIC(70,000)
Clean products
Spot (20,000-75,000)
TICc (30,000)
Dirty products
Spot (50,000)
TICc (47,000)

.

2000

2001

2002b

50,661
43,650

35,639
40,490

17,709
27,167

39,565
33,100

30,129
33,115

15,462
19,167

32,806
18,021

30,211
22,798

17,014
18,583

19,075
12,771

25,193
15,784

12,941
12,000

24,844
n/a

23,399
18,870

11 ,219
13,833

a Prices given for crude carriers are for vessels built 1990- 1991;
a premium of between 10 - 15% can be achieved for younger vessels. Thedate is chosen because thetime-charter tables from which
this data is extracted refer to "modern " vessels defined as "not more
than 10-years old". b Beginning of March cPrices by vessel weight
rather than product.
Source: ClarksonResearch Studies (data): Business File (format)

Indicative daily rates in the bulk carrier market:
coal, iron ore and grain
(average dally earnings, $)

DWT
Capeslze
Spot (150,000 -165,000)
TIC(170,000)
Panamax
Spot (55,000- 70,000)

20021

2000

2001

19,974
n/a

12,352
11 ,600

8,815
11,567

9,989

5,615
7,517
6,555
6,383

TIC(70,000- 72,000)

n/a

8,096
8,977

Handymax
Spot (40,000-50,000)
TIC (45,000)

8,970
8,759

8,206
8,141

a Beginning of March.
Source: Clarkson Research Studies (data): Business File (format)
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losses over the shorter remaining period.
Thus a $21 mn Panamax one year later
would have a book cost of say $22 mn and
has a year less to amortise it. This higher
amortisation required would equate to
having bought the ship for about $23 mn
or about 10% more a year later."
He urged shipowners to begin keeping their balance sheets according to
International Accounting Standards
showing all carrying costs, including
interest charges and amortisation as
well as operating expenses.
"We rush head-long to over-order

ships when we think their prices are
cheap in dollars.... By this, what we are
in fact doing is playing the currency markets using the ships as a medium and not
the financial products available."
Alexander Tourkolias, head of the
shipping division at National Bank of
Greece, is like Gratsos concerned that
the prices for which vessels are on offer
today could seduce owners- particularly in the bulk trades- to ignore market
conditions and place further orders.
Tourkolias says that a new Panamax
bulk carrier can currently be contracted

from thl' d(lldrum s?

for as little as $18 mn. 'The last low,"
says Tourkolias, "was $20 mn. The last
high was $32 mn . .... A Panamax at $18
mn is very cheap. If somebody has to
pay $14 mn to buy an eight-year-old vessel, whywould he buy that and not go for
a newbuilding...
"The scary issue is that the deflationary impact on the newbuilding prices
and the demand for quality tonnage by
charterers could possibly push the owners into a stream of new orderings.. .irrespective of the short to medium term
developments in supply and demand ... : ·

Statement by the Union of Greek Shipowners
reek shipping continues to further demonstrate its politico-economic importance not only at national level but also internationally. The Greek-owned fleet. ranking first internationally, and its traditional maritime capability are of importance tor the safeguarding of
the continuity in supply of energy, raw materials and goods worldwide. The UGS maintains that there has to be a growing awareness
of the importance of the shipping sector and of the need to maintain
its competitiveness and viability in a globalised economy since the
vast majority of world trade is seaborne, reaching a record high of
5.88 billion tons in 2001.
The EU Guidelines on State Aids to Shipping (1997) have proved to
be a useful instrument in the respect that they have contributed to the
maintenance and enhancement of maritime activities throughout
Europe.
It is in this context that the UGS has called for adoption of national
measures to enhance the competitiveness of the Greek register. It is a
positive development that recently theGreek government adopted a first
package of measures in this direction, i.e., by reducing the taxation of
vessels and seamen to levels comparable with other EU Member
States. The Greek shipping community now awarts a second package
of measures following extensive discussions covering other aspects of
the competitiveness of the Greek register.
Moreover, the UGS notes with relief that the Greek government has
realised the seriousness of the problem of the lack of qualified officers as well as of the reluctance of youngsters to pursue a maritime
career and is willing to tackle the roots of the problem. The first positive step is the increase in the number of entrants to the Marine
Academies for the next academic year as well as changes to the system of examinations.
Another issue, related to the problem of the lack of officers, is the
existing biased and negative view of the shipping industry as a whole.
The exaggerated emphasis on marine casualties and the increasing
direct or indirect criminalization of the industry's constituent parties as
a result of the few specific failures increasingly drive responsible persons, professionals and entrepreneurs, away from the shipping industry, especially in developed mature economies where recruitment in
general is already a problem.
Therefore, improving the image of the industry is aprerequisite for the
satisfactory solution of the industry's problems and probably the major
challenge it faces in the new era.
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Regarding certain recent developments in shipping on which the UGS
has focused its attention, we note the following:

11th September AftermathUSA Maritime Security measures
The need to enhance security worldwide is imperative and recognised
by governments and industry alike. The UGS welcomes the US initiatives and takes a positive stance on specific proposals tor measures to
improve awareness and maritime security worldwide. The co-operation
of the shipping industry should be sought in the war against terrorism
and governments should co-operate in IMO in achieving the highest
practicable degree of unitonnity in security related issues. The UGS
believes that measures to combat terrorism and enhance port and ships
security can, if developed effectively, benefit legitimate trade and the
movement of people.

LAN Initiative for Possible Substandard Vessels
The March 2001 LAN initiative, intended to strengthen the institution
of classification and provide leadership within lACS in making poor
quality vessels easier to identity and apprehend, was received with
qualified approval. The UGS expressed its strong support tor most of
the inrtiative's proposals but questioned the rationale and practical consequences regarding theproposed increased frequency of SMC audits.
Moreover, theshipping industry cannot accept actions by lACS members, which undennine the statutory powers, entrusted to them by governments and which are detrimental to the legitimate interests of shipping. Class societies should compete on the nature and quality of the
services provided. lACS members should acknowledge the benefit of a
proper and sincere ongoing dialogue with shipowners.

Oil Pollution Liability
The UGS supports the draft Protocol, as approved by IMO, which will
establish a voluntary Supplementary Fund tor Compensation, financed
solely by oil receivers and operating on the top of the existing international regime: namely the CLC and FUND conventions. Additionally the
industry through the IG of P & I Clubs has offered tovoluntarily increase
theminimum levels of compensation for the smallest vessels covers by
the CLCprovided, however, the shipping industry will not eventually be
involved in the Supplementary Fund.
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TANKERS
he annual world oil trade consists
of around 1.65 bn tons of crude
and 475 mn tons of refined products.
Sea tankers transport some 80% of the
crude and products that are traded
internationally.
Crude tankers carry unrefined oil
and 'dirty' products such as heavy fuel
oil. Product tankers carry 'clean' refinery products such as gasoline, jet fuel,
kerosene, naphtha and gas oil.
Product carriers typically have cargo
handling systems that allow the simultaneous transport of several different
refined products from a refinery to the
consumer. The tanks usually have special coatings, which facilitate cleaning
between voyages and protect against
corrosion.
Oil companies own or control on
long term charter about a third of the
tanker fleet; independent owners the
other two-thirds. Greeks feature prominently and own a large percentage
of world tanker tonnage.
But globally it is a highly fragmented market with no single owner - individual or company - controlling more
than 5% of the global fleet in terms of
dwt.
ULCCs and VLCCs (280,000 dwt
and above) carry the greater proportion of crude on the long haul routes
from Middle Eastern producers to Far
Eastern and US refiners. They command the highest rates because of the
long ton-kilometre factor.
Suezmax tankers ( 120,000- 200,000
dwt) tend to ply regional trades (West
Africa to the US and Europe, the Gulf
of Mexico and Southeast Asian
waters). Aframax tankers (80,000120,000 dwt) focus on crude and dirty
products in regional trades such as the
Caribbean and the Mediterranean.
Panamaxes (50,000-80,000 dwt) which
can pass fully laden through the Pana-

T
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ma canal carry about three-quarters
dirty products and the remainder clean
products. Handymax (30,000-50,000
dwt) and Handysize (10,000-30,000
dwt) tankers carry more than 90% of
all clean products. 49
After a number of major oil spills in
the 1980s, pressures have been stepped
up to make tankers environmentally
safer. The IMO, the US and the EU all
have introduced regulations (see page
16) designed to improve standards and
to reduce the age of vessels.
The charterers have banded together in an organisation known as the Oil
Companies' International Maritime
Forum (OCIMF) which has consultative status with the IMO and has created a special vetting procedure for
tankers and holds inspection details in
a database known as the Ship Inspection Report Programme (SIRE).
Following the sinking of the Erika in
December 1999, an effective two tier
market has emerged with charterers
focussing increasingly on younger tonnage. This has made it harder to fix old
ships and has caused a number of
Greek operators who traditionally
traded older vessels to renew their
fleets.
Because of the costs involved, some
of these orders are tied to charters that
ensure financing charges can be met in
the event of volatile markets.
But there are still many operators
who prefer the tripcharter spot market
and are prepared to trade the premium
commanded by their newbuildings
regardless of the greater risk involved.

Stelmar Shipping
Stelmar is controlled by the Cypriotborn, EasyGroup entrepreneur Stelios
Haji-Ioannou (together with his broth-

er Polys and sister Clelia). The company, established only in 1992, has grown
at a phenomenal rate. The fleet in 1996
consisted of five Handymax tankers,
totalling 204,517 dwt; today it consists
of 31 vessels of an estimated total tonnage of I ,76 1, 832 dwt.
It includes 19 Handymaxes (806,470
dwt) that carry clean products, eight
Panamaxes (555,428 dwt) which carry
only dirty products and four Aframaxes (339,934 dwt), two product and two
crude carriers.
The average age of the fleet is 6.5
years (in dwt terms) compared to an
industry average of 13. Twenty-two of
the vessels (71 %) are double hulled
and all but one of the rest are double
sided.
The fleet has a long compliance
horizon. It will not be until 2010 that
the first of the vessels in the current
fleet will be forbidden to trade into US
waters.
The company in fact has a policy of
reviewing whether it wants to keep a
vessel up to its fou rth special survey at
20 years.
"When ships get to be 15, it is a good
time to look seriously at whether you
wish to continue to trade them and that
is a factor not just of the ship condition
at the time but the investment that you
have to make to meet whatever ongoing changes are necessary to meet
your customer requirements or (international] legislation," says chief executive officer Peter Goodfellow.
"For instance, BP now requires all
ships over 15 years of age to be CAP
(Condition Assessment Programme)
surveyed for condition and strength.
That's an additional cost for us as owners and you have to look at whether
you want to do that or leave it to somebody else while you take the opportunity of going back into younger ships."

The above infomzation is based on data provided by Drewry Shipping Cons11ltants Ltd. for the /PO prospect11s of Ste/mar Shipping Ltd. in March

2001.
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Stelmar is a prime example of a new
generation of shipping companies that
treat ship owning a nd trading primarily as a corporate business rather than
the private plaything of its principals.
The company was listed on the New
York stock exchange in March 2001 ,
resulting in the shareholding of the
H adji-Ioannou family declining from
96% to 35%. In Apri l it undertook a
secondary offering which reduced the
family stake to 26.5 %.
This is st ill sufficient to give the family the power to elect all the members
of the board and to control the vote on
significant corporate actions.
But the company is effec tively run by
two ex-oil major executives. Nicholas
Hartley, chairman, was formerly of BP
Shipping; Pete r Goodfellow, CEO ,
was forme rly fleet operations manager
with Exxon.
Ste lios Haji-Ioannou ste pped down
as chairman a t this year's AGM in
Aprilso saying that he wanted to spend
more time concentrat ing on his other
Stellnvest interests. George Karageorgiou, becomes the family representative on the board.
The company has a declared policy
of seeking to have 70% of its vessels on
time charter at any one time- 80% by
preference. This does not catch the
highs of the market but it does mean
that the vessels, because of their youth,
can command high rates fo r time charters- usually of around 18-months but
in some instances of up to seven years.
"In our market [Panamax/Handymax] we saw spot rates as high as
$30,000 last year," says Goodfellow.
They have come down today to where
the spot market [west of Suez] is somewhere nearer $10,000 a day.
"A time cha rter is typically more
stable. We charte red ships last year at
$18,000-19,000 a day and the one year
time charter we are doing today is
probably around $13,500.

Peter Goodfelloll',

cilhfncwrirc uf/iar. Stclmar Shipp111 ~

The St.:! mar ncct i<, \) 11\! of the f;l'tCst growing in th.: world. The compa n~ ha' a policy of
tr)ing to keep at !ca-t 70' ( ol itq e"ch nn
time charter'.
"The re are fewer of them a nd they
take longer to get done but they have
not been as volatile.
"The lack of volatility at the smalle r
end of the shipping market is one of
the reasons we have positioned ourselves there and is one of the reasons
that we follow the time charter rather
than the spot market.
"T he game is to try to smooth out
the cycles."
For the e nd of 2001, Stelmar reported reve nues of $111.2 mn (up 62% )
and net income of $34 mn (up 204% ).
These numbe rs reflect the extraordinary market conditions of the period
but the company had recorded profits
for 28-consecut ive quarters, something few, if any, spot operators could
match.
It also reflected the company's abilities to cut costs by acquiring or building blocks of sister ships, which can
sha re spares and crew skills, thus
allowing for substant ial operationa l
savings. An analyst's report published
earlier this year put Stelma r's expenses at a third to half those of its peers in

the industry. 51
The company has a policy of trying
to be ahead of international regulatory
legislation. It got its ISM code clearance four years before the 1998 deadline a nd in Novembe r last year was
awarded a Ballast Water Management
Plan (BWMP) notation by Lloyd's
Register making the company the first
tanker operator in the world to achieve
such a notation for a n e ntire flee t.
The IMO is moving to make BWMP
mandatory and, as well, to make vessels meet certain minimum e mission
levels fro m the ir funnels.
"These are things that we felt necessary to build into any new constructio~
that we've done. For instance the ships
tha t we've done with Daewoo (see
page 45) are strengthe ned for ballast
exchange. The e ngines will meet the
clean air act and we've got the proper
tanks fo r low sulphur diesel. So we a re
getting ahead of the legislation if you
like," says Good fellow.
Stelmar Shipping is a Liberian compa ny a nd all its ships a re owned by one
ship Liberian companies. The vessels
are flagged eithe r Cyprus or Panama
and employ 100% Filipino crew,
including masters and chief engineers.
Stelmar T ankers (Manageme nt)
Ltd., wh ich ope rates the vessels, is a
Law 89 company based in G lyfada.
Peter Goodfellow says the company is
waiting to see how the government will
proceed follow ing the introduction at
the New Year of legislation to phase
out over five years Law 89 companies.
Stelma r also owns Stelmar Ta nkers
UK Ltd. which does the commercial
business. The company employs some
700 seafarers and 46 people ashore.
When Stelmar listed in 2001 it raised
a ne t $88.5 mn which it coupled with
bank loans to buy 10 Handymax
ta nkers from Singapore based O sprey
Maritime Ltd. The total purchase
price of t he Osprey fleet was $216.5. At

50 Within days it was also mmounced that he would step down as C/winna11 of the airline Ea~yler in which he has a 28% holdi11g following irs flotation.
Again he said he wished to concemrate on new business ventures rather than the day to day 1wmi11g of the airli11e bill his deparrure came after a small
number of illslitutional investors voted against his re-appointme/11. Mr. Haji-loamrou 's other venll1res i11clude a 11e11Vork of cyber cafes, a web product
evaluation se111ice, a car re/llal company and an auto financing \'enlllre. He is reported to be planning to expand into ci11emas.
5/ "Stelmar Shippi11g, ''Alpha Fi11a11ce, Ja/lua ry 14, 2002, page 10.
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the end of the first quarter this year,
nine of the vessels were on time charters at between $11 ,000-12,000 a day.
A further tranche of the IPO funds
was used to part-finance two newly
built Handymax tankers at a total purchase price of $61.5 mn. These have
been time chartered for two years at
rates ranging fro m $16,500-$18,500
per day.
The secondary offering th is April
raised $60 mn. The prospectus said the
company planned to use part of the
money to buy two second-band Handymax tankers52 and to buy off the slipways from a Korean yard two Panamax
tankers5 3 for a total price of$ I 23.1 mn.
The balance of the money raised
would be used to put a $35 mn down
payment on a series of three Panamaxes worth $87.8 mn to be built in
South Korea.
The shipping newsletter Newsfront
reported on April 5 that Stelmar had
signed a letter of intent with Daewoo
Engineering and Shipbuilding of
South Korea to take up to 10-vessels,
at a possible total cost of $300 mn.
The prospectus said "we intend to
purchase additional tan kers depending
upon market conditions," without elaborating on whether these would be new
or second-hand vessels, though Newsfro nt cited Goodfellow as saying "the
immediate target is to grow the fleet by
I 0 vessels"- from the level of 3 I at the
time of the secondary offering.54
In an interview done before thesecondary offering Goodfellow said the
company had asked yards in Korea,
Japan and China to quote for "as many
as ten vessels either in the Panamax
sector at 71,000 dwt or in the product

tanker sector at 40,000 to 45,000 dwt".
"We have had offers for those. We
are ta lking to the shipyards about it.
We haven't finalised decisions but we
are thinking seriously of building
again .... At the same time- and running in parallel - we've got inquiries in
the second-hand market for ships.
"The problem is that the secondhand market really doesn't contain
many modern double hulled Panamaxes because there haven't been many
built. Our inquiries in the second-hand
market have mainly focused on the
Handymax.
"It's a dual approach. We are inquiring on the size and availability and cost
of newbuilding and inquiring on the
availability and cost of second-hand
ships already afloat. We'll probably
mix them up and do some newbuilding
and some second-hand."
The company relies on traditional
bank financing to supplement the
funds raised through the stock market.
At the end of March it had debts
outstanding of $41 1.7 mn giving it a
gearing ratio of 65.4%. If all the deals
item ised in the secondary listing
prospectus are completed, debt wi ll
rise to $524.5 mn or 65. 7%.
The company's stock price has done
reasonably well. Listed at $12, it rose to
$2 1.40 fo r a time and then fell back to
around $16 in the wake of September
11.55 At this level the company has a
net market capitalisation of just $188
mn.
"We bump into the same issues that
other small cap companies do. We are
too small to appear on the radar
screens of institutional investors. Even
though (close to 75%] of the company

is out there in the hands of value players, they want to hang on to it," says
Goodfellow. "So liquidity is kind of
tight. We are looking to improve that
as well as to increase value th rough
growth."

Eletson
Eletson is a company with a history
that effectively divides into two parts.
It was founded in 1966 by Vassilis G.
Hadjieleftheriadis, together wit h his
two sons and two sons-in-law, all of
them sea captains. 56
It started small with one combination carrier of 2,500 dwt and for 20years plied tramp trades with a fleet of
older vessels, none of them more than
30,000dwt.
The turning point came in 1986
when the company grasped the notion
ahead of its peers that double hulled
vessels were the ships of the future and
embarked on a phased $1 bn building
programme with a steady stream of
deliveries each year since 1989.57
The vessels we re ordered in blocks
of two to four sister ships (see page 46).
The last single hulled vessel was disposed of in 1996.
Today the fleet consists of 20 product carrying Handymaxes and Panamaxes totalling 1,134,000 dwt. There
are a further six vessels on order, to be
delivered between now and 2004, that
will bring the fleet to 1,696,000 dwt.
The ships to come include four Aframaxes each of 105,500 dwt being built
at Hyundai in South Korea. This is the
company's first fo ray into larger vessels.

52 17re shipping newsletter Newsfro/11

in its edition of Apri/19 idelllified the.1e as the 1998 built, 47,220 dwt Alam Belia and Alam Bcrkat, cwrently
owned by Singapore illlerests and flying the Malaysian flag. It pill the purchase price at $27.5 11111 each.
5.l Newsfront identified these as two 69.697 dwttankers being constmcted attire Daewoo yard in Japan for LMZ Transoil., although it noted that LMZ
denied such a deal. 71rey would go immediately onto lll'o year time clwners.
54 "Stelmar commits issue funds to modem secondlwnd purchases," Newsfront, Vol. 3, No. 15, page 2.
55 The Alpha Finance analytical paper said that it had a price to terminal net a.\·set value potential of$23. 12 attire beginning of this year before the new
acquisition.~.

Hluljieleftheriades, Apo~'/0/os Hadjieleftheriades, Eric Kensikoff and John Karastamatis.
71rere was a gap in deliveries during 1996-/998 while Eletson tried to son 0111 a four ship deal with Newpo11 News, a US yard which was trying to
make the transition from being a militmy to a civil contractor. 71rere were repeated prolonged delays and £Ietson finally cancelled. The yard evenwally
ll'ent bankmpt.

56 Gregory
57
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Eletson fleet, 1989 -2004.
No. of vessels

Ship type

DWT

4
4

Handymax
Handymax

46,538
45,425

3
4

Panamax

66,895

Hyundai (South Korea)

1992-93

Panamax

68,232

Zaliv Shipyard (Ukraine)

1993-95

3

Handymax

46,700

Hyundai (South Korea)

1995

2b

Panamax

76,020

4

Aframax

105,500

Halla Engineering (South Korea)
Hyundai (South Korea)

1999
-2x mid 2002

Hyundai (South Korea)

-2 x first half 2004
2003

2c

Panamax

70,000

Yard
KSEca(South Korea)
Hitachi (Japan)

Delivery date
1989-90
1991-92

aKorea Shipbuilding and Engineering Corp. b Resales of vessels ordered by another owner c The shipping newsletter.
Newsfront. reported on January 25 that the company had ordered a further two vesselsin this series and was negotiatmg
for apair of 70,500 dwt vessels with STK Shipbuilding, the former Oaedong shipyard, in South Korea.
Source: Eletson Holdings

The average age of the fleet is a little
over seven years. This will decline
sharply as the newbuildings are commissioned.
"We like to say that we have a very
small average age but we haven't predefined a limit," says Yasilis Hadjieleftheriadis, head of finance fo r
Eletson Holdings.
" It is fair to say that very soon we
would start to think about replacing
the older units. They are not at that
stage yet. All of them undergo very rigorous maintenance and the four KSEC
vessels have recently undergone complete ballast tank recoating."
None of the vessels has yet come up
to its third special survey but the KSEC
series will in the medium term.
Hadjieletheriadis was not prepared
to say how long the company might
keep the vessels before considering
selling them on. "After a certain age, if
you see in the market a very good price
you might be tempted to let go of
them.... But we are not asset traders.
We buy assets to utilise them throughout their useful life. "
The entire fleet is flagged Greek
with an enhanced complement of
between 21-23 seamen per vessel, seven above that required for automated
58 The company does

arrangeme/11.
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vessels. The ships are all classed with
Lloyd's Register.
The company plays on its quality
image in order to enhance contract
rates. "Many people don't understand
that our clients pay us basically the
same money for our 1999-2000 vessels
as they do for our 13-year old ships.
They don't distinguish because they
know that they are getting an Eletson
quality vessel and that is good enough
fo r them."
The company trades up to 90% spot,
concentrating on hauling dirty products (fuel oil and gas oil) from South
to North America on both the east and
west coasts. In order to avoid ballasting it does a lot of triangular trading
between its Americas routes and
Europe and the Mediterranean.58
Hadjieleftheriadis says that in the
last few years the company has been
able to minimise ballast legs to around
20%. "That's because of having three
marketing posts in Piraeus, London,
and Stamford (Connecticut). You are
able to hear what is going on. It's not so
much that we are ge tting a premium
compared to someone else. It is being
able to utilise the vessel to the best of
its ability- the reduction of the ballast
leg- that makes the money for us."

d o l d r u m ~'?

Hadjieleftheriadis says the company
has never tied a newbuilding to a time
charter nor had a time charter for a
vessel the day it came off the slip way.
At the end of the fi rst quarter Eletson
was fixing its vessels spot at $15,000$15,500 a day at a time when one and
two year time charters were fixing at
$12,000 to $13,000 a day.
"Those are rates we wouldn't consider fixing our vessels at. We believe
that we bring in value by having the
marketing posts, having all the intelligence, maybe finding cargoes where
someone else wouldn't find them."
Eletson also likes contracts of
affreightment (COA) in which a refiner consigns a fixed volume of cargo to
the ship operator over a specified period of time without it being dedicated
to a vessel. Rates are adjusted from
time to time during the course of the
contract. The modular nature of the
Eletson fleet gives it flexibility in dealing with such arrangements.
"We don't sleep uneasy in our bed,"
says Hadjieleftheriadis in response to
a question about the cyclicality of the
spot market.
There is concern, however, about a
possible mismatch between supply and
demand in the product tanker fleet in
the mid term.
An Eletson press release issued in
March this year noted that 40 new vessels of 1.5 mn dwt entered the world
product tanker flee t during 200 I versus deletions of 30 vessels of 1.1 mn
dwt. Orders amount to 160 vessels of
6.9 mn dwt, up from 80 vessels of 3.4
mn dwt in 2000.
The company said th at revised
IMO phaseout schedules, the retu rn
to lower rates and a tighter regulatory
environment will promote further
scrapping. But it did not commit itself
on levels or on the impact on rates.
The press release said only that, for
the time being, the tanker sector
trades at "closer to historical ave rage
rates".
The company's management is a fas-

virtually 110 business to the Far East, although it is considering trading the Aframax newbuildings there, possibly in a pooling
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cinating blend of the sea dog nous of
the older generation and the MBA
street smarts of the third generation
that is now taking over.
Eletson was the first of the Greek
fleet owning companies to finance
new-building through a bond and it
was the only one not to default.
In 1993, the company floated a $140
mn 10-year bond with a coupon of
9.25%. It redeemed it at par in November last year- two years early- using
the proceeds of a $150 mn syndicated
loan facility arranged and led by
Citibank. The company reckons to
have saved around $'14 mn by the early
payback.
Hadjieleftheriadis says that in the
short term at least, while interest rates
remain low, the company will concentrate on traditional bank financing for
its newbuilding programme.
"We have built up very big goodwill
by having performed on the bond that
•is something that we don't want to lose.
It could be that in the future we might
tap that market again."
He said he thought it unlikely despite having the requisite corporate
structure and accounting practices in
place because of the bond - that the
company would launch a stock
exchange !PO.
"This is basically the core holding
fo r the four families and if such a time
were to arise it would have to be very
well picked. The valuation that we
think the company is worth would not
be the one that the market perceived
the valuation to be."
The company has invested heavily in
IT and its Piraeus headquarte rs is on
line 24 hours a day with each vessel.
Bridge officers have access to digital
cameras and e-mail facilities in order

CARGO TRANSPORT

to allow consta nt update reports.
In 2000, the company invested in
OceanConnect.com, a B-2-B venture
backed by the oil majors for the purchase of bunkers on line through auctions and traditional tenders.
The company maintains its own
shipyard, Naftilos, with a stable of 30
engineers. There are five flying teams
on standby to deal with any major
repairs while the ships are away from
home port. The company argues, however, that prevention through high levels of maintenance is the better policy
which is why its vessels carry a higher
than required crew complement.
Eletson's 600 crew are encouraged
to stay with the company throughout
their careers. The sister ship groupings makes it easier for seamen to
move from one vessel to anoth er
because systems are identical.
Eletson posted losses in 1998-99 but
showed strong profit growth in 20002001. It reported net income of $66.1
mn in 200 I on revenues of $206.6 mn
compared to income $57.1 mn on revenues of $202.8 mn in 2000.
"The market grew to unprecedented
levels and 2000 and 2001 were the best
years in our 35 year history. This year is
still at a profitable level- but at a much
slower pace," says Hadjieleftheriadis.
The depth of the downturn was
reflected in fourth quarter earnings for
200 l, of $7.9 mn on revenues of $2 1.7
mn compared to income of $24 mn on
revenues of$42.5 mn the previous year.

Tsakos Energy
Navigation Ltd.59
Tsakos Energy Navigation (TEN) is
effectively the double hulled tanker
arm of the Tsakos Group.lt has a fleet

of 16 vessels- eight of which are twinskinned, two double sided and two
double bottomed- and a $412.5 mn
programme fo r 10 double hulled newbuilds. Deliveries are supposed to start
this month.
Tsakos family investment veh icles
hold 26.5% ofTEN60 following its listing on the New York Stock Exchange
this March in an initial public offering
that raised a net $107 mn.
TEN said it would use $74.7 mn
towards the newbuilding programme
and the balance to pay down secured
bank debt. Prior to the listing the company was leveraged at 1.5:1 with long
term debt outstanding at $253.4 mn.
After the JPO was slated to fall to 0.7:1
but to rise in the course of the newbuilding programme again to 1.5: 1.
The TEN fleet of 1.4 mn dwt has an
average age of nine years compared to
14.2 years fo r the global tanker industry.
When all the newbui ldings are delivered by the end of first quarter 2004,
it will comprise 2.6 mn dwt with an
average age of seven years, assuming
there are no sales in the interim.61
The beneficially owned fleet of the
Tsakos Group at the time the TEN
prospectus was issued consisted of a
total of 50 vessels of 3.6 mn dwt, of
which 31 were tankers.62
The Group used to operate its dry
cargo vessels- feeder container ships
and dry bulkers - through a company
called Global Ocean Carriers which
used to be listed on the Nasdaq. In
1997, GOC issued a $126 mn high
yield bond on which it it defaulted
three years later. GOC underwent
Chapter XI restructuring and was
delisted in late 2000. The president of
GOC was Nikos Tsakos who is also

59 71w

infomwtion in this section is based primwily on the Prospecws for the !PO of Tsakos Energy Navigation on the New York Stock Exchange in
early March this year. Neither '!EN CEO Nikos Tsakos nor Tlako.v Group head Capt. Pwwgiotis Eakos, were prepared to be interviewed for this
Sun•ey.
60 Prior to the listing Tsakos offshore im•estment••elric/es and associates held 41. 1% of the company.
6t There is, however, a likelihood that four single hulled ••essels built 1981-83 will be sold before then. The prospectus says "ll'e do not c11rrently intend to
operate these l'essels for any significant period of time beyond their folln special srm•eys f20·years f.... We intent! to replace these ageing twrkers with new
and second-hand ••essels consiste/11 with our fleet modenrisation programme. "
6l In July 2001 it had consisted of 49 1•essel~ of 3.55 11111 dwt, 32 of which were tankers, one a comiJination canier, one a b11lk canier and 13 container
ships. See "The global can·ier.r, '' Naftiliaki, No. 1046, Summer 2001, page 5. No one from the company was al'llilable to explain tire clrmrged configura-
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president and CEO ofTsakos Energy
Navigation.
TEN, a Bermuda registered company, was incorpora ted in 1993 as
Maritime Investment Fund Limited
a nd listed on the Bermuda stock
exchange with a n !PO that raised
some $40 mn. The proceeds were
leveraged up to purchase a four vessel
flee t of single hu ll tankers built in the
early to mid-1 980s giving it a fleet of
23 1,103 dwt.
In 1996, the company was renamed
MIF Limited and listed on the Oslo
Stock Exchange. As MIF, the company owned and operated 17 vessels and
sold two. One vessel, the 1999 built
Aframax Olympia has been sold and
chartered back into the flee t.
In July 200 1 the company aga in
cha nged its name, this time to Tsakos
Ene rgy Navigation Limited.
The company says this was done to
"enhance our brand recognition in the
tanker industry" among charterers.
(The Tsakos family also have interests
in o il trading and exploration. )
For its New York listing on March 5,
the company offered 6.35 mn shares of
which one million we re to be sold to a
Tsakos owned vehicle, Sea Consolidation, at the price fixed by the book
building exercise. The shares were
offered at a target price of$ 16-18. The
strike price was $15.
The industry weekly Trade Winds
quoted Nikos Tsakos as saying, "We
see it as the beginning of a new era in
the company. The market was not the
easiest place, but we were 2.5 times
oversubscribed."
The paper counte rpointed his comments with those of "critics" who said
the valuation of the vessels was "inflated in a falling market". It cited Lazard
Fre res shipping analyst, Jim Winchester , as saying the stock was worth no
more than $10 a share. " It's very surprising that a deal of this type and of
this structure got through."63
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TEN has no staff. It has a management agreeme nt with a Liberian registered corporation called Absolute to
provide executive and commercial
management. Nikos Tsakos, 38, is the
sole stockholde r of Absolute.
TEN pays Tsakos Energy Management, a Tsakos Group company,
$15,000 per vessel per month to provide operational ma nageme nt of its
fleet, of which $10,000 per vessel pe r
month is paid to Tsakos Shipping.
another Group company, to provide
technical management of vessels at sea
and under construction. TEN pays all
operational costs incurred by Tsa kos
Shipping.
Tsakos Shipping manages the
Tsakos Group fleet.64 The ma nagement agreement with Tsakos Energy
Management runs until December
2006.
TEN charte rs through Tsakos Shipping and secures its insurance cover
through Argosy Insura nce Co., a
Tsakos Group captive company.
The TEN fleet currently consists of
-one 1998 built, double hulled
VLCC Mi/lenniwn (30 1,171 dwt);
• seven Aframaxcs, two built 1981/83
the rest 1990s built;
• four Panamaxes, one built 1981, the
others built 1989 and after; and,
• four Handymaxes, built 1984-1 988.
The company says that it will replace
the early 1980s built vessels with new
and second-hand vessels.
The Millennium is on a 15 yea r
bareboat charter to Hyundai Me rchant Marine at a dai ly rate of $25,500
until September 2013. The prospectus
noted that "the fina ncial di fficulti es
facing the Hyundai group may affect
Hyundai Merchant Marine's abi lity to
perform on the bareboat charter ....
This may result in the loss of signi ficant reve nu e."
The 107, 181 dwt Olympia is in th e
fleet through a sale and leaseback
arrangement. It was taken as a new-

building in 1999, sold to third party
interests. and then charte red back on
a time charter that expires in Octobe r
2007. The company has an option to
acquire the vessel starting in 2006.
TEN has an agreement with Tsakos
Group that gives it right of fi rst refusal
(for a I0 day period) on any modern
double hulled vessel identified by the
Group as a potential acquisition.
TEN used this righ t to pu rchase
Tsakos Grou p co ntracts for six newbuildings, valued at $234.8 mn. It has
since placed orders for a furthe r four
vessels bringing the total newbuilding
programme to $412.5 mn. The orders
include
• four 164,000 dwt Suezmax tankers
being built at the Samho yard in
South Korea at a total cost of $19 1.4
mn;
• two 107,181 dwt Aframaxcs being
built at the Imabari yard in Japan at
a cost of $79.1 mn; and,
• four 68,467 Panamaxes (with coated
tanks to allow the ca rriage of clean
products), also being built at the
Imabari yard at a cost of $142 mn.
The Suezmaxes and Aframaxes are
scheduled for delivery this year; the
Panamaxes in 2003 and first quarte r
2004.
The company has a policy of keeping
the grea ter proportion of its fleet on
time charters in order to sustain steady
income flow. During the five years
from 1997 to 200 I, time charters generated approximately two-t hirds of
total annual reve nues. rising to 82% in
1998. Latterly 43% of the compa ny's
income derives from charters wit h two
compa nies - the oil traders Lyondeli/Citgo and the Venezulan state oil
company PDVSA.
The company says that it has
branched out into the Suezmax category in order to tackle trades to India
and the Far East, principally China,
and Korea.
The prospectus hinted that the

63 ''Split response as bell tingsfor TEN," Trade Winds. March 8. 2002, page 6.
6-1 T.mkos Shipping mailllains representati••e offices in Athens, London, Montel'ideo. Manila, Singapore and Tokyo. It has 200 people engaged in ship
manageme/11 and 2,500 other employees. The fleetnuuwged by Tsakos Shipping. according to the TEN prospectus. "consists mainly of tanker.r and
feeder container •·essels, but also includes dry bulk carriers, and 01her w.uels owned by affiliates (1/l(l unaf[i/imed tl1ird parties."
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company may be considering getting
into LNG carriers saying its "customer relations strategy has led to the
current diversification of our fleet,
and may in the fu ture lead us to
change our fleet composition in order
to transport other forms of energy."
TEN, like MIF, posted a loss in the
slump year of 1999 but like other operators saw profits rise steeply in 20002001. The company reported revenues
in 2001 of $11 8.7 mn, an increase of
11.5% over revenues of $106.5 mn in
2000. Earnings, however, rose by 75%
to stand at $24.6 mn compared to $14.1
mn in 2000.
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Pegasus
Pegasus Ocean Services operates 13
Panamax tankers on behalf of Pcraticos family interests. It describes itself
as one of the largest, non-government
fleets of Panamax tankers in the
world.
In 1997, the fleet consisted of just six
vessels. But chairman Nicos Peraticos
had ambitions to grow it to 20, through
high yield bonds and bank borrowing,
to give the group the critical mass necessary to list on the New York Stock
Exchange. This in its turn, it was
hoped, would raise the funds necessary
to launch a second wave of fleet expansion.
In November that year, the company issued a $150 mn junk bond, which
it sold at a discount to realise $139 mn:
$76 mn went towards the acquisition of
five new ships and $63 mn to pay clown
debt.
This clone, Pegasus Shipping, th e
holding company, issued $20 mn in
preferred stock and leveraged the
sum with a further $45 mn in debt
through Chase Manhattan Bank
(now JP Morgan) to acquire a fur ther
three vessels, giving the company a
fleet of 14.
Four vessels were chartered to the
US based, Norwegian shiptrader, Arne
Blystad, four were working in the Stentexjoint venture that covered Texaco's
requirements and the balance were

nwri.d j, ri'h) bcc~nN' olthc lnng kad lime'
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trading spot. " It was a pretty good
spread," says Peraticos.
Then the worm turned. The bottom
dropped out of tanker markets in 1999.
Arne Blystad defaulted. There was a
change of regime in Venezuela and
overnight spot contracts dried up with
PDVSA, the state oil company, with
which Pegasus had once done sufficient business to contemplate entering
into term charters.
"As soon as Blystad defaulted the
bonds fell from 70 cents to 23 cents and
they were purchased by the vulture
funds. We continued paying our
coupon throughout 1999 but with the
decline in the market and the gradual
natural end of the other time charters,
we approached our bondholders about
a process of restructuring."
The process, begun in November
J999, was not without difficulty and at
one point a vessel was arrested by bond
holders as security aga inst settlement.
In August 200 I, a deal was concluded, financed by a consortium of three
traditional European shipping banks,
that allowed Pegasus to buy back the
bonds at 50 cents on the dollar. The
financing for the three vessels on which
JP Morgan holds mortgages has also
been restructured.

"Last year we had an absolutely fantastic market," says Peraticos, "but the
ships were still under the bonds, so
some very substantial payments were
made to them [the bondholders] and
not to us.
"Today there has been an absolute
disappearance of our market. It's very
slowwith very low rates. We have sold
one of the vessels and are operating in
the spot market at rates of between
100- I30 World Scale."
In a good market such a World Scale
rate would mean a healthydaily return.
"I hate saying this but World Scale
doesn't really mean anything. It
depends on how long you've waited for
the business. On a time charter equivalent rate today it could mean anything between $7,000-9,000 compared
to $30,000 for a single voyage last
year."
Peraticos is, however, optimistic by
nature. He says that the size of the
global Panamax tanker fleet has been
relatively stable in recent yea rs at
around 280 ships. There arc vessels on
order that will increase that number by
about 10% but he expects more tonnage to be scrapped because of the
IMO's accelerated phase-out programme.
The Pegasus fleet has special experience in trading between North and
South America and Peraticos believes
that th is trade will pick up.
"The US are buying more from their
neighbours- Venezualan, Ecuadorian
and Chilean oil - than they are from
the Middle East. Columbia has fo und
some very large reserves, as has
Argentina. Brazil has got Petrobras a
very big exporter of oil.
"So, you have the same number of
ships with an increasing demand. And
although myaverage age is 20 there are
quite a few companies with older average ages and that means for us that
thei r ships will be excluded from trading into the US before us." He says his
fleet incl udes some double sided vessels that can be traded into US waters
unti120ll.
"We will, at the right time, go out
and look at more modern, but second-
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hand, vessels. Panamax tonnage most
probably. We like the Panamax sector.
I think that it still has room for us to
continue our presence at the level that
we are."
Peraticos prefers second-hand vessels to newbuildings. "There is a truth
about new ships that is pretty parallel
to buying a new car. You drive it out
of the showroom and the moment you
come off the pavement and hit the
road you have probably lost 20% of
the value ... ."
" If you order a Panamax tanker at
$35 mn and then you wait for two years
to take delivery of the ship, it's a little
bit too untimely ... . It is a very large
amount of money. It has a substantial
carrying cost. And the delivery is at a
time that is so far into the future that,
in tanker shipping terms, you have no
idea what is going to happen."
Peraticos says that he would consider a new building were he able to buy
someone else's contract for a vessel
soon to come off the sli pways. This
would shorten the time before it was
available for trading.
"But when we see 1990s built tonnage going cheaper beca use of the
market, then we are going to move to
get that. You pay your money and get
the ship now. Your carrying cost is
less severe. You're earning something
straight away and you are poised to

E m eq~ in g

pick up on the next good market.
"In other words you can be a lot
more responsive in the second-hand
market."
Provided the provenance of a vessel
is known, Peraticos feels older vessels
are equal to much younger ones made
of high tensile steel.
"Optimisation has made ships more
' disposable'. But it depends on who
builds them and what kind of team
they had at the yard while they were
being built. We've got ships that had
excellent supervision in the yard and
consequently they can go on for a very
long time.
"Also by virtue of trading into the
US we have to spend a lot of money on
these ships. We are doing CAP 2
[enhanced Condition Assessment
Programme] on the ships that we are
putting in to dry dock now for their
special survey. That adds a lot of
money to your dry dock expense
because it involves structural amenadments to th e vessel. But, consequently we can keep finding employment and can trade them into the
US."
The company has considered diversifying into dry cargo vessels but Peraticos believes that the market prices
of second-hand vessels are artificially
inflated at the moment.
"The dry market was something

frnm th r
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that was tipped to improve imminently. But it has been tipped to improve
imminently since last summer and it
hasn't.
"There is a lot of money chasi ng
those ships and there is a disparity
between the values and what the rates
are doing.
"You go and inspect a bulk carrier
that is on the market and you will find
another dozen inspectors on board.
That isn't a good sign. It creates inflation.''
Peraticos says that the company has
"a mindset" to expand but everything
depends on getting the tim ing righ t.
"Possibly Allen Greenspa n and
Gordon Brown can see the signs of
recovery but I'm sure that they have to
put their hands over th ei r eyebrows
and peer to the horizon. Because we
can't yet. And we carry the stuff that
moves American industry."
The grand designs of a stock
exchange listing for Pegasus have also
receded into the distance. "It's definitely on the horizon. But it's not one
of our current priorities. If we went
now, we certainly wouldn't have the
benefits of a good evaluation."
The company would prefer a New
York listing but would at least look at
the Athens Stock Exchange. "I would
consider the Greek market. Why not?
We'll have to keep an eye on it."

MIXED AND DRY FLEETS
Thenamaris
henamaris (Ship Management)
T
Inc., founded by Constantine
"Dinos" Martinos, has a mixed wet and
dry fleet, with a ship list totalling 51
vessels of 4.4 mn dwt. Of that 3.4 bn
was afloat at year end 2001, with I mn
dwt scheduled for commissioning
between now and 2004- the bulk of the
tonnage this year.
The company claims to move 50 mn
tons worth of wet and dry cargoes
every year.

The majority of the vessels are
flagged Malta or Cyprus but three are
flagged Greek. Most vessels have a
Greek captain and chief engineer wi th
Filipino or Bulgarian crews. (Some
vessels are 100% Filipino.) The company has been experimenting recently
with Chinese crews.
The principals have a policy of keeping a critical mass of between 50-60
ships but the composition of the fleet is
constantly changing. Two years ago,
Thenamaris operated 31 tankers, 28
bulkers and one container vessel. 65

- - - - - - - - - - - ---- 65 See "Sea Char1ge," .Si){'cial Sun'L'Y No. 28, June 1998, pages 44·46.

Today it has 38 tankers and 13 bulkers.
Since 1996, the principals have
embarked on a massive newbuilding
programme. They have scrapped 11
vessels, including three ULCCs, and
built 20 new ones. They are vague
about the precise composition of the
fleet but, extrapolating from information contained on the company website, it wou ld appear that in addition to
the 12 vessels that are now building in
Korean yards (Samho and MIPO),
there are another four orders yet to
come.

I
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"Some of the vessels we are replacing still had considerable life to go as
safe and adequate ships," says
Thenamaris president and executive
director, Emmanuel Vordonis.
"We are conforming to the music
played in the market which is new,
new, new, new, double, double, double, double. And since our commitment is to serve our top layer clients
and keep them satisfied and facilitate
their selection, we are committed to
this accelerated new building programme with new ships coming into
the fleet and reducing the average age
dramatically and very fast.
"We are doing that despite the fact
that we believe that some of the ships
that are getting out of the fleet, either
for scrapping or to continue to operate, had a good life still to go."
Vordonis is a strong proponent of
the argument that an older ship, wellmaintained and responsibly crewed,
can be as good or better than a modern
vessel operated by people unfamiliar
with the ship type.
He says that, after the Erika disaster,
brokers- particularly brokers chartering for European oil companies focussed solely on young and double
hulled ships. "They were less inclined
to make judgements on their own feeling of what was the risk and preferred
to make a choice on what looked better politically."
"Ships that we are strategically
replacing are being purchased by companies we know who rush to take them
because they feel confident about the
good maintenance and operation."
The Thenamaris managed fleet
today consists on the wet side of two
VLCCs (each of approximately
265,000 dwt), nine Suezmaxes, 15
Aframaxes, three Panamaxes and nine
product carriers. On the dry side there
are 13 bulkers of 521,000 dwt ranging
in size from 27,000 dwt to 75,500.
The renewal scheme so far has all
been on the wet side. "The bulkers are
the oldest ships in the system and are
not expanding in numbers," says Vordonis. "This will happen when the time
is right.
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"We have a core of bulk carrier
trained people whom we want to
maintain and we also have a core of
bulk cargo charters that we want to
support. So it's a matter of tim ing
that will allow us to go into this
refreshment programme in bulk carriers."
The container vessel, operated two
years ago, was an experiment. "We
had something planned, an opportunity for a slot of 5-10 ships. But it didn't materialise so we got rid of her fairly quickly," says Vordonis.
Vordonis is concerned about the

quality of some vessels coming into the
world fleet.
"Some owners or operators specify
a shorter life cycle. These are reputable operators who have a commercial strategy not to order overspecified ships but to order underspecified ships with a strategy to sell
them at the age to 10 or 12 before the
deterioration sets in dramat ically.
"These ships are designed not with
a 35 year life cycle but with 20 yea rs.
Unless the buyer of the ship or the
inspector knows this infor mation and
can evaluate the strategic selection
BUSINESS FILE
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made by the briefer of the ship, he
cann ot really have the securi ty of
good decisions."
That said, Vordonis recognises
that it is possible to over-specify a
ship.
In 1998/99, Thenamaris
ordered from a Chinese yard four inhouse designed Aframax product carriers that could carry both clean and
dirty products. The specifications
called fo r extra steel plus back up
capacity in systems such as pumping,
steam-raising, inert gassing and heating.
However, because the ships are so
heavy, they arc too deep-draughted
to e nter some harbours that will
accommodate lighter, less robust vessels. "The quality and longevity of
these ships are creating nega tive
commercial effects," says Vordonis.
The company trades most of its
vessels spot but, says Vordonis, is
"keen and willing to go into arrangements for long term co-operati on if
the price is right."
For example, he says, the company
would consider a long term charter

b n crJ,:ing fro m th t•

with somebody who had port facil ities
suit ed to these specialised product
carriers but only '' if the charterers
we re willing to consider the highe r
quality of the ship and pay for it".
Vordonis said that he did not foresee the principals ordering vessels
tied to long term time charters with
oil majors in order to finance the new
buildings. "We don't need to go in to
a burden sha ring arrangement up
front before we expand the fleet. "
The company is large enough that
it can afford to turn down business
th at does not provide sufficient risk
rewards. "We went through some
negoti ations recently where the people offered long-term employment at
rates that we re not acceptable. Our
attitude was that 'we wa nt to get into
long-te rm relationships ... but we arc
not ready to do it at the time when
you wa nt to do it by kill ing the other
party'. They felt insulted because
they were a big organisation."
Thenamaris flies the Gree k flag on
three of its vessels in order to provide
a source of new officers fo r its fleet.
"We have a group of ships o n the
Greek flag which is th e greenhouse
fo r younger people because with the
non-G reek fl ag the yo ung office rs
cannot be credi ted with service for
their career growth.
" It is also a gesture to the political
leadership. It says we are here. We
want to have more. And we are ready
when you deregulate and equate the
co nd itions of the Greek fl ag to serious open registries and nati onal registries like the Norwegian, the Danish, the English or the German. Then
we will be very keen to increase th e
number of ships on the Greek flag. "

Centrofin Management Inc.
Centrofin was founded in 1992 by
Dimitri Procopiou.66 It currently manages a fleet of 15 tankers with a total
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tonnage of 1.2 mn dwt and an average
age of 17. An associated company,
Marine Trust Ltd., manages th ree dry
cargo carriers.
The greater part of the fleet is
second-hand, early 1980s built. There
are, however, five newbuildi ngs, an
Aframax delivered in 1998 and a
Suezmax del ivered in 200 I. Three
more Suezmaxcs are sched uled fo r
del ivery in the latter half of this year
bringing the fleet to J8.
"After the market turned down last
yea r, there was a bit of a pause for
thought [about newbuildings]," says
qual ity and safety manage r Anthony
Lambros.
The ncwbu ildi ngs are double
hu lled vessels and the rest all post
Marpol SBT/PL (two have double
bottoms and two double sides).
"The phase out starts around 2006
for our fleet and ends in 2009.
They've got quite a bit of life in them.
The main tenance is there and we did
a lot of work in upgrading the ships
during the past year - steel works,
coating of ballast tanks, things li ke

- - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - 66 Pre1•ious/y he fwd been im•o/1•ed in a dry cargo ,·enmre, Agency Tmst, together with his brother George who founded tire tanker operating company
Dynacom in 1993.
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that. We are going to trade them to
age 25."
The bulk of the compa ny business
is ha uling crude fro m Black Sea ports
such as Novorossiysk ( Russia) a nd
Odessa (Ukraine) an d the Middle
East (Egypt and Syria) to refineries in
Italy, France and Spain.
" It doesn't mean that we won't go
to Rotterdam or the US. If some thing
comes, we won't let it pass. But when
you are trad ing in one area, you tend
to have your contacts there and people know you and come to you a nd it
is much easier.
"We take the ships to Chin a fo r
repairs and then we trade them in the
Far East until we get a good trip to
come back to Europe. But we are not
really active there."
The company trades all its vessels
in the spot market except two Panamaxes which it has put into a pool.
" In spot trading yo u go with the
market. Wh en it is good you ma ke
good money a nd when it is bad you
are just patient. Also we are a private
co mpany. If we were a public listed
company we might be forced to take
out time charters so that our shareholders were confident that there was
going to be a steady inflow of cash."
The company might consider tim e
charters once the newbuildings are
delivered. "Obviously the fin ancial
exposure is much bigger. You've got
financing and you know th at this ship
has got to make so many thousand
do llars per day to mee t it. So far we
are man agi ng with spot. So far we
have only take n delivery of two newbuildings. Two is not too bad- even if
the market is poor. You need a big
pocket but not that big to support two
new ships. Whe n the two become five
the n things might be a little different."
Lambros says the company i cash
rich after th e boom tim e in 20002001 . "We saw the newbuilding Suezmax fixed at World Scale 300 a couple
of times. Something like $50,000 a
day. Usually 300 would only be heard
of for a small ship say of 15,000 dwt.
For a large ship it is really big mon-

ey." Rates have reverted, he says, to
between WS 90 - 120.
The company has two early 1980s
built Panamaxes which it has committed to the Star Tankers pool, ope rated by US based Norwegian interests,
Heidmar. " It wasn't the age that was
the deciding factor, " says Lambros.
'' It was that these are the only two
Panamaxes that we have. So having
just two in a smaller size it is more difficult to trade it on your own."
In a pooling arrangement the owners make the vessel avai lable for a set
period of time. The pool assesses the
vessel according to a formula which
takes into account the size, the fuel
co nsumption and ot her operating
pa rticularities of th e vessel. It is then
assigned a number of poin ts.
The pool trades the ship and at the
end of the day the earnings are aggregated and apportioned to the vessels
in the pool according to their points,
regard less of how much the ind ividual vessel may have contributed to
total earnings.
" If you have a lucky ship earning $3
mn in one year and an unlucky ship
earning $1 mn, it doesn 't matte r; the
distribution is going to be the same in
accordance wit h the formula.
"We are definitely for the pooling
idea. The important thing is to have
simil ar ships and owne rs that are
looking for the sa me thing.... The
pool having a bigger size can be more
efficient. Being more efficient you
can get a marginally better return
than you would on your own. We fee l
that we have been getting that.
"Of course this better return gets
smaller when the market is up. If market levels are really high, efficiency
doesn't play that big a part. Once the
rates arc low, the margin is a bit better."
Most of the company's vessels are
flagged Malta and classed with ABS
or Lloyd's. It has three vesse ls flagged
Greece wit h the three vesse ls to be
delivered th is yea r currently designated fo r the Greek register.
It ha a wide mix of crews. It maintain a recruiting office in Manila and

used to have ten or more vessels fully
crewed wi th Filipinos. At present it
has three with Ukrain ian crews, five
with Indian, and only four with Filipino crews.
The Indian crews arise from a third
party technical management scheme
with the Hong Kong based company,
Univan. Centrofin co nt inues to do
the commercial manageme nt and to
oversee all major su rveys while Univa n does t he day to day techn ical
operations such as crewing, su pplies,
provisions and spares.
"U niva n wo rks with full Indian
crews and that was one of our mot ives
because we wanted to penetrate the
Indian crewi ng market. The Indians
used to have a lot of tanke r operators
in the past but rece ntly they sta rted
getting out of the sector so there are
a lot of good people there.
"We se nt so me of our people to
Bomb ay an d checked out the situation and they told us that it is a market tha t is difficult to go to on your
own - to start a new office and get
your crews off the street. So we figured tha t a lot of big companies are
already there a nd established so
going thro ugh Univan would be a
good way to do it."
Lambros says third party management costs abou t 5% of the runni ng
costs of a vesse l. But t he advantages
of having the Indian crews are worth
it. Also he says it gives Centrofin a
benchmark against which to judge its
own performance. "It's not as though
we are operat ing the ship at $7,000 a
day and t hey a re going to do it at
$5,000. The amounts are roughly similar. But we have penetrated the Indian crewi ng ma rket a nd we know that
we have anothe r opti on availab le in
case we decide for a fleet expansion
with a rapid delivery of several ships
at the same time."
Since last year the company has
fl agged one vessel Cayman Islands on
a n experimental basis. The prim ary
reason was that the Cayman flag was
treated by the Russians, the Georgians and the Ukrainians, with whom
Ce ntrofin vessels do most of their
I -
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trading, as though it were a European
flag under reciprocal agreements not
avai lab le to other open registries.
This meant a saving of up to $50,000 a
call in port duties.
In January Russia said it would
treat all flags equally but the Ukraine
and Georgia continue to differentiate. "For a company like ours doing
a lot of our trade with these Black Sea
countries we're talking serious money," says Lambros.
The company used to be fully
flagged Greek but has left because of
the costs and the shortage of crew.
"We would like to come back to the
Greek fl ag and have Greek officers
and so on. There is no real tax burden
as regards Greek fl agged ships....The
tonnage tax is something nominal for
us .... It is around $65,000 a year for
an Aframax which, of course if you
divide it per day, is something like
$150aday.
"The problem is the obligation to
use Greek crew. For ships of our size
this could be something like 10- 13
persons per ship depend ing upon its
particulars. This is where the difference comes if you compare a Greek
with a Maltese fl agged ship. It can
be as much as $900- 1,000 a day out
of running costs totalling $7 ,000 a
day.
"Even that is not a problem for us
if we could find the right people. In
recent years it has been impossible to
find Greek seamen, particularly officers. "
The company has five Greek masters whom it rotates on its Greek
fl agged vessels but only three or four
other Greeks that it uses on its foreign fl ag vessels as relief masters or
as supernumeraries doing training.
Even to find these it has had to call on
pensioners in certai n instances.
The new Minister of Merchant
Marine has said that he is willing to
modernise the Greek flag and reduce
the number of Greek seamen that
you have to have on board.
"If that happens, l think it is going

Emerging fro m t he

to be a motive for quite a lot of people to come back to the Greek flag. "

Ocean bulk
Oceanbulk Maritime was founded
in 1991 by Petros Pappas, son of a timber merchant, who had a small fleet of
dry ships transporting his stock from
Scandinavia to Greece.
After returning from the US with
an MBA, Pappas was a partner for
three years ( 1986-89) with George
Economou 67 in a venture called Dry.\fario~ Pauta~opou lo\ .
tank. But he then struck out on his (inw1ce due£ tor. Ocl'llllillllk \faruunc
own.
In 2!1()3 the 11orld cconnm) 'hould rchound
"Different approaches to business,
and fc11cr IC,,cJ, ,h,luld enter the 111a1"ct.
made Petros realise that George
The dry bulk 'ector 'hould h~ in hc lter hal·
Economou was not a partner on a
anee P) lat.: th.1t ytar or by 200-l.
long term basis," says Maries Pantazopoulos, Oceanbulk's finance director.
(average age 18), and two Handysizes
Oceanbulk started with four vessels
(average age 22) and one container
and in 1996-97 acquired a further 13 vessel. The total tonnage is 1.4 mn dwt
that were supposed to be financed by and the average age of the fleet is 16.
a high yield bond.
The vessels are fl agged Cyprus,
"Thank God we didn 't proceed," Malta and St. Vincent with Greek
says Pantzopo ulos. "When the bond
masters and chief engineers on most
was first considered Merrill Lynch
but wi th Filipino and Russian crews.
proposed a coupon of9.5% and by the
Pantazopoulos cites the classical reatime it was to go to market they'd sons of cost and lack of availability of
upped it to 11 .5%."
Greek seafarers for not flying the
The company abandoned the pro- Greek flag.
Nine of the multi-purpose vessels
ject and had to resort instead to traditional bank lending to finance the new are so-called Astrakhans - 17,000acquisitions.
25,000 dwt ships built in East German
"The years 1998 and 1999 were very yards for the Russian military. They
difficult years because the shipping are ro- ro vessels that can accommomarket was in bad shape and we had date large vehicles like bulldozers
to accommodate this newly acquired and tanks. They have container
fleet in terms of financing and cash capacity ranging between 500-1 ,500
float repayment schedules with the TEUs and have their own cranes.
banks ... . ln 2000 the market rose very They are "tweendeckers" that can
sharply and now the company is in carry either bulk or mixed cargoes.
The vessels are currently working
good shape overall and looking to
make careful investments in the dry in liner trades between South Africa
bulk sector."
and Canada (they are also lakers and
Currently the operated fleet consists . can operate in the Great Lakes) and
of 27 ships (five have been sold since
between South America and the US.
The container vessel is a 1,200
1996): 13 multi-purpose vessels (average age 12 years old), five Capesizes TEU feeder vessel that at the time of
(average age 15), six Handymaxes writing was time chartered to MSC,

67 See "A fresh wind," Special SuiVey No. 36, June 2000, pages 48 -50.
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the Swiss operator, which is the
biggest client o f the Port of Piraeus.
Pantazopoulos would not be drawn
on whether the vessel might be sold
when it came off charter but he
described the spo t market for container vessels as " h ostile" and said
that "even feeder vessels are suffering".
The company recen tly acquired
two 1991 built 150,000 dwt Cape rs
each with attached time charters. A
year ago Ocean bulk was accepted as
a member of the Greek-Italian Ceres
Coeclerici pool of some 60 Capesize
vessels. To date Oceanbulk has not
committed a vessel to the pool but
pooling is a trading arrangement that
the company plans to pursue. It has
one of its Handymaxes in the Norway's Kalveness pool.
"In a bad market, the poo l vessels
have a much better performance $500 to $2,000 per day- th an vessels
operating in the spot market."
The company currently genera tes
some 65 % of reve nues from tim e
charte rs or contracts of affreightment
and is looking to expand its corporatised activities, according to Pantazopoulos.
It is looking to do "industrial business" with coal and iron ore producers in countri es such as Australia and
Brazil and steel companies in Japan
and the US on routes where it now
has time charters.
"We know the cu stomers and we
would like to get into joint ventures
or regular services dedicating our
fleet to the coa l o r steel producer,
perhaps getting a lower rate for the
vessels for a number of years but having the security of the business.
"We do not want to be like taxi drivers trying to accommodate the business when, and if, i.t comes. We are
looking for secure business fo r o ur
fleet. "
To this end Pantazopoulos says the
company would like to transform
itself into a holding company and list
on the Athens Stock Exchange.
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" We would probably not put the
whole 27 vesse ls into the company.
Vessels that are not you ng and not
perhaps very good earners would not
be included. I'm not entirely sure how
many of the 27 vessels would be listed
but definitely that's the strategy."
Why Athens and not Oslo or New
York?
"I think the o nly capital m arket
that would be suitable for us is the
ASE because the NYSE o r the OSE
normally have a tendency to welcome
tanker operators rather than dry bulk
operators.
"Suffice it to say that the only dry
bulk company that was listed in the
NYSE, Anangel-American, recently
de listed because there was no liquidity, no appet ite for dry bulk shares in
the Sta tes. Therefore I think that by
force majeure we are no t going to be
looking for New York or Oslo listings."
Pantazopoulos says that the company could well divest some of its older vessels ahead of a listing and seek
to replace them with newer tonnage
in the Capesize and Panamax range.
(The company has no presence in the
latter sector as yet.)
Pappas is opposed to the acq uistion of newbuildings. He has had a
fri e nd , Vangelis Mageirou, o f the
Athens U niversity of Economics and
Business, create a computer model
for the company which calculates the
break even costs of vessels being conside re d for purchase.
In a long interview in Trade Winds
in November 2000, 68 Pappas outlined
how an owner acquiring a newbuilding ordered then, when prices for a
Panamax stood at a round $24 mn,
would stand to lose nearly $22 mn
over the 25 year working life of the
vessel. Even allowing that some owners might gain by selling o n such a
vesse l, he argued that more owners in
the chain during the sh ip 's life would
lose than would stand to gain.
" Our principa l is not very happy

with newbuildings unless the p rice is
very competitive" says Pantazopoulos. "We tend to use this model quite
extensively. If we are given a specific
price for a vessel, then it tells us how
much we wi ll need per day for the rest
of the vessel's useful life in order to
break even on the price."
Pantazopoulos says that the oversupply of newbuildings in the dry bulk
market has been a major factor
behind its collapse. TCE daily rates
for Capesizes have fallen from
$18,000-20,000 in 2000 to to $12,000$14,000 whi le for Handymaxes they
have tumbled from $8,500-9,500 to
around $5,500.
"The reasons are two fo ld. First is
the globa lisatio n of the world economy. The US and Japan were not
importing or exporting to the degree
that they used to and this put huge
pressure on the rates that vessels
cou ld ge t in the open market.
"Second, newbu ilding vessels have
flooded the marke t from mid-yea r
last year and that has created an oversupply of vessels compet ing for a
reducing business.
"The expectation is that the world
economy will rebound in 2003 and
that fewer vesse ls will be getting in to
the market. I wou ld like to assume
that from mid-2003 to end 2004 the
market will be in good shape."
Oceanbulk has a number of affil iated comp an ies including Comb ine
Marine which provides ship management services for third parties, More
Maritime Agencies which specialises
in crew management and training and
has fac ilities in the Philippines,
Oceanbulk Shipping and Trading
which trades cargoes using the
Group's flee t and chartered vessels,
Interchar t Shipping Inc. which does
dry ca rgo chartering and Sentinel
Marine Services an insurance brokerage that places cover for the Oceanbulk flee t and third pa rty interests.
Sale and purchase is handled by an inhouse division of Oceanbulk Maritime.

68 Gillian Whiuaker," Panamax newbuilds hom losers, " TradeWinds, No1·em!JI'r 3, 2000, page 14.
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COASTAL SHIPPING
FERRIES

0

f Greece's six large ferry com-

panies, four originally had
regional roots. Strintzis Lines
started life in the Ionian with a focus
on Cephalonia. Irakleion based
Minoan Lines and Chanea based Cretan Maritime Corporation (ANEK)
initially plied routes between Crete
and Piraeus. The Mytilene based Maritime Company of Lesvos (NEL)
focussed on the northern and eastern
Aegean. And Rhodes based Dodecanese
Maritime
Corporation
(DANE) focussed on southern
Aegean waters. Strintzis, Minoan and
ANEK and have more recently diversified into other domestic routes and
the Adriatic.
The two other major companies arc
relative newcomers. Attica Enterprises, operating since 1995, has concentrated on international routes, initially in the Adriatic, and latterly in the
Baltic and North Seas. Hellenic Flying
Dolphins (HFD), created in 1998 by a
Minoan subsidiary and Ceres Hydrofoils,69 has acquired a substantial fleet
of smaller, older vessels that service
the Cyclades and the Sporades islands
to the east of the mainland and destinations in the Saronic Gulf to the west
of Attica.
Five of these companies are listed on
the Athens Stock Exchange, though
DAN E's shares are suspended from
trading: 70 HFD applied in 2000 but,
following a series of business reverses,
(see page 62) has yet to secure
approval.
In recent years there has been a
process of consolidation:
• Attica Enterprises now owns a controlling 48.57% of Strintzis Lines,
although the latter continues to
operate its own brand name Blue
Star Ferries;

• Minoan Lines holds 31.6% of Hellenic Flying Dolphins and has definitive "influence" over a further 40%
of the stock; and,
• ANEK has absorbed two small Cretan rivals to take nearly three-quarters of the traffic to Crete and, in
addit ion, has acquired a 42% controlling interest in DANE and a
19.25% blocking minority in NEL.
Following a financially difficult year
in 2001, there is talk of further consolidation:
• Strintzis Lines is in discussions with
ANEK about a possible merger,
al though ANEK would probably
have to divest its holding in NEL in
order not to breach competition law.
(Minoan also says it is interested in
ANEK.)
• Hellenic Flying Dolphins is in discussions wit h NEL about possible
"co-operation", although there
could be competition concerns
about market dominance.
Arguably, the domestic market
could eventually be reduced to just two
main players-Minoan and Attica.
Both groups are looking to expand
into the western Mediterranean.
Minoan has recently joined forces
with Grimaldi Group of Italy to provide a service to Tunisia and Malta.
Attica has signed a letter of intent
with the cruise company Costa
Crociere (owned by the US multinational Carnival Corp.) to provide
coastal ferry services between Italy
and France (and, possibly, Spain) plus
cruises in eastern Mediterranean
waters.
Disparate developments combined
to make 2001 a difficult year fo r the
ferry sector. The general slowdown in
the world economy affected tourist
traffic, a problem severely compounded during fourt h quarter by the Sep-

See "A fresh wind," Special Sun·ey No 36, June 2000, page 68.
70 Ibid, page 78.
71 Gillian 1Yhirtake1; "Greeks stmggle to lronour feny loam;" Trade Winds, March

69
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tember I I terrorist incidents in New
York. Passenger traffic on Adriatic
rou tes held up at around 2.5 mn but
there was a 6.2% drop in the number of
private automobiles carried and a
2. 1% decl ine in truck traffic.
Overland routes through Yugoslavia began to re-open after a decade of
civil strife.
The companies managed to sustain
reasonable earnings before interest,
depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) but high fi nancial costs slashed
thei r bottom line and onlytwo- Attica
Enterprises and Strintzis- made a net
profit.
Since 2000 Greek ferry companies
have taken delivery of some 30 new
vessels worth more than €2.4 bn which
has left them with debt estimated to be
approaching €2 bn - more than th reequarters of it long-term. According to
TradeWinds, the distribution is Attica
Enterprises 53%, Minoan Lines 23%,
ANEK 17%, and NEL 7%.71 None has
defaulted but some have resorted to
supplementing cash now by means of
short term borrowing from banks in
the syndicates that financed their newbuildings, further compounding their
debts.
"With the exception of one company," says Alexa nder Tourkolias of
National Bank of Greece, "the companics are current on their loans. They
arc carrying their interest. Their main
problem is not the leve rage but their
cash flow.
"If these companies can sell their old
vessels and create a new balance of
supply and demand on the routes that
they arc servicing, their cash now will
be sufficient to mee t their debt obligations.
"However, due to the drop of
demand, particularly on the routes to
Italy last year, some of these compa-
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nies have resorted to short term lending and ... this has created a problem."
The ferry companies have begun to
look to alternative means of raising
cash, including selling assets and issuing convertible bonds.
Attica Enterprises successfully
issued a three year convertible worth
€45 mn in 2001. In May 2002, Strintzis
issued a €30 mn convertible which
Attica covered (see page 67). However, efforts by NEL to raise €17.6 mn
"failed dismally" 72 and plans by
Minoan to issue a €44 mn convertible
and to launch a €63.7 mn rights issue
were abandoned in favour of a €200
mn syndicated loan.73
AN EK's debt, estimated at some
€350 mn is said to be greater than the
value of the vessels it has pledged as
collateral. Banks have urged it to consider merging with another company.
Strintzis Lines has acknowledged that
it has had exploratory talks and,
according to press reports, a consu ltant is to be appo inted to advise on a
merger.74
April 13, executives from NEL and
ANEK met with three senior executives from Hellenic Flying Dolphins in
the presence of executives from
Piraeus Bank to look into co-operation
between HFD and NEL.75
Market ana lysts are not particularly sangu ine. " I've never seen a situation where if you have two companies in difficulty and you put them
together you get something better of
out it," says Jim Slater of S & E Consultants.
"There arc certain elements of value," says Dimitri Anagnostopoulos of
ABN-Amro, "and you have to see
what are the synergies, etc. But where
is the value when you owe more than
the value of the ships?"
The Ministry of Merchant Marine,
anxious for political and social reasons
not to see services to the Greek islands

Traffic on Adriatic routes, 1999- 2001
Total

2001
No. of ships
Passengers
Trucks
Private cars
2000
No. of ships
Passengers
Trucks
Private cars
1999
No. of ships
Passengers
Trucks
Private cars

~40

2,498,560
413,800
528,185
~ 45

2,502,314
422,596
563,309
~45

2,186,691
398,014
493,538

Superfast ferries MinoanLines Blue Star Ferries

ANEK

Various

6
692,701
117,629
118,760

10
469,821
78,195
118,558

7
426,721
70,574
96,353

6
443,931
78,620
106,942

465,386
68,862
87,572

4
644,248
105,497
122,124

9
603,708
87,273
171 ,442

7
413,043
75,460
87,390

5
29Q,637
69,852
75,193

550,678
84,514
107,160

4
527,534
103,589
105,884

9
462,609
86,557
127,316

6
304,866
64,227
65,553

4
231 ,877
63,213
59,993

~12

~20

~22

659,805
80,428
134,812

Source: Greek port authorities

disrupted, has pressed domestic banks
- principally Alpha, ETVA and
Piraeus- to help with financial restructuring.
The ferry sector consists of two distinct markets: internat ional and
domestic. The international market is
open and ordinarily price competitive
while domestic services have been
closely regulated by the Ministry of
Merchant Marine.
International services to date have
focussed on Italy after the series of civi·t conflicts in Yugoslavia disrupted
overland routes throughout the 1990s.
Greek ferry operators launched
what amounted to a 'sea bridge' fro m
the western ports of Patras and
Igoumenitsa to the Italian ports of
Ancona, Brindisi, Trieste and Venice.
With their newly built, high speed vessels they gradually drove out traditional Italian operators and in 2001
commanded over 80% of all traffic.
With just 28 of 40 vessels on the Ita I-

ian runs (70%) they carried 81.4% of
all passengers and 83.4% of all vehicles.
This could slow following the decision earlier this year by the four Greek
operators simultaneously to increase
fares by 15%. The International Forwarders Association of Greece said
many of its 150 member companies
were considering switching back to
highway routes.
There has been talk of restoring the
ferry link between the east coast port
ofVolos and the Syrian port ofTartus,
a route first opened in the 1970s, which
fell in to disuse because of slowdown in
commerce between the two countries.
All the companies would like to see
development of sea links with Turkey
but, administrative difficult ies have so
far prevented their development.
Under Schengen rules Turkish passengers entering Greece, i.e. EU territory, must have a valid visa. Contrarily,
Turkish ports charge a tax equivalen t

72 /bid.
73 Joint lead arrangers were Citibank, Alpha Bank at1d ABN-Amro Bank.
74 "Indebted pas.1enger .1hippers comider m~~rs to swyn·t , ·• Kathimcrini. April 27- 28, 2002, page 5.
75 "Greek ba11ks said nOIV readier to help 0111 strugg/lngfn rymm." ewsfront, April 26, Vol. 3, No. 16, page 2.
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to $10 per head on each arriving passenger.
Various devices, such as one day
laissez passers, have been used to facilitate trade during the summer season,
but these have not sustained sufficient
trade to convince any owner to establish a regular service.
Black Sea trades could eventually
develop although these would face
competition from inland water routes.
Shipping in EU waters was liberalised in 1999 including routes
between two mainland ports, between
the mainland and islands, and between
islands and islands. 76 Greece has a
derogation until January 1, 2004,
designed to allow shipowners to modernise their fleets in order to be able to
compete.
In the interim, the Ministry of Merchant Marine continues to issue operating licences that specify the minimum technical and service requirements on any given route.77
Greek ferries must fly the Greek flag
and must be 20 years or younger when
joining the register. They are, however, allowed to remain in service until
age 35.
At the end of 2000, 430 vessels including ferries, catamarans and
hydrofoils - serviced the Greek
islands. Of these 88 or 21 % were built
during the 1960s, 166 or 40% were
built during the 1970s and 155 vessels
or 38% were building during the 1980s.
Only 21 vessels had entered service
during the past ten years.78 That is to
say that around a quarter of all the vessels operating in Greek waters were
rapidly approaching their date of
demise.
Under EU guidelines passenger ferries are supposed to be withdrawn
from service after 27 years. In Greece
the maximum age is 35. Vessels must,
however, comply with stringent safety
standards, particularly as regards the
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prevention, detection and extinguishing offi res.79 When the rules were first
introduced, 93 Greek vessels did not
comply.
Greek operators have always argued
that an old vessel, we ll maintained and
operated by experienced crew, is as
safe as a more modern ship.
In 2000, however, one near-miss and
a mu lti-fatality sinking called this
notion into question. In August, 76
passengers and crew were lucky to be
evacuated safely after an ageing hydrofoil operated by Minoan Flying Dolphins was gutted by fire.
In late September, the 34-year old
conventional ferry, Express Samina,
also operated by Minoan Flying Dolphins, ran onto rocks off the island of
Paras and sank with the loss of 80 lives,
460 people having to be rescued from
the sea, many by local fishermen.
Various trade union and professional bodies claimed that they had reported faults on many vessels to the Ministry of Merchant Marine with no
response. The Minister of Merchant
Marine, Christos Papoutsis, declined
to resign but instead embarked upon a
course of action designed to improve
fleet standards.
September 30, just days after the
sinking, his ministry suspended the
licences of 65 fe rries and cruise ships
that had not yet implemented the EU
safety measures. The majority were
allowed to return to service after making the necessary upgrades. Papoutsis
also said that he would bring forward,
to November 2002, liberalisation of
the coastal ferry market and advance
to 30 years the maximum permissible
age fo r ferries. This was first planned
for 2006 but under pressure from ferry
owners extended to 2008. Papoutsis
argued that this combination of measures would force owners to modernise
their fleets and ensure higher standards of safety.

Owners complained, however, that
they had spent heavily to upgrade their
vessels and could not afford to replace
them. They argued that 74 vessels
would have to be retired prematurely.
To deregu late the market, Papoutsis produced legislation to establish a
Coastal Shipping Transport Network
with more than 200 designated routes.
These are allocated through an annual auction open to all shipping companies established wi thin the EEA.
Vessels must, however, be locally represented and comply with Greek flag
rules.
Routes that are considered noncompetitive or that do not attract bids
in the initial tender are offered in a second international tender in which 3-5
year licences are offered, subsidised
under public service orders. All fares
are surcharged by 3% in order to pay
for the subsidies.
The network has been developed by
a Coastal Transportation Council
(SAS) which is overseen by a Coastal
Transport Regulatory Authori ty
(RATHE).
Operators seeking to acquire a
licence are examined as to their solvency and criminal record. Any operator that has received a sentence for liability in an accident, transportation of
illegal immigrants or narcotics is
refused.
Vessels have to be fully insured
agai nst loss of life, material damage,
sea pollution and delays.
Papoutsis was sacked from the government in the October 2001 cabinet
shuffle and his successor, Giorgios
Anomeritis, launched the first tender
in November 200 I.
A total of 239 routes connecting 91
ports were offered. By the deadline of
end Jan uary 2002, 273 applications
had been filed covering 92% of routes.
However, there were no takers for services to 26 islands including centres of

76 Regulation 3577192.
77 See ''A fresh

wind, " Special Survey No. 36, June 2000, pages 67 • 68.
June Field, "Minoan grew in dog-eat-dog world of expanding routes, " Athens News, October /, 2000.
79
Directi•'e 98/18 on safety mles and standards for passenger ships, the so-called EuroSolas. The directi1•e was incorporated in Greek law by Preside/Ilia/
Decree 103/99.
78
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tourist interest such as Patmos, Lemnos, Nisyros and Amorgos. Anomertis
said another tender of routes covered
by public service orders would be held
this month (June).so
The terms and conditions that will
apply to operators in the liberalised
market are still under discussion.
The government wants mandatory
10 month operation of all vessels
whereas the ferrymen demand greater
downtime. They claim to generate just
2% of their income in February compared to 23% in August and argue that
during winter months they should be
able to lay up a part of their fleet and
reduce their service.
The government is anxious, for
social and political reasons, that there
should be no diminution of services to
the islands in the off season. The ferry
owners accuse the government of making social policy at their expense.
The government has conceded that
high-speed vessels which do not operate efficiently in choppy winter seas
can be taken off service for up to 135
days per year but it insists that the crew
should be paid a full 14 months
wages. 81
Moreover, to keep unions happy,
the government insists that the operators maintain the designated crew
complement throughout the year. The
operators want the complement to be
the minimum for safe operation and to
be allowed the option of expanding
according to seasonal passenger load.
There have been intimations that,
even though fares are supposed to be
freed post-liberalisation, the state may
seek to put an upper limit on economy
class tickets.
The Union of Greek Passengership
Owners, failing to get satisfaction from
the Ministry, has had recourse to the
European Commission, complaining
that the government's policies run
counter to competition rules. At the

80 "Ferry
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time of writing, the complaint was with
EU Commission president, Romano
Prodi.
In April, the Ministry of Merchant
Marine announced its last schedule of
fixed fares. These provided for a
weighted average increase of 5.3%
effective May 15 and a further 4.4%
effective November 1.
Owners, who had received no
increase in 2001, had been lobbying fo r
a 25% increase. The Union of Coastal
Passengership Owners described the
offered increases as "trivial" said that
they "do not under any circumstances
cover ships' operational costs and do
not solve any of the sector's problems".82
For modern vessels of ten years or
younger, the Ministry allowed increases of20% fo r passengers and 10% for
automobiles to reflect the cost to the
companies of providing a faster and
more comfortable service.
Concern has been expressed about
the possibility of foreign ferry operators from northern Eu rope entering
Greek waters in the post-cabotage era
and skimming off the cream of long
haul routes such as those to Crete and
Rhodes.
Other commentators, however,
have observed that Greek flag rules
wi ll prevent fo reign operators from
introducing competitive pricing by
lowering costs through reduced manning.
"You would want Greek seamen
anyway because they are cheaper than
Dutch or British," says Jim Slater of
S&E Consultants. "If you are running
in Greek waters, you also have to have
a particular expertise that is Greek.
You'd be ill advised to bring a fo reign
vessel in here with a foreign crew on
it."
Any ship that did would probably be
harassed by local stevedores and harbour officials, said another analyst.

Islanders have a particular affinity with
the vessels that serve them and have
been known to picket Greek operators
trying to break into new routes.
The possibility of fo reign ships temporarily entering the main trades during the high summer season, as has
happened occasionally on the Adriatic routes, is also discounted.
"During the summer, when things
are really heaving here, ferry operators
elsewhere in Europe, are in their peak
season as well," says Slater.
What is more likely is that a foreign
ferry company may take a strategic
stake in a Greek ferry operator.
George Patakos, chief executive
officer of Hellenic Flying Dolphins,
says the company is actively looking for
a strategic foreign partner. "We would
invite anybody that has the characteristics of being serious, large, with know
now, ships and money in the pocket."
Names mentioned have included P&O
and Fred Olsen.

Minoan Lines
Minoan Lines was founded in 1972
as a collective company designed to
provide fe rry services for the population of the Cretan capital Irakleion.
By the original terms of its charter no
single shareholder was entitled to hold
more than 2% of the stock.
From its beginnings as a one ship
company,83 Minoan has grown to control the country's largest ferry fleet. It
owns 11 vessels in its own right (and
charters a 12111 ) plus it controls a fu rther 75 vessels through its holding in
the subsidiary Hellenic Flying Dolphins (HFD).
Minoan Lines was the first Greek
operator to recognise the potential of
the Adriatic, a market which it entered
in 1981 and dominated until Attica
Enterprises appeared on the scene

owner.r drop 26 islands from post-cabotage rowe bids," Ncwsfront, Vol. 3. No. 5, Febnwry 8, 2002, page 6.

8/ Greek labour law provides for Christmas, Easter and summer leave bonuses that total two montlrs wages.
82 "HFD says fare hikes

'equimlent to price of a litre of milk ;" Ncwsfront, Vol. 3. No. 16, April 26, page 3.

83 Tlze converted tanker King Minos.
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with its high speed Supeifast Ferries.
Minoan responded with a newbuilding programme which has seen it construct, since 1995, 10 fast ferries at a
cost of just under $1 bn. The vessels
have been deployed on Adriatic routes
and on the long distance run to Crete
where they have cut the travelling time
fro m I I hours to six.
In April 1998, Minoan Lines listed
on the Athens Stock Exchange in an
IPO that raised Dr15.4 bn (then worth
some €49.7 mn). Using part of the proceeds and two of its vessels from its
subsidiary, Minoan High Speed Ferries, it formed, together with Ceres
Hydrofoils, a new venture called
Minoan Flying Dolphins. The company had 36 vessels at start up, predominantly hydrofoils and high speed catamarans
Using the proceeds of two rights
issues in 1999,84 MFD systematically
began to buy up smaller fleets of conventional ferries. By 2000, the company had acquired 20 rival companies
including such well-known names asGA Ferries, Hellas Ferries, Nomikos
Lines, Agapitos Lines and Goutos
Lines. The fleet grew to 83.
Today the company dominates the
routes to the islands of the Cyclades,
Sporades and the Saronic Gulf and has
significant presence elsewhere. Overall its market share is estimated to be
75% of passenger traffic.
At mid-year 2000, MFD was riding
high and in August that year it applied
to float on the AS E. The company then
suffered a series of reverses.
The Competition Commission
opened an investigation into the formation of the company. In August an
MFD hydrofoil was destroyed by fire.
In September the conventional ferry
Express Samina sank. Because of
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uncertaint ies about the company's
future, the ASE declined to accept
MFD for listing.
The chief archi tect of the expansion
scheme was Minoan deputy chairman,
the late Pantelis Sfinias, who had used
a combination of cash and MFD shares
to purchase the other firms. He had
give n some of the owners of fleets
acquired written undertakings that, if
MFD was not listed by December 31,
2000, or if it was listed and its shares
trading below Dr3,000 at that date, he
wo uld find another buyer for their
holding.
The ASE's refusal to list the company left him personally exposed.85
November 29, 2000 he committed suicide by leaping out the window of his
sixth storey office. Debts attaching to
his estate were such that his widow and
sons rejected their inheritance.
At least two former ferry owners

have sought to enfo rce Sfinas' undertakings in the courts but their claims
have been rejected on the grounds that
they were private agreements that
could not bind the company. The court
ru led that the company was not
allowed to estimate the value of its
shares to third parties prior to a listing
on the stock exchange nor could it
legally repurchase its own shares under
such circumstances.B6
This March the Competition Commission completed its investigation
into the acquisition programme and
concluded that the fo rmation of MDF
and the acquisition of its fleet had
required prior clearance. It fined
Minoan Lines €4.5 mn and the subsidiary €1.8 mn. The fines represented
just 2.3% and 2.4% of the companies'
respective turnover although the Commission has powers to levy fines of up
to 15%. Nonetheless both companies
claimed the fines to be "unjust" and
"excessive" and said that they would
appeal, all the way to the European
Court of Justice, if needs be.
The captain and three members of
the crew of the Express Samina have
been charged with "reckless
manslaughter". Company chairman,
Kostas Klironomos, and his legal
adviser have been charged with criminally exposing passengers to danger
and of making false statements about
the vessel's seaworthiness. None has
yet stood trial.
The period since the death of Sfinias
has seen Minoan Lines seek to distance itself from its subsidiary. In June
last year, MFD was renamed Hellenic
Flying Dolphins and Minoan Lines has
since offered for sale half (16%) of its
holding in the company.87
George Patakos, a former top
banker with ABN-Am ro, has been

Dr77 b11 or approximately €232 11111 by Minoan Lines and Drl35 bn or approximately €407 11111 by Minoan Flying Dolphins. The faller brought into
the company some ofthe biggest names in Greek business including, among others: Dimitris Komominas, the fanner owner of the insurance giam
f11teramerican; Socratis Kokkalis, head of the electronics group Imracom; Dakis Joamwu of the constntction multinational J&P: Philip Vrionis of
Atemlotl advertising, Theodoros Vasilaki~; the principal shareholder of Aegean Ainvays; and the Laskaridis brothers, Tha nassis and Panos, the principals behind Lavinia shipping and 1•arious hotel and leisure l"ellltlfes.
85 He was also reported to have borrowed Dr4.3 bn from two banks against which he had pledged personal share holdings i11 Minoatra11d MFD.
86 "Court rejects second 'ship sale for MFD stock' deal with Sji11ias," Ncwsfron~ Vol. 3, No. 3, January 25. 2002, page 2.
87 In April2001, the newspaper Kathimcrini reported that Britain s P&O (Peni11sular and Oriental Steam Navigation Co.) had expressed interest in a
share swap bill nothing appears to hal'e come of the deal.
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brought in to manage HFD and an
arms-length relatio nship has evolved.
"Even though they [Minoan] have a
high stake in the company, HFD works
independently and has its own philosophy and its own structure," says
Patakos,
"Because we are a totally different
company, operating in different geographical areas, with different fleets
and different requirements, we therefore enjoy total freedom, I woul d say."
Minoan Lines is concentrating on
paying down debt by selling off old vessels and developing its long haul operati ons with the deployment of newly
bu itt vessels.
In April 200 1, it sold for $12 mn to
Far Eastern interests the 1972 built N
Kazantzakis, one of its earliest acq uisitions.
In January this year it completed the
sale for $5 1.2 mn to Cie. Meridiolane
de Navigation of France, the 28,400
grt,Aretousa, its first ever newbuilding,
constructed in 1995.
The company has also offered fo r
sale two of its oldest vessels, the King
Minos and the£/ Greco.
Minoan's recent newbuilding programme foresaw the construction of
eight vessels valued at $684 mn: four
were ordered from the Fincantieri
yard in Italy and three plus an option
for a fourth from the Samsung yards in
Korea.
Minoan took delivery of the 37,000
grt Fincantieri-built Knossos Palace 88
($105.3 mn) late in 2000 and of a sister
ship Festos Palace ($93.6 mn) in April
200 1. The first oft he SamsungvesselsPrometl!eus ($72 mn) 89 and Oceanus
($72 mn) - were delivered shortly
afterwards.
In December 2001 Minoan took
delivery of the third Fincantieri vessel,
the Olympia Palace ($93 .6 mn) 90 and

r~

Minoan Lines fleet and route list, March 2002
Adriatic
Patras-Ancona/Patras-Venice
Olympia Palace
Europa Palace
lkarus

Thessaloniki-SporadesCyclades-Crete
Daedalus

Piraeus-Crete
Knossos Palace
Festos Palace

Pasiphae
Erotokritosa
aOwned by Hellenic Flying Dolphins, chartered by Minoan Unes till the end of 2002
Source: MinoanLines

in March this year the last of the Italian series, Europa Palace ($93.6
mn / 1• It will take delivery of the third
Samsung vessei,Ariadne ($79 mn), but
has cancelled the option on the fourth,
thus reducing its newbui ld bill by some
$75 mn.
According to the company's chief
executive officer, Antonis Damianakis, the sale of Prometheus and
Oceanus is "under consideration".
Ariadne has been committed to a
joint venture operation with the Italian
operator Grimaldi.
This leaves Minoan Lines with five
modern vessels on the Adriatic route,
its older vessel Daedalus plying the
Thessaloniki - Sporades - Cyclades Crete route, and the two newbuilds,
Knossos Palace and Festos Palace, on
the run from Piraeus to Crete. This
leaner fleet deployment is designed to
restore a balance in supply and
demand on these routes.
The joint venture with Grandi
Traghetti, part of the Grimaldi Group
of Italy, was due to commence operations on May 31. Minoan committed
its new ro-pax,Ariadne, while Grimaldi was to provide the commercial management. Ariadne can carry 1,250 passengers and has 1,916 lane meters of
garage space for roiling cargo.
Plans called for an initial service

three times a week between Genoa in
Italy and Tunis in Tunisia with calls at
the island of Malta each Sunday. The
vessel's operational speed of 30 knots
will permit a 16 hour crossing time
compared with the 22 hour crossing
offered by Cotunav of Tunisia.
At a later stage, the JV may seek to
take advantage of EU policy on shortseas shipping to offer coastal services
from Genoa in Italy to Marseilles in
France wit h inter-connections to
North Africa.
In September 2001, the company
called an extraordinary general meeting
to seek approval for a €64 mn rights
issue and a €250 mn convertible bond.92
Instead the company opted for a
€200 mn syndicated bank loan which
drove company debt to over €700 mn
and its gearing to an estimated 190%.93
For 2001 , Minoan Lines posted its
first ever loss in 30 years of operation.
Revenues rose by 8.3% to€148 mn and
earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) to
€16.3 mo. But soaring financial charges
led to a net loss of€13.7 mn.
The company blamed high bunker
costs, th e reduction in reefer traffic
and the price war on the Adriatic
routes.
But customer concern about the
safety of the line must also have been a

8S Tire l'essel has capacity for 2, /90 passmgers plus 590 cars

or /00 trailers witlr a service speed of 30 knots.
120 tmcks and /50 \'elricles witlr a service speed of3 1.5 knots.
90 '/he l'e.uel lras capacity for 1,880 passengers, 6()() l'tlricles or I 50 tmcks and 100 vehicles witlr a sen,ice speed of 30 knots.
9/ '17re ''esse/ has capacity of /,900 passengers, 6()() ''thiell-s or /50 tmcks and 100 l'ehicles witlr a sen•ice speed of 31.5 knots.
92 Greek equities daily. " EFG Eurobank Securities. Sept~ 13, ?001. According to press repot1S this was later scaled back to €44 11111 but still did
not go a/read.
93 Greek Equities Daily, EFG Eurobank Securities, Deumi:H!r 5. ?00/
S9 17w \'esse/ lras capacity of 1,000 passengers and 6()() ltlricles or
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factor (see table on page 57). Superfast
saw its private car traffic down 2.8%
and Blue Star its truck traffic down
6.5 %. But Minoan's market share
plunged in all categories with passenger traffic down 22.2%, trucks down
10.4% and private cars down 30.8%.
The company answered written
qu estions for this survey but no executive was available for an interview
regarding policy.
In an interview with the newspaper
Kathimerini in April,94 chairman
Kostas Klironomos raised the prospect
of Minoan Lines possibly merging with
ANEK.
"We are considering a merger to be
done gradually with small steps but
ANEK is asking for the immediate
start of merger procedures," he was
reported as saying.
"Such co-operation could start from
the Adriatic routes through the establishment of a new company. Surplus
ships could be sold or used for new
lines in Greece or abroad.
"Later there could be a merger of
Cretan activities and, at the same time,
we could examine the subject of participations that Minoan and ANEK
have in other companies." This runs
counter to the official announcements
that ANEK and Strintzis Lines are
considering merging. One analyst said
he thought Klironomos was playing a
spoiler's role, trying to prevent the
Attica/Strintzis Group breaking into
the lucrative Cretan routes.
Klironomos discounted the possibility of a merger with ANEK provoking
further intervention by the Competition Commission. "We reckon that cooperation and mergers lead to
improvement of the sector, so this is
positive. We believe in a healthy market with competition creating a continuous improvement of quality.
"The Competition Commission
must be open-minded and not an
impediment to the attempt at market
modernisation.
"In any case, the free market will
94
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find by itself the necessary mechanisms, the necessary solutions in order
to function competitively."
Klironomos said he expected that
theshippingsectorwould contract fu rther in terms of the number of companies. " ... The era when just two groups
- not more - will exist in the market is
not far away. For this very possible
development the market must now
start preparations."

Hellenic Flying Dolphins
Hellenic Flying Dolphins (formerly
Minoan Flying Dolphins) currently
operates a fleet of 75 vessels, consisting of 36 high speed vessels, 34 conventional ferries, four trailer carriers
and one floating crane.95
The high speed fleet consists of:
• eight high-speed catamarans (socalled Flying Cats) capable of carrying between 600- 1, I 00 passengers,
four of which can carry between 110175 passenger cars;
• three Italian built hydrofoils (socalled Mega Dolphins) which can
carry up to 225 passengers; and,
• 25 Russian built hydrofoils, three of
which (the Kolkhidaclass) carry 132
passengers and 22 of which (the
Kometa class) carry 150 passengers.
The hydrofoil fleet operates only in
closed waters or on short inter-island
routes. The conventional ferries and
trailer carriers operate on longer
routes in open seas.
The average age of the conventional
fleet is 25 years and the company spent
some Dr25 bn (then worth a little over
€75 mn) in 2000 to bring the vessels up
to the new EuroSolas standards and to
provide the ships with new branded livery.
The company operates under four
brand names: Hellas Flying Dolphins,
Hellas Ferries, Sporades Ferries and
Saronicos Ferries.
HFD is the operating company for
all the vessels and, though the earnings

Nikos Bardou11ias, "/11 the fll/ure two feny groups will be e11ough," Kathimerini, Apri/14, 2002.
95 The cra11e is used to lift the hydrofoil fleet from the sea for dry docki11g i11 the winter.

of all the vessels are consolidated, it is
not legally established as a holding
company.
Shareholdings in the company
remain widely held - there are some
2,250 shareholders, none with a holding of more than 3%, in addition to the
stakes of Minoan Lines (31.6%), Vrionis interests ( 13%) and Agapitos interests 10%.
As well as its own voting stock,
Minoan Lines decisively "influences"
another 40%, according to chief executive director George Patakos. But
management of the company is effected by outside professionals. Practically, says Patakos, "the company works
independently".
On August 9, 2000, the company,
then known as Minoan Flying Dolphins,
applied to join the Athens Stock
Exchange. The application was still
being considered when the hydrofoil
was gutted and the&press Sam ina sank.
"With such a massive loss it was too
difficult for the authorities to assess
the damage to the company ...
[although] the whole thing was covered
from an insurance point of view",
Patakos says.
The company has paid out or committed some €83.6 mn in compensation payments but faces legal suits and
other insurance claims worth a total of
€454.4 mn.
For the time being, however,
Patakos says that the company is cash
rich with a current surplus of some $25
mn in hand. " ... We had an investment
programme which was not given a
chance to materialise because of the
sinking of the Express Samina. We
were left with a lot of cash and marketable securities in our till which
allow us to service our relative ly low
bank debt and be on time with the rest
of our obligations."
The company plans a fleet renewal
programme using traditional financing
methods of 30% equity and 70% debt.
It foresees sale of older conventional
tonnage and the introduction of two
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new high speed catamarans (one car
carrying) possibly within the next
twelve months.
Over the next three years it is looking to renew the ageing hydrofoil fleet,
possibly with as few as 16larger units.
"I think that they can do the job of the
fleet of Kometas which are widely used
for this type of trade," says Patakos.
Although the basic design of the
Kometa is 55 yea rs old, the Russians
still have a technical lead in the design
and their latest versions of the vessel
produce speeds of up to 48 knots compared to competitors' 40 knots with the
same engine capacity.
"But unfortunately they are totally
unreliable in finan cial resources ... ,
deliveries and the like. Design-wise
they are ahead but as for the rest they
are really trailing."
HFD is in discussion with an affiliate
of the Babcock Group of the UK about
a new class known as the Callisto. It
can reach speeds of 40 knots carrying
up to 200 passengers.
Patakos says that the company might
be involved in a reverse merger with
NEL lines which would allow it to
secure a listing on the Athens Stock
Exchange.
But before this could happen ANEK
would have to cede its blocking minority interest in NEL by selling it to third
parties or to the new company that
would be formed.
Such a merger wo uld not be easy,
says Patakos. NEL is a regionallybased company (operating primarily
in the North Aegean) with the bulk of
its board members nominated by the
local communities that it serves.
HFD, in its new arms-length relationship with Minoan, is a purely business
operation.
"We think that broader co-operations between coastal shipping companies, in order to avoid unnecessary
competition for something that is
already under a lot of financial pressure, is a positive sign and we are looking forward to this kind of co-operation.

" However, us being acquired by
NEL or us swallowing them is really
very difficult - not impossible but
extremely difficult- and will require a
lot of time, a lot of effort and a lot of
brave decisions.
"We are talking about two distinctly
different organisations, differe nt philosophy, different level of expertise
and sophistication and cultural and
size differences. These might be to the
detriment of the whole effort."
Generally, though, a shake-out that
might see ANEK join with Attica
Enterprises and NEL with Minoan
would probably be a good thing for the
industry.
"I think that it is a good opportunity
for all Greek coastal shipping companies to clean up their act because
everybody these days is participating in
somebody else."
Patakos says that the company will
contest the Competition Commission
fine. He describes the offe nce as an
"administrative violation": Minoan
High Speed Ferries and Ceres Hydrofoils did not give prior notification of
the creation of MFD; and MFD did
not give prior notification of its acquisition of the smaller ferry companies.
"We a re not being condemn ed for
fixing prices or manipulating the market or monopolising or discounting
t he market or dumping or anything
else.
"We are talking about administrative-type violations and, in particular,
non-disclosure of the forthcoming
acquisition of vessels into the new fo rm
that this company had at the time.
"We are going to contest it in the
competent administrative courts, not
only in Greece but abroad as well. We
will even go to Brussels if necessary.
We shall fight it to the bitter e nd."
The company claims to have moved,
in 2001, some 8.5 mn passengers, 1 mn
cars, 300,000 lorries and 100,000
motorcycles in 2001- with 85% of the
traffic moved in just five months-June
to October.

Neve rtheless, it is reported to have
posted a loss for 2001 of€23.5 mn. 96

Attica Enterprises
Attica Enterprises has driven the
modern isation of the Greek ferry sector, creating in less than a decade a
fleet of a dozen state-of-the-art ropax97 ferries.
The company has al ready begun to
divest some of the earlier vessels as it
assesses its way forward with new
alliances and services.
More newbuildings are likely,
though probably not in the short term,
as the company is heavily geared and
the ferry market is in downturn. But
fundamentally the company is sound
and it is only a matter of time unt il
expansion begins again.
Attica is the creation of its chairman,
Pericles Panagopoulos, who once
owned Royal Cruise Lines. He sold
this at the peak of the cruise market
just over a decade ago, a move which
left him cash rich and looking for new
investments.
Part of his profits went into Magna
Marine, a family owned, dry cargo fleet
which used to consist of seven vessels
and now has been reduced to four.
The bulk went into the creation of
Superfast Ferries which specialises in
long haul, high speed ro-pax.
In the seven years si nce it commenced operations, Superfast has
come to dominate the Adriatic routes
between Greece and Italy, has begun
services in the Baltic and North Seas
and is exploring the potential of a joint
venture to provide ferry services in the
western Mediterranean and operate
cruises in the east Mediterranean (see
below).
Between 1999 and 2000, Attica
acquired a controlling 48.57% interest
in Strintzis Lines, giving it access to key
domestic routes as well as more Adriatic runs. The Strintzis flee t was
rebranded as Blue Star Ferries.

96 Greek Equities Daily, EFG Euroba11k Securities, March 5, 2002.
97 I11dust1y jargo11 for JetTies that cany roll 011-ro/1 off tmck and auto traf)rc (ro) and passengers (pax).
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At the time of writing, Strintzis
Lines was in discussion with Chanea
based ANEK Lines about a possible
merger which, if successful, would give
the Attica Group access to longsought-after routes to Crete.
Superfast Ferries is run by Pericles's
son, Alexander Panagopoulos, who is
managing director and president.
Strintzis Lines' chairman and managing director is Gerasimos Strintzis,
one of the family co-owners of the
company. He operates with a large
degree of autonomy but shares certain
responsibilities with Attica Group
"authorised director" Spiros Paschalis.
The driving fo rce of the Group is
decidedly Pericles Panagopoulos,
whose gentlemanly, slightly distracted
persona masks a keen, relentless
empire builder bent on creating the
premier ferry company in the EU.
In 1992, when Panagopoulos acquired Attica, it was listed on the
Athens Stock Exchange but its shares
were not tradcd. 98
T he following year, it created a shipping subsidiary, Superfast Ferries
Maritime, originally called Attica Maritime SA, and placed its first order for
- - - - ---
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In January 200 1, an option for two
further vessels from Flender Werft
was not exercised while in July that
year, a three year convertible bond
loan of €45 mn was issued to help susta in cash now. 100 In March 2002,
agreement was reached to sell Superfast Ill and/Vto the govern ment of the
state of Tasmania and TI-Line PTy
Ltd. of Tasmania for service in the
Bass Strait between Tasmania and
Australia. The deal is supposed to be
finalised this month. Pericles
Panagopoulos claims the terms of the
contract precl ude release of the price.
Press and analysts' guesstimates have
varied wildlybut a price of the order of
$75 mn per vessel seems likely.
Supetfasr I and II have also been
viewed by at least ten potential buyers
but Panagopoulos will say nothing
more than that "many" have shown
interest. "We can say that we are sellers of any ship at the right price which
satisfies us and our shareholders..,
The sale of the vessels not only helps
sustain cash now but also rationalises
neet deployment now that Attica and
Strintzis are acting in concert. This
year the two will operate nine instead
of II vessels on Adriatic routes in an
effort to restore the su pply-demand
balance.
Attica claims regularly to be fi rst on
the Adriatic routes in terms of passengers, trucks and private autos. Strintzis
has trailed third behind Minoan but
has been gaining ground.
"The success of Superfast," says
Panagopoulos, "has been in combining
passengers with freight and this has
been successful because one really is
subsidising the other .... In winter you
base your revenues to cover your
expenses basically on freight and then
you have the passengers in the high
season. The season in the Mediterranean is very short .. . so we have to get
as much reve nue from passengers as
we can to make a profit."

a brace of new fast ferries (26 knots)
with the German yard Schichau Seebeckwerft.
Supetfast I and Superfast II entered
dedicated service on the PatrasAncona run in 1995, making the crossing in 20 instead of the traditiona130
hours. The company claimed to have
secured just under half the traffic on
the route within the first two years of
operation.
There followed a succession of newbuilding orders:
• in 1996 (for delivery in 1998) Superfast Ill and I V from Kvaerner Masa
Yards in Turku, Finland.
• in 1998 (for delivery in 2000-2001)
Supetfast V, VI, VII, Vlll, IX , and X ,
from Howaldtswerke Deutsche
Werft of Kiel, Germany.
• in 2000 (fo r delivery in 2002) Superfast XI and Xll from Flender Werft
of Lubeck, Germany.
The total building programme cost
some $1.3 bn (€ 1.44 bn) and has left
the company with debt of some €7 12
mn and gearing estimated at 147%.99
This has stretched corporate resources
and caused the company temporarily
to draw breath.
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

98 It wasfonnerly the milling company, Allica Flour Mills.
99 Greek Equities Daily, EFG Eurobank Securities, March 6, 2002.
tOO Tire bond bears a 3.25% coupon with a yield to maturity of 6. 2%. Panagopoulos says that were all the shares to be taken. the family control of the
company would not be significantly diluted.
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Superfast Ferries
Vessel
Superfast I
Superfast II
Superfast Ill

Built
1995 Germany
1995 Germany
1998 Finland

Knots
27.0
27.0
28.5

Passengers
1,400
1,400
1,400

Superfast IV

1998 Finland

28.5

SuperfastV

2000 Germany

Superfast VI

2000 Germany

1,400

Cars
120
120
160
160

Trucks
100
100
120
120

29.7

1,595

200

120

29.7

1,595

200

120

Superfast VII

2001 Germany

28.5

626

115

110

Superfast VIII

2001 Germany

28.5

626

115

110

Superfast IX

2002 Germany

28.5

626

115

110

Superfast X

2002 Germany

28.5

626

115

110

Superfast XI

2002 Germany

29.0

1,500

100

120

Superfast XII

2002 Germany

29.0

1,500

100

120

Source: AtticaEnterprises

In May 2001 Superfast expanded its
activities into the Baltic Sea, deploying
Supe1Jast VII , closely followed in July
by Supe1Jast Vlll, on a daily crossing
between Rostock in Germany and
Hanko in Finland (some 90 minutes
drive from the capital, Helsinki). The
29,800 grt Ice class ferries have passenger capacity of 626 and 1,900
metres of loading space for trucks and
cars. With maximum speeds of 30.4
knots, the vessels can make the crossing in 20 hours.
In January and February this year,
the company took delivery of the sister
ships Supe1fast IX and X which it
deployed on an 18-hour crossing from
Rostock to Sodertalje near Stockholm
in Sweden.
However, after operating the service
for less than four months, the company decided to "suspend" it. A
spokesman said the decision was taken
because the company was short of vessels, having sold Supe1Jast Ill and IV
and facing delays in deliveries of Superfast XI and Xll 101 which were sched-·
uled for deployment on a new 17.5
hour North Sea run from Rosyth, near
Edinburgh in Scotland, to Zeebrugge.
Attica said it could have continued
the Swedish service a while longer but
it was clear that it did not want in any

way to jeopardise the Scottish service
for which it had been selected from 42
bidders in the tender.
In May, the company announced that
it had been shortlisted - along with
three other candidates - to operate a
service from East Port, Great
Yarmouth, on the UK east coast, to
IJmuiden, near Amsterdam in the
Netherlands. The £30 mn East Port
facility is under construction and scheduled for completion in 2004. It could
eventually include rail-ferry links.
Superfast has had, since October
2000, a licence to operate a domestic
long haul route from Piraeus to
Chanea but Panagopoulos says the
company has not instituted a service
because it did not have the necessary
vessels. He said it takes 2.5 years to
construct a newbuilt ferry and that the
lifting of cabotage would have
occurred before a new dedicated vessel could be in place.
Panagopoulos said it was not company policy to buy second-hand vessels: "We don 't want other people's
shoes- even as an interim measure.
"Then what do you do? You have to
sell the ship. In order to sell the ship
you have to find a lover for the ship. To
fi nd a lover - well, pretty women can
do that- but not always ships."

The latest business development
was the signature last November of a
letter of intent with Costa Crociere, a
subsidiary of the US cruise giant Carnival Corporation, to form two joint
ventures: one in which Attica would
provide fe rry services in the western
Mediterranean and another in which
Costa would provide cruise services in
the east Mediterranean.
The deal is evolving. "We talk
almost every day with someone there."
But the final for m is dependent on
many issues, not least of which is the
outcome of Carnival's pending bid for
the UK Cruise company P&O
Princess. "This, to pu t it mildly, is
something that has to be finalised
before proceeding any further."
If the deal proceeds, Superfast
would sail from an Italian port
(Panagopoulos was not prepared to
say which one) to other north Mediterranean ports in Italy, France and, possibly, Spain. Part of the idea would be
to take advantage of EU short-seas
shipping policy to divert tractor trailers off highways and onto coastal ferries. The vessels might call at North
African ports but this is not a priority
in the planning, according to Panagopoulos.
The corollary is that Costa will
establ ish new cruise routes to east
coast Italy, Greece and Turkey, possibly home porting in Piraeus.
Panagopoulos thought they would
probably deploy vessels of around
50,000 grt - large for the eastern
Mediterranean. He said that itineraries might include Egypt and the Holy
Land were peace restored to the
region but that, at the moment, this
option was "not really appropriate".
Panagopoulos said that the new
routes would require a further two to
four vessels possibly, but not necessarily, of the Superfast type.
"For the time being, XII will be the
last of Superfast series because we
believe we are at a point where all the
ships need to be distributed on the var-

101 Pari of lire delays were said lobe !he responsibility of tht> yard bw pan related Jo design changes to accommodate more passengers. At !he lime of
writing. the \'essels were scheduled for delil'ety in latt> May and i11July.
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ious routes in which we have established a presence.
"On the other hand, this is not the
end of the Superfast series. There are
always amendments to the original
ideas and progress can never be
stopped. Evolution in this case is something we are very much looking for."
Panagopoulos says that he welcomes
the early lifting of cabotage restrictions. "Foreign companies that wish to
establish here or to participate in local
operations are most welcome." But he
says he doesn't expect much interest.
"I cannot predict accurately what
will happen but I think it will be pretty
difficult. This is a difficult environment because you need Greek speaking crew .. . and management. I would
say if they participate in the equity of a
company this is fine. But to come on
their own, I think they would have to
establish a new base which entails all
sorts of complications."
Generally, Panagopoulos hopes the
lifting of cabotage will improve services through the creation of a hub and
spoke system of services.
Modern, high speed vessels would ply
long haul routes such as Piraeus to
Crete, Rhodes and Lesvos, leaving
operators of smaller, probably older vessels, to service smaller, outlying islands.
"This is what we dream of," he says,
"to have hubs that will be like the airline business all over the world.
"If you fly from the island of Chios
you cannot go to Frankfurt directly.
You have to change planes in Athens
which is the hub for these smaller destinations. In the same way Syros could
become a hub for smaller islands in the
Cyclades such as Naxos or Paros. This
will give the stimulus to smaller
shipowners to operate between the
bigger islands and the smaller islands.
" [t does not necessarily mean
though that some operators may not
wish to serve the islands of Syros, Paros
and Naxos and, occasionally during the
week, to go to smaller islands for a certain subsidy which they could receive
from the government."

Eme rging from th e

Attica saw its consolidated sales
grow by 26.9% to €250.6 mn in 2001
but net profits fell by 40.5 % to €1 0.3
mn. EBITDA was strong but depreciation doubled and interest charges trebled on the Superfast vessels delivered
that year. Profits would have been lower still but for penalty payments from
HOW for late deliveries.
"We are coping with the high fina ncing charges," says Panagopoulos. "As
long as the ships produce, then we are
on the right track....
"To save on expenses is an illusion.
Really you can save very little and this
does not make or break a company. If
your budget, your calculations and
your business plan are correct at the
end of the day, you come out very well
by following your business style."

Strintzis Lines
Strintzis Lines 102 operates a fleet of
12 vessels, seven on domestic and five
on Adriatic routes.
Unt il the advent of Superfast, it
trundled along quite comfortably with
a fleet around 20 - 25 years old. Then,
suddenly, it was confronted with the
need for rapid modernisation in order
to compete.
In 1997, the company made a $100
mn private placement with institutional investors to fund a $300 mn newbuilding programme including
• Blue Star 1 and 2, two 29.5 knot,
1,600 passenger ro-pax ferries built
by the Dutch Ven-der Giessen-de
Noord yard, and deployed on Adriatic routes; and
• Blue Star ltlwki, a 25 knot, 1,500 passenger ro-pax built by the Daewoo
yard of Korea and initially deployed
on the Andros-Tinos-Mykonos-Paros
route but being reassigned this season
to the Syros-Tinos-Mykonos run.
In November 2000, Strintzis concluded a Dr 27.7 bn (€81.29 mn) share
capital increase which it used to order
a further two 26 knot vessels from Daewoo. The first, Blue Star Naxos, was

/02 For background see ''A Fresh Wiml, ".S;Jecial Survey, No 36, June 2000, pp. 74-75.
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delivered in March and the second,
Blue Star Paras, was due for delivery
this month. They are to be deployed in
the Cyclades.
The company has gradually been
divesting itself of its older vessels. Jonian Sun and BlueAegean have been shed
from the fleet since our last survey.
Panagopoulos says the group plans,
possibly within I he course of this year,
to order other ro-pax ferries of around
1,250 passengers, to capitalise on liberalised routes. Possible markets include
the Sporades, the Dodecannesc and the
eastern Cyclades. Routes such as
Chios-Mytilene-Limnos and SamosIkaria could be on the cards.
Panagopoulos was unprepared to say
how many vessels might be ordered but
did imply that they would be built in
Europe rather than the Far East. "It's
an open question. It could be new
yards. It could be Italy. It could be
France. There are several smaller shipyards that can build those ships." He
said he wouldn't rule out a Far Eastern
yard. "We go with the price, with the
delivery and by financing also."
The company still awaits delivery of
two vessels, Blue Star Chios and Blue
Star Mykonos, ordered in 1999 from
Hellenic Shipyards. The vessels were
ordered on loss leader terms at a time
when the then managers of the yard,
Brown and Root, were trying to establish a ferry building speciality. After
the managers were effectively driven
from the yard by the workforce, 103 the
contracts were renegotiated.
Initially, the 26 knot, 1,400 passenger ro-pax vessels were budgeted at
$36 mn apiece and scheduled for del ivery in time for the 200 I tourist season.
Panagopoulos says he has no idea
when the vessels might be delivered
because of complications associated
with the prolonged privatisation sale of
the Skaramanga yard to HOW of Germany. "You may assume whatever you
want. We do not know."
Asked whether Attica Group might
try to sell the unfitted vessels on the
slipway, Panagopoulos said, " It does
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Blue Star Ferries, fleet list 2002
Vessel
Blue Star I

Built
2000 Netherlands

Knots
28.0

Blue Star II
Blue Star ltathiki

2000 Netherlands
2000 Korea

28.0
24.0

Passengers
1,600
1,600
1,238

Cars
100
100
110

Trucks
100
100
22

Sea Jet 1

1995 Norway

38.0

386

Paros-Naxos-Santorini and Syros-los

Sea Jet II
Superferry II
Kefalonia

1995 Norway

386
2,300
1,137

Paros-Naxos-Santorini and Syros-los

1974 Belgium
1975 Japan

38.0
19.5
21.0

130

30

Paros-Naxos-Santorini and Syros-los

87

Cephalonia-lthaca

Blue Bridge
BlueHorizon

1976 Australia
1987 Japan

19.0
23.5

945
1,510

53
70

30
62
100

Blue Island
Blue Sky

1973 Japan
1974 Japan

19.0
22.0

1,505

94

45

Adriatic
Adriatic
_a

1,090

70

70

Adriatic

BlueGalaxy
Blue Star Naxos
Blue Star Paros

1972 Japan
2002 Korea

19.0
26.0
26.0

110
110
110

45
22

Blue Star Chios

2002 Korea
_ bGreece

1,517
1,300
1,300

27.0

1,800

184

37

Blue Star Mykonos

_ bGreece

27.0

1,800

184

37

22

Route
Adriatic
Adriatic
Syros-Tinos-Mykonos

Syros-Paros-Naxos-Santorini
Syros-Paros-Naxos-Santorini

a Currently not operational. b Delayed more than 1'l'2years. No datefixed for delivery.
Source: Attica Enterprises

not depend on us. The ships are the
property of the shipyard .... We have
paid money which is tied up there for
the past three years. Strintzis Lines
have paid a deposit [reported to be in
the order of $8 mn] but you' ll have to
ask the shipyard what they plan to do."
No one from the Hellenic Industrial
Development Bank (ETVA) which
owns 51% of the yard was prepared to
comment on the fate of these vessels.
Attica Enterprises acquired a 40.2%
stake in Strintzis Lines in 1999 through
a rights issue. It subsequently upped
this to 48.57%.
In May this year, Strintzis Lines
issued a €30 mn bond convertible into
5,850 common voting shares. 104 The
full amount is being covered by Attica
Enterprises which in its turn is issuing a
€ 35 mn convertible which will be
placed privately.
In an interview prior to this deal
being done, Panagopoulos said that
Attica saw "no point" in taking a majority stake in Strintzis. This would require

it to bid for 100% of Strintzis and to
delis! it. " At this point in time we don't
see the necessity of doing so. In a good
stock exchange climate, it might be so.
"We could visualise the delisting of the
company and absorbing of the company and taking over.. ..
"In the present climate of the stock
exchange, I think it is not wise to consider that."
In March, Strintzis announced that it
was in talks with financially troubled
Cretan based operator ANEK which is
reputed to be carrying some €350 mn in
debt with a gearing ratio of 180%105
and has been reported to have posted a
loss of some €5.3 mn last year.
The company in February was
reported to be preparing to sell three
vessels, E. Venizelos andArkadi, both
1983 built, and Aptera, 1972 built, all
plying the Piraeus to Crete route. The
sales were supposed to raise €175 mn to
help pay down debt but nothing further
has been heard of them. ANEK management indicated a willingness to be

interviewed for this survey but failed to
find space in the time available.
Panagopoulos says that he endorses
the merger idea. He says one idea
might be to form a new company in
which Strintzis and ANEK would take
shares. An alternative might be to
me rge ANEK into Strintzis.
"The [ANEK] fleet is not particularly up to date, this is true, but they
can bring their routes and their network. They can bring their expertise
and their shareholder base in Chanea.
And ANEK has some ships that are
valid on the routes to Chanea and
Irakle ion and to Ancona and Cre te."
Panagopoulos denies that he would
like to absorb ANEK for its Cretan
routes. "Of course it is one of the considerations but this will give access to
certain domestic routes in general.
Because the Cretan routes are already
there ... , the re is no improvement on
that to be expected. The improvement is to be expected from other
routes that will be in the ne twork."

103 See "Sea Change," Special Sun•ey No 28, June / 998, p.48.
The three year bond can'ies a coupon of 3.5% to become 7% at maturity.
105 Greek Equities Daily, EFG Eurobank Securities, Febnwry 13, 2002.

104
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MEDIUM-TERM PROSPECTS
he millennia! year 2000 saw a
massive leap in world trade of
13.3% according to OECD
data. Ea rnings fo r ship operators
grew concomitantly.
Last year, world economic growth
slowed markedly, growing by only
2.3%, technically a recession. The
trend had been steadily down in the
course of the year and plummeted
during fourth quarter, following th e
September 11 terrorist incidents.
During the boom, tanker rates rose
to unprecedented heights. Today,
they have fallen back sharply but
stand at levels historically considered
acceptable.
Dry cargo rates for carriage of the
raw materials for industry have also
fallen sharply to stand at levels below
historical norms.
Hardest hit, however, has been the
container sector, the workhorse ves-
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scls that transport the goods produced by manufacturers.
Manufacturing output in several
key economic sectors is on the
upswing but largely to restore depleted domestic inventories. Trade has
yet to pick up and recovery in the container business is not expected until
2003, perhaps later.
Greek shipowners, seeking to comply with new international regulatory
standards, invested heavily in newbuil dings during the boom period.
There is now concern th at this
could lead to overcapacity and prolongation of the rates slump.
New intern ational banking accords
set to take effect in 2005 (Basel II) wi ll
make it more difficult to obtain traditional bank financing for the purchase
of ships. New boutique banking ventu res and capital markets will play an
increasingly significant role.
Revisions to Greek stock exchange
legislat ion could see a number of
owners list part of their flee ts,
although this is unlikely to happen
until the market turns.
The govern ment, meanwhile, is
seeking to enhance the Greek fl ag.
Earlier this year it acted to reduce
tonnage tax on vessels by an ave rage
40%, in some instances up to 70%.
This has made the registry com petitive with other EU national flags for
the smallest and largest categories of
vessel. But it is still more expensive
for vessels in the 10,000 -200,000 dwt
range and considerably more expensive than the tax rates charged by
open registries.
The tax, however, is not the problem according to ship operators. The
diffic ulty with the Greek flag is the
large complement of national seamen
required. This can add up to $1,000 a
day to operating costs, making avessel flying the Gree k flag uncompetitive in tramp trades.
A yet larger problem is that there
arc insufficient graduates coming up

through Greek shipping academies to
meet the crcwing requi rements.
"We believe that the main problem
of the Greek fl ag is the obsession of
governments and some of the un ions
which demand a big number of Greek
seafarers on board," says Emmanuel
Yordon is ofT henamaris (Ship Management) Inc.
"(The level] cannot be met because
of the life on board wh ich discourages
young men to go to sea. The result is
that there are not adequate Greek
officers to man an increased Greek
fleet.
"That is why to all the political leaderships we are trying to support the
idea that the Greek regulatory framework should be equally open and flexible as all the other Eu ropean maritime flags."
The trade union reaction is th at the
only way Greece can retain its preem inence as a seafaring nation is to
improve conditions of work and shipboard life so as to attract a new generat ion of seamen.
Ideas mooted have included pe rmanen t contracts of employment,
better standards of training and
recognition of skills, and longer periods ashore to allow sailors more time
with their fa milies.
"If Greece wants to keep her position in world shipping, it will have to
be paid for," says John Halas, secretary ge neral of the Panhellen ic Seamen's Federation. "I don' t care who
will pay - maybe the owners or
maybe the government."
On the domestic fro nt, the government has said it wi ll lift cabotage
restrictions 14 months early, in
November this year.
This will mean the allotment of
route licences by public auction open
to ferry operators fro m across the
Eu ropean Economic Area. Less frequently travelled, and therefore
unprofitable, routes will be subsidised
under public service orders with a levy
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on all ferry tickets paying for the subsidy.
The consensus is that it will prove
difficult for foreign operato rs to
break into the local market unless
with a Greek partne r because of the
particularities of language and port
practices.
The domestic ferry sector is undergoing a process of consolida tio n.
Attica Enterprises holds a controlling
inte rest in Strintzis Lines, Minoan
Lines influence the majority of the
voting stock in Hellenic Flying Dolphins and ANEK has a controlling
minority in DANE and a blocking
minority in NEL.
In their effo rts to modernise their
flee ts ahead of the lifting of cabotage
restrictions, Greek ferry owners have
spent some €2.4 bn on newbuildings.
This leaves th em with debt approaching €2 bn and gearing of 150 - 180%.
In 2001, the companies made reasonable operating profits before
interest, depreciation and amortisatio n. After, howeve r, only two Attica and Strintzis - showed net
pro fits before tax.
Banks seeking to protect their loans
have been pressing companies to
rationalise their fleets and routes and
perhaps even to merge.
Strintzis is in discussions with
AN EK; Hellenic Flying Dolphins
with NEL. The ferry sector could
eventually end up with just two la rge
groups, Attica and Minoan, although
several traditional brand names may
be preserved.
The gove rnment has been seeking
to liberalise the port sector. Last year
it listed 25.5% of Thessaloniki Port
(OLTh) on the Athe ns stock
exchange. Two efforts this yea r to
pa rt privatise Piraeus Port (OLP)

have had to be postponed because of
technical difficulties. The listing is
expected to proceed later this year.
The computerisa tion of Piraeus
Container Port was completed late
last year. But, according to Michael
Sarlis of Sarlis Co nt ainer Services,
one of the leading users, the productivi ty of the port has actually falle n.
The problem, he says, is not with
the compute r programme, a version
of which is used in most ports in the
world. Rather, the contract provided
insufficient time for training of port
staff in its application and the cargo
use rs have been obliged to help the
port workers learn how to util ise the
syste m efficiently.
"But the biggest prob lem of the
port," says Sari is, "is the monopoly situat ion. It is a public company, so it
has all the diseases of a public company monopoly: rudeness, arroga nce,
poor productivity."
Sarlis says that problems cont inue
to persist for EU cargoes despi te the
fact that Piraeus and Thessaloniki are
designated Free Zones Type 2. This
means that the shipper no longe r has
to secure customs clearance per commodity pe r containe r but still has to
have the manifest of Community
goods stamped by customs at the port
of lading.
The shippe r at the Gree k end still
has to go through up to a dozen
bureaucra tic procedures before the
container can be discharged from the
port, which puts inter-modal operators at a distinct disadvantage vis avis
TIR traffic which can simply roll off a
fe rry and be on its way.
Sarlis is also conce rned that the
EU's short-seas shipping (SSS) policy
is being hijacked by the road transport
lobby. Instead of providing for inter-

modal services between feeder vessels
and tractor trailers operating in various delive ry cen tres, there is a growing tendency to promote fe rry operations that will transport both the tractor traile r and the cargo.
He argues tha t the SSS policy was
originally established to maximise the
sea leg of a voyage a nd minimise the
road t ransport and this should be
reinstated.
"You eliminate congestion. You
eliminate damage to infrast ructure.
You decrease atmospheric pollution.
You decrease the accident facto r,
wh ich is much higher in road tra nsportation, and gain many othe r benefits."
The cargo on 100 tractor trailers is
equivale nt to 220 TEU. "A 220 TEU
vessel is a very small feede r with nine
crew, wit h the value of the vessel $1 1.5 mn, which has an engine of 2,000
bhp, and consumes about six tons of
gasoil a day. This consumption is in
the open sea, not close to cities .. .. A
ro-ro vessel that will take 100 trucks is
a big one ... costing about $75 mn.
Why have such a n investme nt in
tractor and trailer and driver travelling when this voyage can be done
without a tractor, without a trailer and
without a driver?"
Events of the last three yea rs have
illustrated yet again the highly cyclical
nature of the shipping business, both
in the bl ue water and coastal sectors,
though Greek owners are becoming
ever more sophisticated in smoothing
the peaks and troughs of their end of
the busi ness.
But unless there is some significant
change in flag law and traini ng procedures, the tradi tion of Greece as a
nation of seafarers may rapidly
become a thing of the past.

This Survey is a truncated version of the one intended. The author fell ill during the writing and was unable to complete the text as planned.
Several companies and organisations who generously took time to give interviews have not been written up. These include Royal Olympic
Cruise Lines, Festival Cruises, Sari is Container Services, Costa mare Shipping, the Hellenic Registry and the Hellenic Association of Shipbrokers. The author wishes to thank themfor their time.
The author wishes to acknowledge the generous assistance of David and Samantha Glass of Naftiliaki and Newsfrolll for extensive background
briefing. Gilliam Whittaker ofTradeWimls and Nigel Lowry of Lloyd's List also provided information. Thanassis Yembos undertook additional research and translations.
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